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With this issue, Rampike is pleased to offer a forwn for artists and writers who provide retrospectives on 
temporal flux, states of being, and the vital forces of creative energy itself. These retrospectives look back and 
think ahead. Our past defines our present, and shapes our future. This issue features a constellation of artists and 
writers who examine and (re-)define past and future in differing ways. In Rampike, we continue to present talent 
from around the world, including Asia, Europe, Australia, as well as North and South America. Here, we offer 
writing, visual art, poetry, graphic arts, fiction, arts commentary and interviews. Included in this issue are 
interviews with internationally recognized writers David Antin, and Jaap Blonk, who offer their individual 
perspectives on approaches to their chosen media. Elaine Corts' refined translation of Philippe Sollers' H, offers 
yet another instalment in our on-going series on this famed French author's writing. Also, we are delighted to 
present a never-before-published interview with the legendary bp Nichol (1944-1988). In this interview with 
Geoff Hancock, bp offers rare insights and candid comments on his approaches to writing and publishing. Arts 
commentary from culture savants Reid Diamond, Stan Fogel and Philip Monk offer illuminating perceptions on 
late twentieth century music, art and cinema. Reid Diamond (1958-2001), shortly before his untimely death this 
year, submitted a retrospective on his life as a musician, which now serves as much as a commentary on the 
music scene, as on his own life as an artist. Peace and love Reid, you will be missed by many. Also in this 
issue, poets Louise Bak, Lawrence Upton, Jeanette Lynes and Brian Edwards, among many others, address the 
conventions of the medium of language itself. Paul Dutton's "Word Count" transcends the limits of the poetic 
genre and provides us with a remarkable gem of conceptual art. Fiction writer Norman Lock offers a rare 
historical perspective on Albert Einstein in Africa, while Geary Hobson writes on aboriginal experience in the 
American southwest. Our profiles provide backgrounds on celebrated international literary figures Fernando 
Aguiar and Joy Kogawa, who in their individual ways have explored poetry as an inter-disciplinary art form. We 
also feature an array of acclaimed visual artists. Nobuo Kubota's wood-word-works explore art as process, Eldon 
Garnet's photography examines temporality itself, while Vera Frenkel's video-poetry interprets Messiah-figures 
of past and future. Graphic artists Robert Moorehead, Michael Basinski, Carol Stetser and Christian Burgaud 
among others included here, reconsider the uncharted territories between visual art and writing. Gracing our 
cover, Noel Harding's eco-art, speaks meaningfully of our on-going co-existence with the earth. And, our mini-
reviews section offers commentary on a plethora of fascinating works from around the world. 
We are also pleased to announce good news about some of our many contributing authors and editors. 
Annand Gamet Ruffo's play A Windigo Tale (excerpt published in Rampike Vol. 9/No. 1: pp. 58-61) has been 
selected as one of the three winners of this year's CBC Arts Performance Showcase competition. An excerpt of 
the play is scheduled to be filmed by CBC and we look forward to a screening later this year. And, a 
retrospective book on the life's work of sculptor, Sorel Etrog (see; current issue), is being prepared by the 
prestigious Prestel Press (London, Munich, N.Y.) with commentary by the eminent art critic, Pierre Restany. 
Steve McCaffery's Seven Pages Missing (Volume 1) which provides the definitive selection from three decades 
of his works (1969-1999), has just been released by Coach House Books to instantaneous and resounding critical 
acclaim (see: http://www.chbooks.com). Linda Hutcheon, who we've interviewed a couple of times, is now 
President of the M.L.A. (Modem Language Association). Our regular contributor, Rosemary Sullivan, keeps 
winning Governor General's Awards for her biographies of important writers. And, Rampike' s previous (all 
aboriginal) issue, edited by Kateri Akiwenzie-Damm, has been nominated for several periodical awards including 
the Word Craft Circle A ward for 2001. And on it goes. The editors take this opportunity to express appreciation 
to our supporting government agencies, the Ontario Arts Council and the Canada Council for the Arts. We take a 
moment to remember those fellow travellers, artists and writers, and theorists, who have left us their legacy and 
a challenge to continue. And, we extend special thanks to the artists and the readers who, by devoting their time 
and energy to this journal, have made Rampike an internationally recognized forum for innovation in art and 
writing. Kind thanks to you all for over twenty years of collaboration and loyal readership! -- Karl E. Jirgens 
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IN CONVERSATION WITH DAVID ANTIN 
Interview by Manuel Brito 
This interview with poet David Antin took place in La Jolla. Antin immersed himself very rapidly in a cplloquial 
conversation with responses that represent real discoveries of his own poetic technique and intentions. What is most curious 
about Antin's responses is his insistence in showing the force of language, which allows a more profound understanding 
of our social and individual existence. Here he considers important issues within his poetical universe as well as providing 
a seminal aesthetics encouraging us to embrace a greater commitment to creative life. Antin is one of the pioneers of 
performance poetry and is widely known for his ''poem-talk" (improvisatory talk performances before live audiences). In 
this interview-as-performance with Manuel Brito, Antin weaves thoughts on other poets, views on the role of language, and 
reflections his own performative approach. Rampike's correspondent, Manuel Brito, edits Revista Canaria De Etudios 
lngleses {clo Deparamento de Filologia lnglesa y Alemana, Universidad de la Laguna, Campus de Guajara, La Laguna, 
Tenerife Islas Canarias, Espana ISSN: 0211-5913]. 
*** *** *** 
Manuel Brito: In "Gambling" you indicate that you feel 
uncomfortable in dealing with the term "poet" applied to 
yourself. Then would you define yourself as a fable writer, 
as an intermediate writer between poetry and fiction? 
David Antin: Well, you ask a very good question. Just 
because I feel uncomfortable with the word poet doesn't 
stop me from using it. The reason I feel uncomfortable with 
the word is not that I don't want to be a poet but I don't 
like what is thought of a poet, I don't like the idea of poetry 
that is generally suggested in this culture when the term is 
used. So, I feel myself in some ways close to the idea of 
poetry as long as the ideal poetry means invention, that is 
discovering inventions through the explorations that are 
available with the use of language. But that's a very broad 
and open category and if I call people 'poets' in that way, 
then I'd call Wittgenstein a poet and Socrates too. On the 
other hand, I also think of the great poet-story-tellers like 
Homer or Gogol. By the way, we call his book Dead Souls 
"a poem of Russia" and that's what it says on the 
frontispiece of the Russian edition. It calls it a "poem" and 
it is a poem as far as I am concerned. So, for me it's 
important that when I go to talk as a poet, when I get 
invited as a poet, I would like to make clear I include the 
possibility of story-telling and thinking and playing with 
language altogether as within the range of my concerns and 
I don't see it as what is generally seen as a profession of 
poetry. For example, I read only certain things that other 
people call .poetry. I don't read as much poetry as that, I 
mean I may read Lyn Hejinian but. .. the likelihood of what 
I would read ... might include, let's say, James Merrill or 
Robert Pinsky. 
MB: "Remembering, Recording, Representing" is the title of 
one of your talk-poems and I think these three words are 
quite adequate for referring to your literary development 
What is the real configuration of your literary 
introspections? 
DA: Well... in that particular talk was an idea of considering 
three terms which are not quite the same, that is, as if they 
were... explorations of three different possibilities with 
relations to each other. "Remembering" is about the way the 
human mind works to articulate where it is as the result of 
where it has been. So, for me, part of making poetry is 
trying to come to terms with where I am, trying to find out 
what that means, or maybe ... in a sense if you believe, if 
somebody believes that the present constantly is a space you 
occupy -- then, its a static operation and you don't need to 
remember, all you have to do is to describe it I don't find 
this an adequate understanding. I assume we are always 
moving, traversing territorial terrain, and we're moving in 
directions, but we are not sure what direction we are 
moving in. Because in order to be sure of the direction you 
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are moving in, you have to have a sense of the history of 
your movements to a degree. Somewhat the way an 
engineer would plot the curve or the trajectory of something 
with the use of calculators to try to find the rate of 
movement to an instantaneous rate of movements, and we 
try to build a curve of motion against time. Well, in some 
sense coming from linguistics and mathematics and physics, 
my view is that I'm trying to find out what way I've been 
moving, because I am in motion and moving in some 
direction. I mean it's psychological and social ... And 
"Remembering" is an attempt to find where I am now in 
order to find what I am dealing with, because if I'm going 
at this kind of angle towards something, it indicates that 
what I'm looking at is being seen from a particular 
perspective. I need to articulate from the past. Also the 
past. .. knowing the past is knowing the present and trying to 
figure out the future. In a way, when I say "remembering" 
I am using "remembering" in the way some people might 
use the expression "doing history." But the "history" is done 
by most people in a library. Most people go to a library and 
deal with the past in the library and then the memory is 
other people's memories sitting in books, and these 
memories are trustworthy or untrustworthy depending on the 
reports. For me, I am not enormously interested in myself, 
in the sense that most autobiographers are. I don't really 
care about my own self in a psychological manner. I'm 
interested in the things that have happened in order to come 
to terms with what I think are the real [issues], or pressing 
to articulate the issues of the world that I am interested in. 
So, when I deal with my autobiography, one might call it 
being interested in a kind of "concrete history." It's a kind 
of... it's facing history concretely. The act of making history 
or finding history is an act of remembering in its less 
pedantic mode. So, that's why "remembering" in the mode 
of the autobiographical is what I know for having seen, but 
as I have seen it and experienced it. If somebody told it to 
me, [then] it's more like first hand, at least it's closer to 
first hand experience, I find, than most other things. 
Although, I must say that there are some books I regard as 
part of my personal experience, people's writings as well. 
Still, to get your hands on personal experience is not so 
interesting, because it's personal, because it's concrete, and 
particular, and because it's very much like all the other 
things, and this may give you a better view of them, but 
maybe gives you a more specific or a more articulated view 
of the details of living, which in some way have things in 
common all the time. That is, the world changes, the 
constitution of the world may change, but there's something 
about the concreteness of living that provides information 
from past experiences of this to future experiences, though 
it's not always clear exactly what it is. And I'm always 
shifting this material and, of course, every week, anoth~ 
week has become the past, every day, another day 1s 
becoming past ... 
MB: ... and what about "Recording" and "Representing"? 
DA: Well, then the "recording"' and "representing," you see, 
the whole thing would take us three different ways of 
dealing with articulating the questions o~ the past or. of 
experience. It's really the question of expen~ce. Recording 
experiences suggests that wh~t you can do is_, you can take 
a kind of either analogical [view], or analysis of whatever 
happens, and present it, for example, the r~ording w_e ~e 
doing with the recording machine. A recording machm~ 1s 
very specifically limited in what it ~an do. It ?as no _choices 
in how it would select what my vmce says, its choices are 
already encoded once and for all by the c~aracteristic~ of 
the tape, by the characteristics of the acoustical mecharus~ 
of the microphone and the system that chops off certain 
frequencies or distorts certain frequencie~ fo_rever. ~t can't 
see, it can't pay attention_ to w~at 1s ~terest~g or 
negotiable. In other words, 11 doesn t negotiate with my 
voice, it doesn't interact with my voice, it simply takes what 
part of my voice impinges upon it. and fixes there. It_' s 
typical of the acts of reporting as in photography, a~ in 
taping television, and as even in trying to take the straight 
descriptive account of something, it's simply put.ting d~wn 
in your mind the imaginary notion document~ly of J_ust 
what happened. And this is a very limited but an mterestmg 
view in contrast with the idea of "representing." If you take 
the contrast let's just say between drawing and photography 
-- when so~eone draws what they see. During the Civil 
War a number of artists went out, in the United States, they 
wen~ out to draw, to draw the images of the war. Winslow 
Homer, the American painter, went out with pencil :nid 
brush and went out to draw the war; at the same time 
photographers like Matthew Grady went out with a camera 
and they photographed the war. They tel! you ~if~erent kin<l:s 
of things. Grady's camera was especially limited and 1t 
wasn't quick, and if it was quick it would only take a short 
burst. And Homer would tell you what it was like to see it 
and would attempt to "represent" it as well as he could, 
given the limitations of drawing. Maybe if he kept the 
journal also and was verbally skilled and did a verbal 
represer.tation on the drawings, [then] that might've been 
another way of representing it. Or, you could do what I am 
doing, which is essentially "representing." Now, I have a 
tendency to respect the particularity of facts, and facts are 
little bit like recording elements ... 
MB: ... do you mean "facts" seen as similar to reality? 
DA: No, facts are different, facts are part of the theory of 
description. Facts are the details of the theory of description 
that allows for retrieval of a particular type. In other words, 
facts are very misleading without a theory for interpretation 
of the facts ... facts belonging to a theory. And so the tape 
recorder facts belonging to what you 're getting out of here. 
Ultimately what you're getting out of here is not what 
you've heard. Like when I talk to you now, and if you go 
to listen to it on the tape recorder it will all be different. It 
will be quite different because we're sitting here and I'm 
looking at you, you're looking at me, we make moves 
towards each other, you see, you will know when you listen 
to it, you will have to supply other elements for the facts to 
be meaningful. But the tape recorder won't change what I 
said every time you play it, it won't change it in kind of 
individual ways because of what it thinks, whereas in your 
memory you will be thinking about the meaning of it and 
you will remember it differently from the tape recorder. 
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This value involves all those things. And I was raising all 
three possible ways of handling it The dif~erence bet~een 
remembering, recording, and then representmg from e1th~, 
because when we do the transcript in a way, the transcnpt 
will be an attempt to represent something from what I've 
said partly on the basis of what is recorded, but partly on 
the basis of what I remember and on what you remember. 
So all three will come up in the transcript. 
MB: In spite of its "rare" form of presentation, your writing 
is not abstract at all, you usually follow a concrete story 
intermixed with instantaneous thoughts. Is this an evocation 
of our most evident experience? 
DA: Well, in the act of writing, you see, the pieces 
themselves when I perform, are usually an attempt to do 
what I call a "poetry of thinking" as opposed to a ~try. of 
thought. Thought is like a completed element, and ~g 
is an act of a mental examination. Thinking and talking are 
not quite the same. Talking is a way. of _rep~es~ting what 
you are thinking, and when you are thinking 1t, 1t s abou~ as 
close as you can get to it, it's not as close as all that, 1t' s 
fairly close but not the same thing. So, wh~ I go t~ ~lk 
with an audience I put, I try to put myself in the pos1t1on, 
some way, of trying to think out loud in ~elation to that 
audience about some things that are on my mind, you know. 
I such a way, the audience will have a reasonable chance to 
fmd something meaningful in it. I have a sense of 
responsibility to an audience as pe~ormer, ~ I have. a . 
sense of responsibility to the matenals I am mterested in 
thinking about. And I have a responsibility to myself for 
wanting to please myself with the kind of shape that the 
thing takes, because I enjoy making things -- the mystery of 
negotiating with each other, that is, they_ are. not so m~ch 
competing but they are, maybe, cooperatmg m ~ompe!mg. 
But there are negotiations among these three possible things, 
thinking to myself about something, talking to an a.udi~nce 
about with the thinking, and trying to address certain kmds 
of ideas. Now, if you say I am not abstract, I am not. But 
I am within the tradition of thinking, the tradition of people, 
perhaps partly, of philosophers like Wittgenstein or, to some 
degree, people like Kierkegaard or Nietzsche, ~ non-
systematic philosophers. Socrates would tell ston~ too, 
according to Plato. We only know what Plato said that 
Socrates said so in a way if they were correct, Plato 
thought Socra~es thought something like this too. It's a kind 
of concrete thinking with examples and analyses, analyses 
and examples. I also introduce what I belie~e Socrat~ must 
have done too, I introduce jokes, funny stories, anything that 
illuminates and opens up the material in some way that 
interests me. In some way, I hope it interests the audience, 
but I want it to interest me. There's a certain playfulness 
and a certain analytic issue. I will tell the story when I think 
it's worth telling, and I may not tell the story if I don't f~l 
like it. But if I do it long enough, somehow the story will 
come up. . . 
MB: Is it possible to re-create a sense of reality with a 
psychic impact through the improvisation that characterizes 
your work? . . . 
DA: I find that the improv1sat1on allows me a kind of 
freshness. Improvisation is a mixed bag, you could say, it 
has advantages and disadvantages. The advantages of 
improvisation are that you can, if you have good luck in the 
way you 're working, you can get past the formulas you have 
and fmd a fresh way of dealing with material. You can keep 
yourself interested. It has the disadvantage that you can't 
always get the precision you want. You can. get !ocal 
precision but you can't always do the most intensively 
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precise job, but sometimes doing the most intensively 
precise job involves something like a surgical operation, and 
a surgical operation involves anaesthetics, and the problem 
is whether you want the material of a corpse anaesthetized 
on the table or whether you want it to be a bit more alive. 
When it's anaesthetized it lays quietly and you can work on 
it more easily, and when it's moving you have more trouble 
working with it. 
MB: You quote Homer showing that the natural habitat of 
poets is in performance ... 
DA: Yes, I think that's true and I also think that not only 
was in perfonnance, but I think the natural habitat of the 
poet was also an improvised performance. That is, I think 
that Homer was an improvising poet who, of course, we all 
know, used formulas. But the point is he used formulas in 
new ways, he was constantly moving the formulas around, 
at least he feels as if the formulas were being subject to 
transformation. What was being transformed were not the 
individual word patterns but the larger elements. So that... 
if you compare me to a poet like, let's say a "language 
poet" like Silliman or Charles Bernstein, [then] we'll be 
more involved with phrases, with cutting pieces, with 
phrases they arrange, they take pieces of sentences and 
move them around. I used to work somewhat like that back 
in the sixties, but I lost interest in doing that. They do it 
b~ause they see themselves as exploring language, and I 
think what they are exploring essentially is syntax, the 
effects of making cuts in syntax, breaking into normative 
syntax and replacing it, replacing one kind of phrase with 
another, where two sentences collide in one sentence and 
that's a local invention. In other words, it's localised, what 
they do is in the details. I find that I tend to use English 
sentence structures that are common to the language. 
Whatever the language provides me with, I take, that's like 
a Homeric formula. I take it because when I'm interested in 
the manipulation of the sentences of the dramatic, or loosely 
dramatic, of language to build at another level to build 
analytic passages, or narrative passages, or e~ploratory 
passages. So, I am interested in what I call "social genre," 
it's a ~ind of social linguistic genre. You explain things in 
a particular way, analysis is what I would call a kind of 
social linguistic genre. It's, for example, a question, the 
interrogative is linguistics but the request is social. To ask 
someone a question -- there are different ways of asking a 
question. There are questions that are asked as provocations. 
There are questions asked to get information but that's a 
~eal interrogation. Interrogation is the social' genre, mere 
mterrogatives are basically linguistic. I am not interested in 
the purely. formal linguistic arrangements of grammar, like 
~e mvers_ion of the sentence or whatever, it comes up into 
mterrogatives. I am really interested in the social linguistic 
areas where you have the music of explanation... or the 
music of analysis. And this; I am using both musics now. 
So, that's my relationship to poetry; I am interested in the 
exa1:ll1ation of... these things. And so, for example, I find 
th~t m some of the "language poets", they are very invective 
with phrases, they are open, very obvious in the social 
genus because the sentences comport certain kinds of 
sentences they use socially the same way all the time. So, 
they are interested in one way, and they are less interested 
in another, and I am sure if they were to look at my work, 
they would find it less interesting in terms of phrases and 
grammar, and they may or may not be interested in the 
psychological and social characteristics I am interested in. 
So we 're working in different areas. I find myself mainly 
conce?Ied with the kind_ of explorations of ways of 
behavmg, of ways of behavmg using language and thinking, 
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ways of behaving for the mind. 
MB: The story about your phone conversation with your 
aunt published in Formations suggests an emphasis on 
improvisation as a means of being able to speak in that 
dramatic situation. If we take the title of that piece, w,hat do 
you mean by avant-garde? 
DA: Yes, I know what you mean. I think it's basically about 
the need to improvise in a way I was talking. You 're right, 
what you singled out is essentially the way of describing the 
essential issue of improvisation for a real avant-garde. 
Because, in a way, if you really mean to be avant-garde, 
you mean to be open, open to the contingencies. See, one 
thi~g. about the avant-garde, one feature that one always 
anticipates from the avant-garde, is it's at the front of 
something, and we could discuss what it is. I am not quite 
so sure the term is a good term any more, but whether the 
term is good or not, one thing I would have expected from 
the avant-garde is to able to deal with whatever comes up. 
Because, even the old military term "avant-garde" -- in a 
battle you never know what is going to happen, you only 
have the experience of past battles, of histories of other 
people's battles, but in the long run you are going to have 
to improvise. For example, the way they are discussing, the 
way Bush and his experts were discussing the war that may 
have come up with Iraq. They were all talking, in a certain 
sense, a kind of fantasy, because they were imagining they 
could predict the outcome of the war. I think one general 
said to them that, in the end, the war is always uncertain 
and in the front lines of the war, what you're going to have 
to do is improvise. But improvising doesn't mean that 
everything you do is new. But something will come up, the 
or~er you've been taught, that will be useless for it, and you 
will have to respond to it in a new way, and if you can't 
respond to it in a new way, then you do not belong to the 
avant-garde. 
MB: You also said that you are always trying to move 
forward. 
DA: In an sense what choices have we got but to move 
forward. Because we are moving forward no matter why. 
Life is constantly moving and we're moving forward into 
the future as if we were on an escalator and we had no 
choice. The main thing about moving forward is that either 
you want to move forward or you are going to be carried 
forward ... 
MB: Yes, but is this an indispensable prerequisite for a 
rigorous submission to the avant-garde? 
DA: Really, you see, I am using the word very loosely. I am 
not really enormously convinced that the term "avant-garde" 
is the best term at this time. I am playful with it, but the 
problem is that the word "avant-garde" suggests a 
community, a whole group, that is moving in a different 
direction and I am not even sure what direction is forward. 
I think the main issue is ... I think we 're moving because we 
have to keep moving. And to keep moving because, let's 
say ~ve~ in terms of psychological sense, you have to keep 
movmg m order not to convolve down in the same crusades 
you've al~ays. been in, which doesn't mean that you give up 
all the things m the past You may bring an awful lot with 
you, you may take an awful a lot of the past with you, and 
~ am always remembering. But, in order to stay alive, my 
image of staying alive, was a kind of moving forward 
because of your own volition, as opposed to being carried 
forward. So the trick is like being on an escalator, up and 
down, it doesn't matter. Let's say we're on an escalator, the 
escalator is moving and unless you do something, you will 
be carried by it And if you find that its movement is not 
the movement you want, you may have to move. But I am 
using it loosely as I said "forward"; "forward" is an 
ambiguous term; you're right, I don't know what "forward" 
is at this point. That's why I probably I wouldn't have a 
very firm commitment for the notion of forwardness. But I 
think the piece was taken up. The piece was not so much 
committed to my belief in avant-garde, which I am very 
uncertain about, what I really believe in is that way of 
framing the idea. It was taken for granted; other people's 
ideas of the avant-garde, the ideas that they had and, under 
those circumstances, saying "what would you then ask of it, 
if it was to be an avant-garde?" Myself, I am not sure that 
this point is a good idea, even to use the term. 
MB: Is there another term for it? 
DA: Well, that's the reason we use the term. It's that there's 
no other term that anybody has available. Although if you 
examine it, it's no longer very helpful because the real 
problem is that when you use the term "avant-garde," it 
suggests that you really always want to get rid of the old 
and make the new, which also suggests you're fighting a 
battle, and I am not sure we are fighting a battle. What 
we're doing may be more peaceful than that. I mean, we're 
maybe doing some_thing more positive than fighting. It 
might be gentler. It may have less to do with people, than 
with the conviction that we must invent at every moment. 
For example, if you think of it, think of art-making as a way 
of constructing or trying to survive, a kind of survival 
activity; [then] survival can be seen in different ways. 
Survival can be seen in the narrow sense, how little can we 
take to survive, or you can see it as a kind of "how much 
richness can we make out of life." And my sense is, if you 
look at the notion of "surviving" and "survivalism", most 
survivalists always imagine catastrophe. That is, the term 
. survivalism always means people imagining there is going 
to be an atomic war, and you only to have a little water left 
and everybody is going to be trying to get at the water, and 
you really want to make sure you can kill anybody else who 
is trying to get your water. That's what they imagine as 
"survival." That's not the way to imagine survival in human 
terms, that's the way to imagine survival in such 
grotesquely Darwinian terms, without discussing, without 
dealing with life. You are dealing with something almost 
sub-human. So, as an artist, I try to fmd what I think are the 
richest ways to look at the world. The richest ways to 
examine experience, to be able to take possession of our 
experience, to see our lives as richly as we can see them, 
and make them available for us in a richer manner; that's 
my idea of what I do. Now if I do that, I don't always 
despise the tools that other people have used to make life, 
to make the rich life visible, to make the good life, or the 
dangers of the other life, or the bad life, or the bad lives 
visible, because there are ways that still work, things that 
are methods of thinking, of talking, of examining that work 
and will continue to work; and what doesn't work, you have 
to replace with something new. What works fine ... they have 
a saying in English, "if it ain't broke, don't fix it." What is 
"don't fix what isn't broken"? But, at the same time, you 
may have to replace something entirely, because it really 
has to be thrown out, because it doesn't work and will never 
work again, and you have to be ready to do both of those. 
You've got to be able to patch some things up -- you have 
to be able to use something that was once used, but has to 
be used in a different way, you may have to invent 
something entirely different, and all those methods have to 
be available. Now, the kind of poet I want to be, if I was to 
call it "avant-garde," will' have to embrace these various 
approaches to dealing with things, with these instruments. 
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MB: Sometimes you include an introduction before your 
talk-poems, what is the intention of that? 
DA: It's to help to create a situational space, a context 
within whi~h the talk takes shape because, in a way, the 
problem with the conventions of literature is that they 
suggest that this work has no context, it's universal or 
absolute. Literature, in general, has been treated, for a while, 
as if it's not related to a situation. As if it can be taken out 
of the situation and can be seen as universal. And it is not 
true; you can do it, but you do a damage. If you take 
Socrates' position out of this moment, out of the people he's 
talking to, as a matter of fact, Plato puts the dialogue in a 
situation, and the situation reflects a whole moment in time. 
A moment when people are thinking this, and certain things 
are going on and it helps you to interpret the piece. It's 
given you a kind of background against which to project the 
possibility of the piece. I know it's interesting to take it 
away from that too, but I like the idea of offering a kind of 
environment and a setting, a kind of arena that I think helps 
to give birth to the piece. So these are intended to create, to 
recreate, the arena for the piece. 
MB: But can it also be seen as a limitation, or not? 
DA: You can see it as both, because anything that provides 
you with extra information can be seen as limiting the range 
of possibility, in the Derridian sense, it will probably be an 
attempt to limit it rather considerably ... But what it limits in 
one sense, it's enriching in making concrete certain other 
possibilities. So, I do it because I want to make certain 
things more concrete than others and, of course, one has the 
liberty of disregarding it. 
MB: Can these pieces be observed as separate pieces, I 
mean one is the introduction giving context and the other 
one is ... 
DA: They can be seen as separate or they can be seen as 
loosely related. I mean it's hard to see them entirely 
separate, but it's possible to separate them. I like to think of 
them as floating close each other. I don't like to see it as 
fixing, so that the pieces don't, like the introductions, don't 
usually explain anything, what they do is present a kind of 
prologue that you can loosely make use of, or not, make use 
of depending on how you feel about it. 
MB: Some of your talk-poems start by saying "I don't know 
what I'm going to say", "I don't know what UNESCO is ... ", 
"I don't know what a book fair is ... " However, after these 
kinds of sentences, you extend your commentaries a lot 
about these matters in very profound and sensible ways ... 
DA: [Laughs] Well, I try to find out where my knowledge 
doesn't extend to. I try to get myself into a state of 
sufficient knowing, to try to get rid of some of the things I 
do know and probably would be better off not knowing ... 
MB: Is this insistence on not-knowing a way of beginning 
to question the affair you are involved in? 
DA: Well, you see, the problem is that a lot what we know 
already blocks the question. A lot of what we think we 
know is half knowledge or partial knowledge and sometimes 
a large part of the piece consists of trying to stop knowing 
and start thinking. So, sometimes the piece goes on for a 
long time, and I am still finding I know too much. I'd like 
. to know less, or I'd like to know different things, and a lot 
of it is clearing it away, like I am trying to clear space. 
Something like a dog, before it lies down, tries to clear out 
a space. 
MB: On other occasions you've asked why there is an 
audience for your literary work but, there remains an intense 
desire for communication. 
DA: Well, there's a kind of ambiguousness in this. 
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Basically, doing pieces is an act that requires an audience. 
Because it means I am not talking to myself, it gives me a 
way of focusing, because if I talk to myself, I don't have to 
talk, I can think without talking. Because thinking will take 
the place of talking, so that talking seems to me to be only 
required if there's an audience, and the act of negotiating 
with an audience seems to me part of a poet's role. That's 
what it seems being a poet is, or a poet is to work; it is to 
place his language or her language before some kind of 
audience. Some poets wouldn't feel the way I do. I feel... 
the poetry is endurantly in performance, that is, whether it's 
a book performance or it's transmitted by a book from 
somebody. For example, Lyn Hejinian writes a book. She 
writes the book, she gives it to a publisher, the publisher 
publishes it, or she publishes it, and then somebody reads it. 
It's mediated but still oriented between a relation with an 
audience. If there was no one interested at all, and no other 
people, there would be no reason to be talking. There'd be 
no reason to be writing and probably one wouldn't write, 
except maybe to see what one had thought before, when one 
might create a record, but I find out if the artist is totally 
uninterested. That is, I wouldn't write only for myself. I 
mean, I do it partly for myself but notice I've said I 
wouldn't do it only for myself, but I also wouldn't do it 
only for an audience. If I wasn't interested in something for 
myself, I wouldn't bother doing it either; I am not an 
entertainer. So there is ... I have a kind of complex, or not so 
much a complex, I have a number of mixed relationships 
with the idea... there's an idea of communication... some 
kind of communication model, some idea of placing 
something in front of someone else who then responds to it, 
because my model for most human life is social ... but on the 
other hand, one of the things that you learn from placing 
things in front of an audience is that you can see from what 
the audience responds to, what it is you've said. Because, in 
a way, there's a work by Irving Goffman, the sociologist, 
called Presentation of Self in Everyday Life, and he's talking 
about the way people play roles. He doesn't say what they 
do when they go home and there's nobody there, but the 
roles of human life that are played out with other people. 
He said that the quest is the most peculiar kind of role play 
that exists. When you play a role in relation to people, they 
expect certain things and you do certain things. And you do 
certain things because you want the situation to behave in 
a particular way, and you want certain responses from it 
His is a view of, if you like, tactical individuality, but you 
don't have to take a tactical individuality relationship ... To 
some degree, people are naturally social animals, that is, 
people live among other people. Living alone is an unusual 
act and it's rare. It's a very special form of life. So living 
with other people is the basic form of living. My suspicion 
is that talking exists mainly in relationships to other people, 
that language is essentially inter-personal, it goes between 
people. But I think also that thinking, typically, was related 
to the relations between people, it is a form of talking to 
one's self. Now talking to one's self is very unusual and has 
certain problems. You see, it's hard to think, to examine 
your thinking, because you stand, you are the one who 
thought it, and you are the one who originated it, and you 
are the one who has received. When you are staring at both 
sides of what you've thought, it's very hard to test it. 
Goffman suggests that when you perform the same act, 
being the performer and the audience at the same time, 
that's the fundamental act of insincerity, because you have 
to make too many concessions to what you intended. So, 
essentially, what I am saying is that one of the reasons I 
need an audience is to test the validity of what I am saying, 
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to test not only its validity but to test what it is, because it's 
in the audience that I can find out to some degree, what I've 
said, because audiences are different, and they each hear or 
see or understand things in ways that are different, because 
of where they're coming from ... So, I know there's an 
ambiguity about it, but on the other hand, I find it necessary 
for us to have an audience to know what it is I am thinking 
and to actually help me think better. That is, the audience 
collaborates in making the piece and making the work 
better, if I have a better audience I do better work. 
MB: How connected is real time and the mode of presenting 
your writing which is characterized by no conventional 
punctuation, the lack of precise margins, etc.? 
DA: Well, no two mediums are exactly the same. First... 
well, mediums like water and air, or writing and speech, and 
writing and performances are two different mediums. That 
is, it's the same person, sometimes thinking the same things 
but having expressed them in two different mediums, and so 
what happens is that expression and articulation in 
speeches ... are not probably perfectly related to each other. 
That is, what you think or what you say are not perfectly 
related. Certainly, what you think and what you write are 
not perfectly related to each other. In my case what I do ... 
let me explain what I do with it. I used to do it differently, 
but now I tape-record it. I then take the recording as 
something that will remind me of what I said ... and I give 
it to somebody else to transcribe. Then, somebody else types 
it. She doesn't have the same attitude I have towards it, she 
just types down whatever she hears on the tape recorder. 
Now, I then have this piece of paper, twenty pages or thirty 
pages, and then I start to write. Now, I don't really copy 
what's on the paper. The way I do it is, I put it in the 
computer or the typewriter, the computer nowadays, and I 
look at the text, and I read the text from beginning to end. 
Then I put it away and start writing. I may not look at the 
thing again for three pages, four pages, then I might look at 
it again. So, I don't have an absolute. Sometimes it comes 
up very close, sometimes is not so close. The times when 
it's not so close are usually when I find that I feel that what 
I did give that audience was too particularly driven by the 
audience, or too much skilled by the audience and not 
enough towards the material. So, I feel the material needed 
more detail here. Oh, there's a perfect example, there's one 
piece I did where I was talking about this, it's called 
"Diderot's Hieroglyph" and it's not printed yet. To explain 
this [i.e.; the original text: Diderot's Hieroglyph] sounded 
like a good idea and then it turned out that Diderot, when 
he comes up with the term [hieroglph], describes a poem of 
Voltaire's. My audience didn't speak French and the 
passage depends upon analyzing French words. It's not 
sensible to do that in front of an audience who doesn't 
speak French. I had not realised that I would get into this 
difficulty, so, I made up alternative examples in English. 
The alternative examples in English were good, but they 
weren't what Diderot's examples were. So, when I wrote the 
thing out, a lot of people who would read it, can read 
French, and I could give the examples in French in greater 
detail to make some of the points, and I kept both the 
French and the English in the written version. And 
sometimes, there are ideas that there isn't time enough to 
articulate in a talk piece. The ideas · should be pushed 
further, so I pushed it further. When I am writing I have the 
responsibility to the flavour of the performance, to the sense 
of the performance, but I also have a double responsibility. 
I have the responsibility to the ideas, to the concerns, to the 
feeling for language, that now I have a text in front of me, 
that when shown upon a page, has a different feeling. In 
other words, to be more like the performance, to be more 
equivalent, not identical but equivalent. I may have to be 
more different, so there's a relationship. I also know this: I 
couldn't reach, I couldn't communicate with all the people 
I find valuable to communicate with in performances. And 
this is limited on my time, I can only go to certain places, 
I can go ten or twelve times a year to different places, and 
I may want to reach a national audience of thousands of 
people. And the only way I can do it, is through books or in 
magazines. Now, books and magazines have a different 
feeling from the feeling of performances, but I want to 
create the atmosphere of performances. One thing I try to do 
is to break off the idea of prose. I said prose, because prose 
has a kind of respectability. The conventions of prose are 
somehow unnecessary because it's very audible, where it's 
a paragraph, the capital letters, you justify type, everything 
in it, even the punctuation. I read medieval manuscripts, 
Anglo-saxon manuscripts, and don't punctuate and anybody 
can read it. I feel that anybody who can read English 
reasonably, can read my texts. And they don't need all the 
commas to tell them stories about grammar that are obvious 
from the phrases ... 
MB: But you introduce spaces as a parallel formula for 
those grammatical features ... 
DA: .. .I use spaces to get pauses. Pauses don't tell you 
what's the point ... Pauses are equivalent to a vernacular 
property, it's equivalent to it acoustically. You see, commas 
aren't equivalent to anything except to grammar, like the 
two commas set on, "however," or a convention of norms, 
except to call attention to the grammatical independence of 
the word "however" which anybody knows when he's 
reading English. So, I have taken out all the uses of 
punctuation that are useless, that are not really pragmatic. 
So, when I think there's an ambiguity, like a contraction or 
when I want to say "he would go" and I say "he'd go," if I 
wrote "he'd", in the later books I started putting 
apostrophes, so nobody will read over it and say "hed". So, 
when I do it I am using it only as a convenience, but I don't 
want to indicate norms, proprieties. What I'm trying to do 
is deal with what I think is an essentially civilized audience, 
a human audience, an audience that understands spoken 
English. I don't care, they don't have to be cultivated, all 
they have to do is understand spoken English and just look 
at it for a while and then figure it out. I'm not interested in 
the look of propriety and, I'm also specifically uninterested 
in the look of propriety, I have a kind of distaste for it. I 
want to leave it on its own. · 
MB: But can't this approach be considered as a new norm? 
DA: I don't tell anybody else to punctuate that way. And 
you are right, it could be seen as a norm but I keep 
changing the way I do it, because I'm not quite sure. I 
mean, I keep making it suit the system, suit what I'm doing 
at the time. For example, I've introduced paragraphs or 
changes of tone, shifts in blocks of material that are trying 
to indicate inflections of the voice and inflections of the 
mind. And I didn't do it in the first book, and I think I like 
it now, and I use it, but I don't always use it. I mean, it's a 
matter of mine, which seems to work. I'm not trying to 
institute it. It might well be useful and might be good 
enough for some people to use it for their own work, and 
I've seen other people use it. I saw a couple of French poets 
who made use of it for different purposes. Also I've seen it 
in an essay in Boundary 2 in an interview with Creeley. Bill 
Spanos punctuated the material the same way, because he 
thought it would help him. Well, we help you, I'm glad. But 
the point is that I don't tell anybody to do it, I'm not trying 
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to institute an orthodoxy. If it works fine, if somebody had 
a better way of telling me how to do it, I wouldn't mind. 
I'm not proud of it, nor I am selling it. I'm trying to make 
the work as clear as I can, and whatever would make it 
clearer I'd do. Or more forcible -- clear is not the only thing 
1 do. So, more forcible, more readable in terms of its 
imagery, of its musicality, of its argument, of its intensity, 
anything that... you see, this is an act of representing, using 
texts, that is not an act of recording, it is an act of 
representing the talking. And I'm representing the talking 
and representing the thinking, but I'm not representing the 
literal sound of my voice, and I'm not representing the 
literal acoustics. What I'm representing is an equivalent for 
the way I perceive. That's the way I use it. .. The other is 
the distribution system. I take whatever distribution system 
exists. There is a distribution system for magazines and 
books, there is a distribution for performances and I may 
use both, even distributing some things by tape. There is the 
Watershed Foundation, that publishes Black Fox -- it has 
one of my tapes and a high performance; Astro Arts, the 
Los Angeles one, has another two of them now on tapes, 
and they sell the copies of the tapes. I don't think that's 
ideal, but nothing is ideal, so ... 
MB: You also pay attention to the different accents of the 
characters who appear in your texts, and you say that there's 
a universal phonetics, which one? 
DA: Yes, there is. The refined, the most refined. Well, first 
of all, the term "universal phonetics" doesn't apply to a 
convention for writing. The term "universal phonetics" refers 
essentially to the articulation, the acoustical intelligibility, 
and the articulation system. There is, I believe, a universal 
phonetics, but it is like the resources used by all languages 
to generate their separate characters. There's not 
fundamentally a total description of the universal phonetics, 
but the source of phonetics more or less articulates. It was 
sketched out by structural linguists like Morris Hale, people 
like Troubetskoy, and Chomsky, and Roman Jakobson. 
There are many others, I mean, most of the great work done 
in universal phonetics was done by Russians, Czechs, and 
Poles; they were done by the great Europeans, even 
Saussure ... When I speak of the universal phonetics I'm 
speaking of the research they did to see whether the limited 
number of resources that all language has at its disposal, 
doesn't refer to the system for representing it, but their 
attempt to figure out from what limited set of possible ways 
of articulating and intelligibilizing, the human language 
operates, because we don't operate with the entire sound 
spectrum. We operate with a very limited repertory, and this 
limited repertory is still very vast, but it's very limited, you 
know. Any given language may have, depending on what 
you mean, the inner system or the feature system, it may be 
fifteen or sixteen features, with positive and negative 
possibilities or, in terms of articulatory phonetics, any 
language might have something like between forty and sixty 
phonemic elements that it makes use of, and within its uses 
variations, the allophonic variations, there are three or four 
allophonic variations within it So, it is a field of limited 
repertory from this sort of thing, but the signal system that 
it's using is very small. 
MB: And how is this related to your interest in the accent 
of the characters? 
DA: No, it's not really. I mean, I don't really employ it. 
When I speak of the universal phonetics, I speak about the 
great achievement of linguistics. In other words, as the only 
system that linguistics has in fact achieved a knowledge of... 
that is very impressive. The knowledge of syntax developed 
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by Chomsky was an extraordinary achievement, but the 
greatest achievement in the whole history of linguistics was 
the study of phonetics and phonology. I mean, that's I think, 
rather, the greatest achievement they produced .... in terms 
of ... various places and accents, it makes you sensitive to 
the nuances. It makes you more sensitive to the range of 
people's accents. I mean, I still feel a certain pride 
[because] I can often tell what particular part of the U.S. 
somebody comes from. Well, you know, it's a trick. I feel 
always a little bit uncomfortable because, you know, in 
languages that I speak well, I can't quite do that. That is, in 
French, which I speak really quite properly ... I can tell some 
accents but I can't tell others. It's a kind of an amusement 
MB: Your interest in painting is shown throughout your 
entire work, there are a lot of references or lectures on 
Duchamp, the Impressionists, John Baldessari, Christo, 
Tingueley ... how does this fact contribute to your own 
poetic universe? 
DA: I would rather say art than painting, because I include 
musicians too. I think one of the most profound aspects of 
my own education as a poet, or as a writer, or as an artist, 
came from the works of artists like John Cage, Marcel 
Duchamp. And Cage, after all... while he is a poet, he is a 
marvelous poet, and I've written for this effect, he also 
basically thinks of himself as a musician, as a composer, 
and his ideas of composition ... actually his lectures, I found 
them extraordinarily exciting. I found his music exciting, but 
I also found his lectures exciting. I mean, his lectures were 
about music, they were attempts to examine music, and he 
did them with language. But I also have a great relationship 
to all the other arts, to theatre and to music itself. For 
example, one of the things I did when I was in school, 
because I was fascinated by the Beethoven's string 
quartets... I spent one whole semester studying the later 
quartets of Beethoven's compositions, and I studied some of 
Mozart's operas. I really feel comfortable with different arts, 
because to me they all seem underneath in some ways very 
similar. The problematics are the same with different 
material... I felt comfortable with doing performances and 
also writing, in two media. I also feel a comfortable affinity 
for composers, like a contemporary composer like Terry 
Riley, Steve Reich, or Conlon N ancarrow. I feel comfortable 
because I can find affinities with what they are doing, with 
what they are doing to things that interest me. But it's the 
same with all music and all painting, like the Impressionist 
paintings, you know, seem to me, issues of art-making. The 
same way, I could examine the questions of Impressionist 
paintings, I could examine the questions of a poet like 
Wordsworth. So, I'm interested in the mind, in the human 
mind that is doing this, and what the human mind is doing. 
So, I draw on the strategies of painters, poets, musicians, 
and dancers ... 
MB: Do you mean that there's a common goal for the all 
the arts? 
DA: I think there's a common problematics. In other words, 
it is a common underlined problematics, a common task, 
"problematics" is maybe not the right word, maybe it's a 
task. You are addressing an audience, you are addressing a 
material, you are addressing historical forms that pre-
existed, you are trying to communicate something at the 
same time you are trying to build something, which is not 
like communicating something, and you 're trying to 
examine something... and you do a new art at the same 
time. For me, I happened to have an education in a number 
of these arts and a lot of exposure to them, I was deeply 
involved as an art critic. As an art critic I didn't spend my 
time writing "this is good and this is bad." I don't like 
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evaluative art criticism. I considered myself as someone 
who wrote in order to dialogue with artists. I was writing lo 
people who ... I wasn't writing like a reviewer to tell them 
this is a good one, that's a bad one. Sometimes you might 
want to suggest that something is working and something is 
not working, but even that's not why I do it. I do it because 
I am interested in the acts of making meaning, because 
that's why people make the work, it's for people to address 
it, in other words, audience, and get my audience. In the 
New York art experience, I think, in the sixties, in the early 
sixties, where the art world we didn't mean was the people 
bought and sold pictures. We meant that group of people 
who at one time you might have called in Russia the 
"intelligentsia," although it's a little narrower than that, or 
you might have called the "bohemian" world in Paris. It's 
something like that; it was a world consisting of all those 
people... dancers or film makers, or poets, painters, 
sculptors, playwrights, actors... it was a whole world of 
people who went to see each other's work, and the whole of 
the other people who were interested in it. I mean, this was 
the central domain for the conversation. My intention is to 
invite anybody who is interested and give them the 
possibility of entering ... 
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by Lawrence Upton 
The following is an excerpt from a longer performative poetic work that U.K. poet and performance artist, 
Lawrence Upton, has prepared for both solo and multi-voiced presentations. 
mouths greater than closed brackets backslash 
put on a hat 
quietly at happiness 
unknown but nothing one arbitrary thing above another but nothing speeches unknown foreign money 
unknown one exclaims unknown foreign money unknown but nothing greater than but nothing one 
exclaims at unknown quietly unknown reasons? 
but nothing unknown those who count and make a mess of happiness unknown foreign money at but 
nothing unknown 
mouths unknown at unknown quietly unknown at unknown one exclaims one exclaims closed brackets 
and unknown 
a percentage 
but nothing one exclaims unknown one exclaims unknown those who count and make a mess of it 
unknown 
unknown those who count and make a mess of it unknown speeches to please those friends unknown 
forward slash those who count and make a mess of it at unknown speeches unknown so what ar you 
asking me backslash forward slash 
mouths unknown but nothing unknown 
a percentage 
less unknown at two at large so what are you asking me I and the mountain ranges we have never seen 
foreign money one exclaims finds the equal 
at those who count and make a mess of it the equal unknown but nothing unknown at unknown one 
exclaims if I've but nothing but binges one exclaims but nothing 
vanity if I've one arbitrary thing above another six what I mean is still quietly and one I 
mouths less than vigour what I mean is uniting less than waking what I mean is I 
vigour something unpronounceable I am sure at nine waking closed brackets nought is the lucky number 
unknown for tea uniting forty four one exclaims but nothing three trying five four two four what I mean is 
three but nothing foreign money quietly 
or was it queerly? 
closed brackets four uniting one three one five closed brackets six or more down what I mean is a 
percentage what I mean is those who count and make a mess of it four uniting four nowhere and nothing 
for us but nothing existent five and · 
mouths one down what I mean is a percentage what I mean is 
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three returning reasons so what are you asking me what I mean is a percentage what I mean is one what I 
mean is a percentage what I mean is four unknown one exclaims something unpronounceable I am sure 
unknown cel~s one exclaims u~own one exclaims but nothing unkl)own what I mean is a percentage 
what I mean 1s five what I mean 1s a percentage what I mean is unknown at unknown those who count 
and make a mess of it 
foreign money unknown before unknown four foreign money squaring the necessary brackets what I 
mean is a percentage what I mean is 
mouths five foreign money effort those who count and make a mess of it for tea one exclaims 
two five what I mean is four for tea five two five before reasons so what are you asking me one exclaims 
but nothing uniting what I mean is five trying to make sense of it down closed brackets five one down 
nine one exclaims three foreign money backslash nowhere and nothing for us one four one five unknown 
to please those friends unknown five those who count and make a mess of it foreign money unknown 
those who count and make a mess of it unknown forward slash something unpronounceable I am sure 
forward slash 
mouths one exclaims at unknown one exclaims something unpronounceable I am sure unknown three one 
exclaims unknown at. unknown speeches the equal five but nothing before one exclaims but nothing 
v!gour five trying on_e ar~i~ary thing above another six what I mean is still quietly and one I less than 
vigour what I mean 1s umtmg less than waking what I mean is I 
vigour something unpronounceable I am sure at nine waking closed brackets nought is the lucky number 
grain and with the grains 
mouths unknown at foreign money trying to make sense of it 
foreign money unknown grain and grains unknown for tea uniting forty four those who count and make a 
·m~ss of it but nothing three trying five four two four what I mean is three but nothing foreign money 
qmescence closed brackets four uniting one three one five closed brackets six or more down what I mean 
is a percentage what I mean is those who count and make a mess of it four uniting four nowhere and 
nothing for us but nothing effort five and 
mouths one down what I mean is a slice what I mean is 
three returning reasons so what are you? asking me what I mean? is a share what I mean is one what I 
mean is a quota what I mean is four unknown 
unfa~iliar those who add up and make a mess of it down outlandish speeches to please those friends one 
exclaims 
at ir~ported cash exotic speeches different so what are you asking me eight forward slash bizarre but 
nothmg abnormal those who influence and make a jumble of it still down one exclaims 
orifice utterance calmly eccentric one exclaims at grotesque one exclaims closed brackets four from 
another country token trying nowhere and nothing for us three six effort cellars less than fmds squaring 
the necessary brackets inert 
vigour ~ine trying quietly extrru:ieous assets uniting one capricious object above another six to please 
those fnends nowhere and nothmg for us three fmds squaring the necessary brackets trying nine but zero 
outlandish quietly 
or was it oddly? 
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Graphic poem by Fernando Aguiar 
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The ART of WRITING 
featuring Fernando Aguiar 
Rampike 12/1 
Fernando Aguiar generates text-based performance art and graphics and presents these works at international literary 
events, performance festivals, and art exhibitions throughout the world. In the past few years, he has presented his 
installation works at events such as Transart Communication 3: International Festival of Alternative Arts, Nove Zaky, 
Slovakia (1995); the Museum Vostell Malpartida, Caceres, Spain (1996); the Festival Multidisciplinar de Las Artes 
(Palacio Almudi, Murcia, Spain (1997); NIPAF '97 -- The 4th International Performance Art Festival (where he 
collaborated with Nenad Bogdanovic) at the Nagano Prefectural Worker's Welfare Center Hall, Nagano Japan (1997), 
among many others. Some of his works combine installation with performance such as his "La Poetica dentro de 
la Poesia en el interior del Poema" which involves a tensegrity gridwork with a performance of writing as process, 
figuratively and literally from the interior of the "poem" as conceptual sculpture. Born in Lisboa Portugal (1956), 
and granduating with a degree in Communications Design at the School of Fine Arts in Lisboa, Aguiar employs both 
conventional and new technologies to create his works. His numerous expositions, combine text in various forms, 
including visual poetry, painting, serigraphy, photography, electronically enhanced graphic works, video art, 
installations and performances. Above all, Aguiar is an artist-poet, who believes that the traditional sequential and 
linear poetic lyric form is insufficient for conveying the energy of thought in action in linguistic expression. Thus, 
moving beyond the confines of the page, Aguiar, expands the genre by bringing poetic expression into uncharted 
territories. When one considers the body of his work, then it, in itself, reads like a life-long poetic critique and 
discourse, taking on remarkable forms and shapes. Below are several images from Aguiars' many poetic projects. 
CLOCKWISE: 
1. Escrita d' arte 
2. Interior del Poema 
3. Sonnet 
4. Por Dentro 
e por fora 
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On the 30th of October 2000, the Torpor Vigil Industries Mobile Lab, with its extravagantly equipped 
crew of technicians and inspectors, hit the streets of Toronto to conduct a series of 'reality checks' 
aimed at determining the density and quality of reality at various institutions, residences, businesses, 
government offices and public spaces. Thanks to the curious sponsorship of the 7a*11d International 
Festival of Performance Art's StrangeWays program ( curated by the International Bureau of Recordist 
Investigation), TVI was able to provide this valuable service for free. The following photographic 
documentation offers a heartwarming glimpse at the technical, personal and mystical adventures of... 
A Day in the Life of the TVI Mobile Reality Inspection Lab 
Personnel: Sam 'Sam Andreyev' Andreyev Data Analyst & Executive Secretary; WA Davison Sampler & Principal 
Field Strategist; Prof. David Eagan Laserologist & Visionary Driver; S Higgins [ unphotographable] Dispatcher, 
Signal Receiver, Remote Controller; Jesse Huisken Phenomenatron Specialist & Onsite Theorist; Steve Venright 
Crew Synergist, Antinavigator & Chief Technical Operator; Kerry Zentner Videographer & Sensory Transducer~ 
Patented TVI Reality Inspection Devices: Phenomenatron Reality Sampler & 
Analyser; Ontologator Instrument for detecting reality anomalies in living 
entities; Inanimascan Instrument for detecting reality anomalies in inani-
mate objects; Reality Siphon Reality sucks but this sucks it right back ( extractions are later analyzed at 
the TVI headquarters located beneath the Elora Quarry); Ultimascope Lens for examining the curvature 
of reality; Vortextant A rotary dowser used to detect regions of impoverished or negative reality 
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1 Investigating a report of 
possible reality turbulation 
in the studio of a distressed 
Mr. James Blight 2 The TVI 
Mobile Lab 3 Preparing to 
ontologate a cat in the 
household of Ms. Johanna 
Householder 4 The ultima-
scopic Inspector William 
Davison 5 Huisken samples 
the food at a Queen Street 
West bistro prior to its being 
ingested by Mr. Ben Patter-
son and Mr. Paul Couillard 
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6 Dowsing for reality outside Toronto City Hall with mayoral candidate Tooker 
Gomberg (in Robin Hood attire) 7 Vigilant Torpor in a civic afternoon 8 Advancing 
on City Hall while Zentner and Andreyev record via digital tape and pen and paper 
respectively 9 On call at the University of Toronto: a wildly vibrating ontologator 
responds to the extraordinary bio-reality field of Ms. Louise Bak 10 Circumscribing 
Mayor Mel Lastman's office with CAUTION tape while wearing a TVI Solarplex Subtle Energy Deviolator Vest 
after detecting dangerous antireality emissions 11 Night falls on Supervisor Venright and his itinerant 




by Nobuo Kubota 
"PHONIC SUCES AND RUBBINGS" is an intermedia work in three parts, completed in March, 2000. I spent 
the better part of a month cutting the letters of the alphabet out of 3/4 in. cedar and pine planks and 2x4 spruce 
and cedar. There were probably in excess of 2000 of these letters which I glued together into a "phonic-loaf' 
which measured 18 x 24 x 36 inches. I then sawed or "sliced" the loaf into 18 slices, each 18 in. x 24 in. x 1 ~ 
in. thick. The results were intriguing because the siices were "chance revelations" somewhat similar to Cage's 
"chance operations" but different in that the "chance possibilities" were already contained in the loaf before 
slicing. My intention is to show the slices as an installation suspended from the ceiling about 18 inches apart at 
eye level. This work is an inter-media process of phonemological manifestations in three parts. 
Phonic Slice #11 
PART I is a sculptural investigation of the 
materiality and plasticity of the alphabet letters as it 
exists in space in a random relationship between 
letters that are complete forms, "remnants" and bits 
and pieces of "particles." Because of the thickness 
of the slices, there is a spatial and sculptural 
interplay between the two faces of each slice. Each 
face within the slice is quite different but shares a 
transitional relationship and commonality of letters 
passing through at this juncture. There is a closer 
relationship between the face of the previous slice 
because they share many of the same letters at the 
point of slicing, but the faces and the letters are 
mirrored. 
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Phonic Rubbing # 16 
PART II probes the phonic possibilities of the 
"slices" as a sound score which can be performed. I 
am thinking of performing the work with 36 
performers on each side of the 18 slices interpreting 
and improvising the "slice scores" simultaneously. It 
can also be performed as a solo or duet or any 
number of combinations. 
PART m subsequently moves into "Rubbings" 
which explores an entirely different kind of 
aesthetic. Depending on the attitude with which I 
approached the rubbings, it presented the possibility 
of an infinite number of variations and the 
opportunity to push those possibilities from a 
recognizable set of alphabetical letters to complete 
abstractions. 
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"Phonic-Loaf" by Nobuo Kubota (18 x 24 x 36 in) 
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"DEEP TEXT" is an intermedia work completed 
by Nobuo Kubota in March, 2000. The content of 
the text has 64 words as follows: 
"Reading text that is perpendicular to the 
horizontal plane requires focus on the 
placement of words in depth. The words are 
moving away from the optical source. The first 
page contains the beginning letter of every 
word and the last page contains the last letter 
of the longest word. The result is an intriguing 
pattern of letters that contain phonic 
possibilities as a performative." 
This text is a revised version and different 
from the text contained in the enclosed preliminary 
version. The first few words of the enclosed 
preliminary version is "Reading text that is placed 
perpendicular to the ...... " 
The length of the text is based on a design 
decision to put the text on an 8 x 8 grid. The grid is 
used to guide the readers through the third 
dimension if they choose to attempt to read it The 
back of each page will contain the negative of the 
front page so the reader can have a sense of moving 
backward into the negative as well as forward. The 
actual reading of the text is tedious and not 
important The three dimensional format of Deep 
Text is a vehicle or strucwre to investigate a 
method by which to create a phonic score as a 
performative. The strategy (thanks to John Cage) 
with the form of the phonic score as well as Phonic 
Slices is to set up a situation in which aesthetic 
decisions are not an issue. The form and outcome 
of the score is fixed by the process but "unknown" 
until the process is complete. The book can be read 
as a three dimensional arrangement of text, but my 
intention is for each page to be read as a phonic 
score. The work is processed as: 
conventional linear text 
J, 
text into the third dimension 
J, 
phonic sound score 
e e h s I e 0 h 
1 b 
. 
0 s e 1 e n 
e h 0 1 f e e 0 
h h 
. 
n n a n n I 
e f a 0 a e n h . 
h f I a n e 0 
h r u 0 n n h 0 
f h 
. 
f 1 e e a 0 
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Text/images: reduced excerpts from "Deep Text" 
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From Fallen Body: a photo-series 
by Eldon Garnet 
Commentary by Christopher Dewdney 
Because Eldon Garnet came through literature to art, his somewhat post-ironic stance towards art is 
fundamentally polymathic and protean. His metaphors, unharnessed by analogical utility, become free-floating 
allegories that fuel the concepts and themes in his art. It is precisely his literary genealogy that makes Garnet's 
work ambiguous, narratively contextualized and paradoxically specific at the same time. But the purposefully 
elusive, interpretive polish of Garnet's works is more than ambiguity. Certainly he uses allegory to create 
narrative expectations, but once the viewer is enmeshed within the paraphysical critical structure of the work, it 
becomes a moral labyrinth within which the viewer has no thread to guide him or her through the work's 
psychological subtext. Yet there is nothing obtusely ambiguous about the works; rather, they are formally 
ambiguous. 
Eldon Garnet: photo from "When" series -- part of "The Fallen Body" one artist show at; 
The Canadian Museum of Photography, 1 Rideau Canal, POB 465 Stn. A, Ottawa, Canada KIN 9N6 
(for further info contact: gamet@inforamp.net). 
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A SONG OF LILITH 
by Joy Kogawa 
Joy Kogawa's A Song of Lilith is a long poem based on the story of Lilith. According to ancient myth, the Great 
Creator shapes Lilith and Adam out of clay. They are to be equals. Life is a paradise until Adam tries to assert 
dominance. To escape Adam's oppression, Lilith uses her wisdom, utters the unutterable name of God, sprouts 
wings and flies from the garden. God sends three angels to negotiate her return, but she refuses. Kogawa's 
version departs somewhat from the traditional one. Daphne Marlatt has called A Song of Lilith a "feminist 
Paradise Lost" and in Kogawa's version of this myth, Lilith heroically refuses both Eden and Adam, and instead 
chooses to seek her own path in the wilderness. Kogawa is a widely recognized poet and novelist. Her poetic 
works include The splintered moon (1967), A choice of dreams 1974), Jericho Road (1977) and Woman in the 
Woods (1985). Her novels include the prize-winning Obasan (1981), ltsuka (1992), and The rain ascends (1995). 
A Song of Lilith (2000), illustrated by Lilian Broca, is a poetic narrative, (ISBN: 1-55192-366-1 -- Polestar Book 
Publishers/Raincoast Books, 9050 Shaughnessy Street, Vancouver, B.C. Canada V6P 6E5). A Song of Lilith was 
produced as a multi-media· performance with text, music, and slide imagery at the St. Lawrence Centre for the 
Arts in Toronto. Kogawa is also president and advocate for the "Toronto Dollar," a project initiated in Toronto in 
December of 1998, as a means of raising funds for the destitute and homeless. Toronto dollars are sold on par 
with Canadian dollars. For every Toronto dollar purchased 10% is put into a bank account for community 
projects. The Toronto dollar is, in fact, a certificate, and can be spent in numerous participating shops and 
businesses (particularly in the city core). All those involved, benefit from this project by helping themselves and 
their community. Recently, Joy Kogawa read from A Song of Lilith at the Wuthering Bites (literary cafe) reading 
series organized by Charlotte Sheasby-Coleman (2350 Lakeshore Blvd. W., Toronto, M8V 1B6 -- 416 255-9266). 
Following the reading, Kogawa was interviewed by Rampike' s Karl Jirgens. She spoke of her writing, the Toronto 
Dollar and the importance of meditation, thought and action. 
Excerpt from A Song of Ulith 
Earth's first and elemental woman 
Made like man from dust 
And fleshed in mortality 
Not from woman born 
Nor yet from man 
But from earth's crust 
From mist and deep fire 
Molten rock drawn from the furnace 
Of earth's volcanic womb --
Magma, heat and dream 
And stone made animate, 
Blood and bone 
By God's own hand --
Grassy hair, chlorophyll, lichen, 
Belly, shoulders, limbs 
Fingertips, sunlight --
A creature born communing 
In the hum of consciousness 
[photo by K. Jirgens] 
KJ: During your reading, you spoke about your third novel (The rain ascends), and a visit to Japan, and how you 
had a dream about a goddess. Could you elaborate on that? 
JK: This was a dream that I had when I was in Japan and the words of the dream were that "The goddess of 
mercy is the goddess of abundance" and it's something that I really didn't understand until the whole book [The 
rain ascends] was done, because the book was a long scream for mercy. Mercy on the part of the persona of the 
speaker and mercy on behalf of the criminal that she loved. So, the search for mercy was that. But, what she 
uncovered along the way was that, unless a person has strength and a love that is so filled up and abundant, they 
don't have the capacity to be merciful or forgiving. In fact, its an obscenity to ask the person who is oppressed to 
forgive the person who is the oppressor. That book is perhaps my favourite book, but it's out of print at the 
moment and I'm hoping that it can continue to see the light of day. 
KJ: When was the Lilith project presented as a multi-media performance at the St. Lawrence Centre? 
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JK: That was in September [2000], that was when it was launched, and then there is to be another performance in 
March in Toronto, and another in Calgary and also in Vancouver in March. They're using slide-projection, Moira 
Wylie, a Shakespearean actor reading, and musicians. 
KJ: Do you find that there is a shift of mind when writing fiction as opposed to writing poetry? 
JK: I think of fiction as a swamp-fire, and a poem as a spark -- there's a flash, and it's there and it's short and 
it's on the page. But, in the case of a long poem, it's more than just a spark because it goes on for a while. In 
this case, this long poem, was different from writing fiction. I think I have more discipline when writing fiction in 
that poetry is more from the gut, it seems to me, at least that's how it came out for me, it just arrived, and then it 
required the work of it later. I don't know, because a lot of the poetry goes into the prose. 
KJ: I find your fiction to be very poetic. In some points, it flows almost the same way as narrative poetry; there's 
a density of imagery and then a recurrence of sounds, images and ideas. In Obasan, for example, there are the 
recurring ideas of flux and circle, the "O", the being and nothingness, the stone in the water, the moon reflected 
upon the water, all those reflecting thoughts and images recurring in layers so that there is this resonance in the 
fiction that one might more often expect to find in poetry. In Japan, when they want to test good pottery, they 
don't look at it, they tap it and listen to it. I think your writing has a deep resonance. 
JK: That [Obasan] was written in the late 1970s. And I'm grateful for the dream. I'm grateful for how hard it's 
been. I'm grateful for having experienced in my childhood, the kind of difficulties and physical hardships and 
emotional traumas that I was subjected to, that many of us, in our community went through. I'm grateful to have 
gone through that because I learned so much from it, and because in the roller-coast of life since then, and during 
then, until now, the journey of trust has grown so deep. To me, it's all knowing. It's an inspiring kind of journey, 
very interesting. 
KJ: So, you're now working on a new novel? 
JK: It's in that pre-writing stage, this horrible stage where it really hasn't taken off yet, and where you don't 
know if it's really going to. Right now when I'm thinking about starting again, to dig again, and go down again, 
the challenge for me know is to know about grace and to know about abundance, and to know it truly, and to tell 
it truly -- that's the task. And it's full of interesting challenges. I think the complexity of contradictions are so 
interesting to look at, life is so incredibly interesting, and boring too. I was looking over my diaries and I was 
seeing that when I was writing Obasan, I found it so boring, and I thought "I've written such boring stuff!" 
KJ: Yet, others didn't find that novel to be boring at all, and in fact it won the Books in Canada first Novel 
Award, and the Canadian Authors' Association Book of the Year Award (1982), among other distinctions. I think 
that part of the attraction has to do with your use of language. You use language in A Song of Lilith as well as 
your other books, that speaks of a seeking, and I get the impression that there is a simultaneous inner and outer 
journey going on. An inner seeking that manifests itself in the writing, later. 
JK: Yes. I think that for me th~ pen is a tool. It's almost a spade, and in that sense, some people might consider 
it sort of self-indulgent to use it as a tool for digging in that way. But, it is that for me. 
KJ: Do you have a particular path that you follow when doing this writing-as-seeking? 
JK: I pray, I attend, I read, I try to let go. I hover -- I guess. I guess the mind hovers a lot during that, altogether. 
I spend a lot of time not knowing what I'm doing, or what I'm supposed to be doing, or anything like that. But 
then, the insights come later, and when the insights come, it's such a gift So, the journey for me is with the eyes 
in the back of my head. If I don't act, I seem not to learn as well. So, it feels to me like action and reflection are 
the viscera of my journey. I can't just learn something intellectually or through a book. It doesn't seem to stick. I 
can read how-to books, but unless I can render it in some way that is affecting my life, it doesn't seem to remain. 
KJ: I guess, you can think philanthropic thoughts, but unless you do something they mean little. Hence, the 
Toronto Dollar project which, to my mind, shows a great deal of courage through action. 
JK: It's been a very engaging dream, it feels just like a dream. One thing that I wanted to talk about to the 
people who were here [at the reading], was how one person can do so much, and I've seen that in all kinds of 
things -- just one key person. There's something magical that can happen in people when an idea takes hold. It's 
almost like -- there's a force working through us. 
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THIS IS YOUR MESSIAH SPEAKING 
by Vera Frenkel 
The following text is from a video work by Toronto artist Vera Frenkel. Frenkel and eight other artists 
participated in "Poetic Narratives," an exhibition exploring the many facets of video-based expression. The 
exhibition was presented by the Art Gallery of Sudbury in September of 2000 [ contact: Bill Huffman, c/o AGS, 
251 John Street, Sudbury, Ontario, Canada, P3E 2Z7 -- bhuffman@sudbury.org]. From voyeuristic surveillance, 
to fantasy, to contemplations on the passage of time to images of war, "Poetic Narratives" featured video works 
by artists Dominique Banoun, Vera Frenkel, Nelson Henricks, Rodrigue Jean, Gunilla Josephson, Allan MacKay, 
Monique Mounbow and Kate Thomas with backdrop imagery by Stephen Andrews. Frenkel' s "This is Your 
Messiah Speaking" (10 min: 1991), uses several interlaced modes of narrative and representation, including 
American Sign Language, to trace and disclose the bond between messiahnism and consumerism, our two most 
prevalent romances of rescue, next to Romance itself. The following text is the voice-over from Frenkel' s video. 
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"THIS IS YOUR MESSIAH SPEAKING" 
AND, THAT AFfERNOON AT THE 
SHOPPING CENTRE 
HE SAID, (DEVIL THAT HE WAS), 
HE SAID, THAT VERY AFfERNOON 
AT THE SHOPPING CENTRE, 
"THIS IS YOUR SAVIOUR SPEAKING," 
"THE BEST IN THE BUSINESS." 
"WELCOME!" HE SAID. 
"SHOP AROUND. LOOK SHARP. BE SMART. 
"AND I'LL TELL YOU A STORY." 
"A TRUE STORY" (HE SAID) 
"ABOUT A PEOPLE," (HE SAID) 
"WHO DIDN'T SHOP AROUND." 
"LISTEN CAREFULLY." 
* 
"AND HE, THEIR LEADER, HE SAID," (HE SAID), 
"DEVIL THAT HE WAS," 
"'TAKE OFF YOUR CLOTHES."' 
THEY LISTENED CAREFULLY. 
AND THEY TOOK OFF ALL THEIR CWTHES, 
(HE SAID). 
THEN, NAKED IN THE TIRELESS PALM OF FATE, 
(STILL LISTENING; STILL LISTENING CAREFULLY), 
THEY BURNED ALL THEIR BEWNGINGS AND 
WAITED 
BY THE SHORE 
FOR REDEMPTION, 
FOR A THOUSAND YEARS OF PEACE; FOR THE 
MILLENNIUM. 
* 
THEY WAITED, AND AS THEY WAITED, 
IT GREW COLD. IT GREW DARK. 
IN THE COLD, DARK WILDERNESS 
THEY WAITED FOR PEACE AND PLENTY. 
AND, AS THEY WAITED, THEY MADE SHRINES 
OUT OF WEAPONS OF WAR. 
* 
"YOU CAN SEE FROM THIS, OF COURSE," 
(HE CONTINUED), 
"HOW CRUCIAL IT IS 
TO CHOOSE THE MESSIAH WITH THE RIGHT 
CREDENTIALS." 
WE LISTENED CAREFULLY. 
"REMEMBER," (HE WENT ON), "I'M YOUR HEALER, 
AND YOUR JOY. 
I KNOW YOU, 
AND WHAT YOU NEED." 
"I KNOW (FOR EXAMPLE) THAT PEOPLE MUST SHOP 
FOR THE RIGHT MESSIAH AT THE RIGHT PRICE. 
WHERE REDEEMERS ARE CONCERNED, 
COMPARE GUARANTEES. 
ASK YOURSELF; 'IS THIS REALLY THE MESSIAH 
SPEAKING?' 
'THE REAL MESSIAH SPEAKING?' 
~SK YOURSELF (HE SAID), 
IS THIS REALLY THE BEST VALUE FOR MY 
MONEY?' 
"SHOP AROUND," HE SAID. 
"SEE FOR YOURSELF," HE SAID. 
"I'LL BE WAITING." 
* 
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AND, SHORTLY AFfERW ARD, IN THE HEART OF 
THE SOUL OF THE CORE OF THE SHOPPING 
CENTRE, SWW AND CLEAR, THESE ARE THE 
WORDS THAT WERE HEARD: 
-- IN THE ELEV A TORS, THE SNACK BARS,THE 
WASHROOMS, THE BANK AND THE BOUTIQUES --
THESE ARE THE WORDS THAT WERE HEARD: 
TIDS IS YOUR MESSIAH SPEAKING. 
TIDS IS YOUR MESSIAH SPEAKING, 
INSTRUCTING YOU TO SHOP. 
DON'T WORRY. 
NO ONE WILL FORCE YOU TO DO ANYTHING 
YOU DON'T WANT TO DO. 
NO ONE WILL EVER FORCE YOU DO DO ANYTHING 
YOU DON'T WANT TO DO. 
THERE'S NO RUSH (HE SAID). 
BUT DO SHOP AROUND (HE SAID). 
SHOP, THAT'S RIGHT. 
OH, SHOP, SHOP AROUND. 
SHOP, I TELL YOU. 
SHOP, HE SAID. 
OR SOMEONE WILL SHOP FOR YOU! 
••• 
Images c/o; V -TAPE information and distribution 
systems for mediaworks by artists and independents 
(416) 351-1317 -- 401 Richmond St. W. Suite 452, 
Toronto, Canada M5V 3A8 Fax: (416) 351-1509 or, 
email: www.vtape.org 
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An Excerpt from H by Philippe Sollers 
(pp. 134 & on) Translation by Elaine L. Corts 
This is another in a series of instalments from Philippe Sollers' critically acclaimed novel H. Sollers was one of 
the founders of the legendary Tel Quel magazine which included contributors and editors such as Roland 
Barthes, Julia Kristeva, Jacques Lacan and Jacques Derrida among others. Elaine L. Corts' translations maintain 
the energy and spirit of this innovative and internationally celebrated author's ground-breaking form. 
••• ••• • •• 
maybe this would be the turning point where we should egg on the obsession a bit no at last the unpublished 
keeps it boiling point preserved in a can it's full of stuff which spoils at its own level if someone does the work 
perception the reality truly could give you a dirty look here is our news bulletin france the year less two 
thousand when the prime minister assumed office his wife took the reporters on a visit of the garden of their 
property she showed them her new living quarters her model orchard the president visited the abstract art 
exhibit he stressed the purity of the painter's style who at least had the courage to commit suicide which 
every decent artist should do to combat pollution he responded by a helicopter flight along the coast saying we 
will speak about it again prostitution in effect has to be slightly removed from main truck routes the danger 
lies in mixing truck drivers with government backbenchers some police officers had not understood this 
elementary precaution despite their living arrangements in very comfortable apartments exceeding by far their 
monthly emoluments purity purity gentlemen i have nothing to add cultivate yourself and let france sing every 
little screen should be a window padlocked over our opening at the center my motto is simple fluctuat nee 
merditur even so have to the general had become senile he had this idea of replacing the crosses 
four branches in the cemeteries he wanted to put a woman from the lorraine in a grave to have the blue line of 
the vosges painted on the highways even so we have managed in enlightening them a little on this matter of 
traffic massacres on weekends beginning now this constant dread of cars should induce them to vote for us 
sports oh sports latin oh latin the prisons oh the prisons the nouveau roman oh the nouveau roman music oh 
yes the music and housing public health what can you expect the current situation does not help even so as the 
commentator points out subtly today the leaders of the opposition no longer have this magnetic or charismatic 
power which provide our writers with some crumbs creativity is in crisis don't you think so on the other hand 
we are in a great age of criticism have you read the latest book of that insignificant what's-his-name no and as 
for you the figaro says that it is from san-antonio maoist some mechanistic porn without contours quite a lot of 
shit anti-bourgeois protest nice enough naive and even idiotic maoism like that would not be acceptable in 
china puns however have a witty eloquence a return to a dangerous realism which i hope the universities will 
find mundane and really will not pursue what sort of fellow is he this young man friendly 
discerning almost cheerful a delightful companion where we hardly perceive nuances of irony a little shy as 
well a spiritual advisor fighter totally enraged an intellectual who proceeds by passionate vetoes only recently 
he has assumed a third role leader of a brigade of maoist intelligentsia he showers insults and threats on 
consumer society and the fifth republic which besides can make us wonder if they are not the futile jitters of 
an elegiac soul suddenly seized with an irrepressible itch for a power impossible to attain but in the end he 
lacks the true flame it is my teasing banter pseudo raptures a splendid temperament who crushes dubious 
thoughts besides it appears that overall the book is a very titillating description of a gigantic sexual free for all 
with countless matings and a comprehensive catalog of caresses no not possible for god's sake we should say 
it anyway adding immediately that this viewpoint will never hold a candle to x or y well done in such a way 
that his entire philosophy and his entire crusade will finally disappear within his physical orgy as in his orgy 
of words and morality the avant-garde are going to hell and the people need only have a real time of it between 
the sheets like that plop with no effect but is it really hushed up frankly i believe so even more since we can 
bring pressure to bear on his circle you have his voucher for fucking voil...A oh my but this is 
slightly virgin territory and his companions odds are that they must find him a little ponderous go ahead then 
we should not neglect this terrain in this sense right we are also maoists hey good let's go over the dossier 
again then this fetish club maoists you could even say an urbane sophisticate to be more discreet in the middle 
of an electoral period what do the whores say that they don't want to be their john's double that it can be very 
bad business the second time they take an eternity to come when they do it for the cash sometimes as well it is 
our personalities they like for example the characters who pay a hundred francs simply to have a 
psychoanalyst talk it does them good idem to listen maybe i will embark upon it nowadays the real purpose of 
psychology is to keep us in our little cages besides this parallel between analysis and prostitution i did not 
hesitate to talk about it during our sessions it was odd a kick for him and for me with this difference that the 
analyst sells a service which far from defiling him transforms him into a distinguished respected man the system 
says the following a woman who sleeps with men for money who sells her body because it is . the best the only 
?1erchandise she_ possesses commits a victimless crime even so we are going to make her pay for 
1t we do not find m the penal code any other offense committed by two persons with their mutual consent for 
which only one of the partners the woman can be arrested but there is a bartering system between the women 
and the cops within the judicial system it is an astounding spectacle the girls do not stop flirting with the cops 
as well as with the administrative personnel from the time they enter until the time they leave you understand 
it isn't heroin which will stop you it's the things that you have to do to get it it doesn't do any harm it doesn't 
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cause phrsical decay yet when you s~oot up you .don't ~ve to g~ to the de~tist if you have enough cash you 
can stay m shape so you can be nodding all the time without feelmg or knowmg anything does the hysteric 
tell the tr:uth yes but only the truth of the anti-truth the annoying fact is that some people are still balled over 
~fore ~s ~th of ~e non-truth ~d for the true of the true of the now-true good night no one any longer it's 
m~erestmg this chemical hypoth~s1s shared by pregnant women the schizo the dying visible in his urine you 
se12e upon the. short cut and ~otice the ~lo~ of the conclusions always drawn about a pregnant woman as if the 
postulate of science was ~t .m the be~1nnmg sh~ was knocked up basically every scholar defends his mama 
strongly . . . re~1evmg the pnest who gives grandma pleasure while keeping his robe on likewise for 
the crook s1cil~n tr~nslauon la mam~a la mamma of the big fat papa the best reporter in my opinion is giotto 
the coup de grace his sermon to ~e b?'ds for the remai~der when the ban among women and the depreciation 
among men meets to form the oscillation surplus- scarcity you have non-deflatable investments and damned 
relentless prope~r taxes f?e?6?o?A?oJ o?i'?o_?A?f? i?e?6?6?A?6? taboo dessert en stabat mater where does the 
brazen. voice o~gm~te wh~re doe~ 1t hide 1f they are threatened by the discovery of the castrated mother they 
react like a society m panic defending the throne and the altar this is what you should say to young girls you 
are not castrated but your mo!11er yes s.he was and_ not. your real mother at that don't want to be nasty with her 
the concept o~ .the cun! do~sn t get m01st and precisely 1f the cunt is treated like a cunt as any old thing 
whatever. failmg to f10d its co?cept has put it not in whom but in what so then i am talking about warped 
space ~7ht~h excludes half of itself the body of the primitive father is in part double and papa is completely 
taken 10 with one ere open neverthel~ss a commendable effort so then i summarize mother to the right father 
to the left and the nght has the left killed and the right gets the prick of the left which she hides 
und~r a ~ery ~~ort .skirt ?reeds the indeterminate hatching of the excluded middle then what it would be a helix 
carvmg its m101-sp1ral with the effect of an active and retroactive illusion in passive slices in a hasty defense at 
!ast oh hell .w~t is this tale about the man who would have every woman other that a woman's fantasy you said 
it dupont 1t 1s. even why once the dye is. cast nothing is sorted out the characters among them rightly a mama 
are fore~ to .10trod~ce the old. guy subhmated starting from that point it is straight ahead to the city notice the 
role. attnbuted 10 this to t!te epic poet supposed to admit to taking the murder upon himself and if it was 
oed~pus wh? had hanged himself and blind jocasta with antigone ah ah jocasta gets lost among the columns 
the id functio~s ~11 tl_irottle hence .the. beautiful e~pressions which are fortunately not studied deeply i wonder 
h_?w long ~e 1d 1s gomg to last this visceral brat this sun-baked shiver of the sun ah yes the excess the homo 
s1mulat~ m the medulla come on roll .me one i f~l lik~ i am taking off so then generally we have to ask young 
wome.n if they have dreamed of making love with the1r mothers i recall one saying right away well of course 
·shocki~g her husband but you never told me and she waving her arms about you can sense the dread 
spread10g ~ough ho~seholds concession the family the formula squared stony brooded over 
crossbre~10~s ~amages the bony what-not of the bleeding light it up makes me think that i had my mother 
for l?e first time 10 a dream she was quite distinct silhouetted enticingly along the beach her neckline 
c~ns1de~ably decollete, a plump-velvet soft scapula shoulders don't forget that this year in nigeria sacrifices are 
still ~ng place everywhere people are stopped ~ith their sacks of freshly carved limbs a boy properly 
nounsh~ of ten or. twelve costs 700 pounds while the tortoise snaps in his laying season the birds wait the for 
the hatch10g of the1r eggs you have to. immerse them ~t night we should note that we are in the grip of the big 
bad wo~ to sum. up there are some th10gs and somethmg else and the something else can accidentally slip into 
some ~ng or sun. beco?1~ more an~ more something else but we have never seen a some thing truly become 
somethmg else voil .. :A It 1~. so ... meth~.g else ~at's all. in the damn name of the name of the name drive me crazy 
tht: transf~renc~ re?1?a.?6?e? a?a?a?e? antenopostenor master he said i would like to free myself the master did 
khat ~ocking him out the other has not come round we can still see him levitating to the south-east portal 
breaking ~p more than a thousandth of a millionth standing there stuck in a dolmenherreur ah we don't lose 
the north m ~ south sa~s the traveller the truth is that between the swirling phrases of thousands 
of thoughts which are gomg to settle exactly into the skid of the contoured way this is why you can read if 
h°u want your .hands on your ~ead thought i:api~ly recalled .while shearing the priests indeed the swanky funeral 
ole he~e a ~1t of the legal stimulant hepatic-biliary choleraic chologogic colouring tartaric acid + blueing the 
whole th10g 1s ~ot ~oreo~er without a connection to the position of adverbs in chinese feng zhi fan xiang 
wang sha kong mao ~1 _fe1 okay ~e peaks rise up the sails repel each other the beach is deserted the birds fly 
fr~ly once ~ore therr wmgs stnctly parallel what differentiates this style from the clinical document in the 
stnct sense 1s the absence of obstructions tied not tied the opening needn't be outlined id is the representation 
of the enervated and nervous narrated within the inert that is to say inborn twice born never outmoded even so 
:e ha.v~ to ~11 the truth namely .that the schizo is just as r~c~onary as any other type jung apology for the 
m oralizm~ lif~ me me me my f1?ends and me and me me m mrvana so all that could well end up in a special 
etaphys1cal issue by the staff abet of your employer once more oblivion of the obscured aged poorly chiselled 
~bysmal_ face and if i say that it is turning dark in the thirsty eye in the prison of rumbling blue if 
1 ~ay v01I....A my cell of dazzling fibrous being within these walls without complaining posted in the sun they 
might poss1?ly not hear me a century ago it might have had the form pillar of sapphire adorned with 
~besq~ee 1 reappear the woodpigeons cry seeking their nest and from your azure feet to your granite forehead 
u olds m Ion~ pleats the purple ~f judea if ~ou see varanasi leaning over it river take your bow put on your 
cor~et of burm~hed gold once again for here 1s the vulture flying on the patani while the sea is inundated with 
white butterfhes mahdewa lanassa guides your sails over the waters 
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THE FORM OF THE THING: 
an interview with bpNichol on Ganglia and grOnk 
by Geoff Hancock 
Rampike presents this never-before published interview as part of its historical documents series. Geoff Hancock, 
former editor of the Journal of Canadian Fiction, conducted this interview with bpNichol. Barrie Philip ( bp) was born 
in 1944 in Vancouver. Among other things he was a poet, performance artist, television writer and editor. As a group, 
Rafael Baretto-Rivera, Paul Dutton and Steve McCaffery, and bpNicholformed the legendary sound-poetry ensemble, 
"The Four Horsemen." For many years bp worked as an editor at Coach House Press which in its new manifestation 
as Coach House Books, maintains a line of Nichol's work (see: Coach House's on-line web-site for further info: 
http://www.chbooks.com). Up until his death in 1988, Nichol remained a staunch advocate of the small presses. He 
frequently edited and published small press publications, and contributed articles to little magazines around the world, 
including Open Letter and Rampike among others. Nichol was also a literary theorist and along with Steve McCaffery 
generated a series of critical essays under the group name TRG (Toronto Research Group -- see; Rational Geomancy: 
The Kids of the Book-Machine: The Collected Research Reports of the Toronto Research Group, 1973-1982, 
Talonbooks, Vancouver, 1992 -- ISBN 0-88922-300-9). A number of audio recordings featuring bpNichol and/or The 
Four Horsemen, as well as the beautifully crafted catalogue ST. ART: The Visual Poetry of bpNichol [ISBN: 0-
920089-84-4] are available through Underwhich Editions P.O. Box 262, Adelaide Street Station, Toronto, Ontario, 
Canada M5C 214, or through Underwhich' s western address: 920 9th Avenue North, Saskatoon, Saskatchewan, 
Canada S7K 2ZA. The ST. ART catalogue may also be obtained through the Confederation Centre Art Gallery & 
Museum, 145 Richmond Street, Charlottetown, PEI, Canada, Cl A JJl. And, Talonbooks (Vancouver, Canada) is 
publishing two new books featuring Nichol's work including bpNichol Comics edited by Carl Peters [ISBN: 0-88922-
448-X -- $24.95] featuring Nichol's comic art; and Meanwhile: The Critical Writings of bpNichol edited by Roy Miki 
[ISBN:0-88922-447-1 $24.95] -- more info on these two Talon editions can be found at: http://www.talonbooks.com. 
*** *** 
GH: (interviewer's note) bpNichol was the first writer I 
met when I moved from Vancouver to Toronto. He 
invited me out to a pizza place near Dupont and Spadina 
and we spent much of an evening discussing various 
possibilities for fiction. I was flattered, honoured, and 
humbled because I admired hp from afar and thought 
that as a pioneer in contemporary experimental writing 
and sound poetry, he was a genius who would consider 
my Canadian Fiction Magazine too conventional, too 
traditional, and too linear for his tastes. But hp was an 
artist with a wider perspective. Literature for him evoked 
wonder, and the mechanical processes of literature, were 
alive, like a mind. Publishing in its own way could 
duplicate thought. Perhaps his interest in process was 
connected to the larger art of living a rich and 
productive life, and my publishing experiment was no 
less intimate or important. So we discussed movies, 
comics, news reports, and psychoanalysis, the usual 
non-verbal, non-fictional, non-traditional narratives that 
promise other modes of organizing experience. I need 
not worry that my views of short narratives -- especially 
in linear prose -- were any less unconventional than the 
typographical innovations that delighted him. Over the 
years, I published several of his "more conventional" 
pieces such as the excerpts from organ music on heart, 
tongue, and anus. He raised demanding questions: what 
could a magazine be, how is form related to content? 
How does the literary artist find a place in the world of 
commercial letterpress and trade publishing? How does 
a writer collaborate with a medium? Besides, how can 
you represent a discourse when the pizza and beer are 
being served? At the time I met him I already resented 
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the traditional format of my own publication. I cared 
about the world inside the fiction, but outside the fiction 
was another narrative; the twin subsets of librarians who 
like regular publication and archived back issues in nice 
blue bundles of four. Out there, where the world is not 
a stage, were various arts councils, who liked successive 
issues to look pretty much like the previous and tended 
to penalize forays into microfiche, oversize layout, or 
linguistic events. We were, in fact, approaching the same 
problem from different angles. How to balance the 
power of the creative imagination with an uncertainty 
about the means of presentation; we were self conscious 
about language, form, and the act of creating, and we 
liked to play with ideas, make parodies, and criticize our 
own methods of construction. 
hp was interested in Signifier/signified relations. 
He was a master of signs. Non-verbal constructs draw 
attention to the fundamental operations of any system 
when the mind roams freely into quirky comers and 
whimsical byways. He got me thinking about how 
literary magazine publishing could draw attention to 
narrative in traditional non-narrative elements. We talked 
about surface and deep narrative, about questioning 
ordered reality, and drawing attention to the structure of 
an illusion. I had published issues without words, such 
as the one featuring the works of Martin Vaughn-James 
which was comprised of photographs, and I was at work 
on the anthology entitled Singularities, which focused on 
stories not traditionally anthologized. (When the book 
was finally published, it was conceived as a traditional 
volume, although I later felt it demanded a more 
innovative form appropriate to space, fragment, and 
dislocated or multi-levelled text.) The day of our 
interview, I wanted to discuss hp' s innovations in 
contemporary experimental publishing, especially micro 
or minimalist publishing. bpNichol's Ganglia/grOnk 
Press was a complex small Canadian press. The press 
worked against the idea of the book, and subverted any 
notion of regular publishing. Few people have actually 
seen the press' s publications. Yet Nichol's "bibliographic 
instinct" led him to compile lengthy bibliographies. For 
anyone interested he created a labyrinth of the press's 
achievements in nicely arranged computer printouts done 
on an Amiga computer. hp was squarely in the tradition 
of non-linear literature. As an innovator in computer 
texts, he pondered such questions: what is a page? Is it 
part of something? A container for text or information? 
An event on its own? Can the Book be a Machine? hp 
was continuously re-thinking the book and the magazine. 
The press was a major influence on Canada's 
~derground, "little little" and alternative publishing. hp 
liked to get beyond the meaning of words to forms and 
graphics appropriate to the text being explored. hp and 
I spent a fine summer afternoon, in July 1986, talking 
about the dynamics of the press. Mostly I listened. Then 
we toured his science fiction, comic books, and animated 
movie collection. It was obvious how the comics 
influenced the poetry. His love of the letters A and H. 
The cheeky Four Horsemen sound poets. Somewhere, a 
doctoral candidate is writing a dissertation on the 
influence of comics on Canadian literature. Visual and 
intertextual play appears in all his work. Barrie showed 
me a story he was writing for the children's Fraggle 
Rock TV series. bp wrote his first script with songs in 
Episode 20, ''The Garden Plot," April 4, 1983 -- Doc 
loses the rent money and Sprocket finds it while 
hammering at the Fraggle Hole. Then he showed how he 
~mitated various voices. What happened since? The tape 
1s now part of the CFM Archives at McMaster 
University. More than five hundred of the books I 
vi~wed that afternoon are now part of the bpNichol 
Science Fiction Collection at the University of Waterloo. 
A Fraggle Rock Episode Guide can be found on the 
Internet. Brian Nash directed a film celebrating the life 
of bpNichol. An annual bpNichol Chapbook award 
sponsored by the Phoenix Community Works Foundation 
~fonnerly Therafields Foundation) goes to the most 
mnovative small or micro- press title between ten and 48 
pages. A good explication of the visual elements of bp's 
poems can be located at the Light and Dust Mobile 
Poetry Anthology www .thing.net. Some Ganglia or 
grOnk press leaflets and broadsides can be ordered from 
Afterwords Literature, Station P, Toronto, M52 2Y4, or 
through dal@interlog.com or www .interlog.com. And the 
newly revitalized Coach House Printing on line (at 
~ww .chbook.com) has various editions of work by or 
influences on others from Barrie Philip Nichol. His 
spouse, Ellie Nichol, sends us postcards and broadsheets 
every Christmas and many are framed and hung at home. 
I started by asking bpNichol about his views on 
chapbooks: 
hp: From a publishing point of view, it's almost as ~ 
expensive to publish a chapbook as it is a book. 
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Type~etting is a bit cheaper. But the setup time, and 
working with the manuscript, is as complex. A chapbook 
is as hard t~ market, if not harder, because they are 
slimmer. The difference in cost between making a book 
and a chapbook is not that big, nor can it be sold for that 
much less. Perhaps two-thirds the cost. But it can only 
be priced at a certain amount or it looks ridiculous. 
Unless it's clearly a limited edition, or an alternative 
press that exists to "get the thing on the record." 
GH: Is that how you saw grOnk? 
hp: grOnk is an on-the-record press. It's not a little 
press, and it's not a press that's attempting to reach a big 
audience. It's a press that argues for certain people's 
work, though there's not a big audience for this stuff 
now. Maybe there is for the writer, but maybe not this 
part of the writer's work. So let's have a permanent 
record of it some place. grOnk is also a more 
news-oriented press than blewointment was. bill (bissett) 
ran it almost as a community statement, to show what 
writers are doing. 
GH: Sounds like you have a big argument with that 
notion of immortality. 
hp: I'm not trying to create a permanent record of 
greatness. I'm trying to get the news out right now for 
other writers. Hopefully through that, I argue for a wider 
based readership. 
GH: What's the difference between a "little" and a 
"little-little" press? 
bp: A little press is a different kind of publishing. 
"Here's a writer who deserves a book! This writer is 
neglected, or wants to publish with whomever." A little 
press publishes books. It may do chapbooks for political 
reasons, but it is not dedicated to the notion of the 
chapbook as a tool for argument. The publisher thinks 
there is enough material here that deserves a book. For 
most people, if you take the UNESCO definition, that's 
a bit on the small side. For most people, a book starts at 
around 64 pages, four or five signatures. The Canada 
Council adopted the UNESCO definition of a book in 
1977. The consequences were enormous for Canadian 
small press publishing. The decision meant the end of 
chapbooks, posters, broadsides, ephemera, printed 
objects, everything printed except standard sized books. 
GH: Was the UNESCO definition a help or hindrance? 
hp: It was a hindrance in that it meant you could no 
longer publish chapbooks. It also was a hindrance in that 
it meant standardized book heights. ff you knew that an 
8.5 by 11 format meant the text came in at 32 pages, 
you would shift the format. You no longer, to the same 
degree, let the content dictate the form, to take Louis 
Sullivan's dictum to Frank Lloyd Wright. 
GH: How does that hinder publishing poetry? 
hp: Poetry comes in different sizes ... you can't have a 
standard book size. Prose tends to bulk up nicely at a 
certain height. What I like about poetry is that it is one 
of the last bastions of alternative sizing. Poets still tend 
to think that way and stay closer to the manuscript that 
way. I'm a firm believer in the little-little press and the 
little press. The big commercial house is really the last 
friend that poetry has. Poetry is just a non-event as far 
as mainstream publishing goes. The UNESCO definition 
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tends to slightly work against the impulse of a poet in 
another way. If the impulse is to have a book of a 
certain length, and the only avenue is through some 
government sponsored press, then you are going to pad 
that book, sometimes, with weaker poems -- but it might 
have been stronger just to let the best poems have their 
own existence. 
GH: What have you learned from concrete poetry? 
bp: One of the things the concrete poetry movement 
taught me [was that] each little thing can be its own 
gesture. Maybe you collect those gestures together, 
maybe you don't. Maybe they just exist as their own 
little statement. Maybe that's a stronger way to present 
the work. Canada isn't used to that notion, though some 
presses do that. 
GH: Why not? 
bp: When I first published Scraptures, second sequence, 
1965, as one of the first books with Ganglia Press, it 
was a standard book size, 5.5 by 8.5. I would sit in the 
bookstore and watch people read the thing. They didn't 
know who I was. They would pick up the thing and read 
it. There was a lot of blank space on the page. They 
didn't know what hit them. So, they aren't used to 
reading something more meditative than their usual 
reading experience, because readers tend to be 
consumption oriented, as one does when approaching a 
mystery book. One is dragged through the book. I am 
reading it to consume plot, not necessarily style, unless 
it's so bad I notice it. When a writer veers from the 
norm with sizes, you announce difference, you announce 
"non-bookends." That itself casts an aspersion on the 
event. You are making it special in some way. This can 
have positive connotations or negative. It can be special, 
or different, or unusual, or weird. Those are roughly the 
same word in some way. Most poets I meet like having 
"book" books. They feel somehow that the little gesture 
is not substantial enough. I don't see it as an either/or 
situation since I publish lots of both. They have the same 
problem the buyer does. Why would I spend three bucks 
for one poem? They'd spend three bucks for one novel, 
because they feel they are getting a lot for their money. 
That's the sheer quantity of words, which is, of course, 
no measure of quality. 
GH: Tell me about Ganglia Press, out of which grOnk 
magazine began. 
bp: The press began as a little magazine, Ganglia. 
Within a year or two, some books began. The two ideas 
of book and magazine were there together. Ganglia 
magazine also published two "book/issues" of the six 
issues of the magazine. 
GH: (interviewer's note) One was The 1962 poems of 
Red Lane, which George Bowering steered bp's way. 
The other was bill bissett's we sleep inside each othr all 
(1966), which came out almost simultaneously with the 
Very Stone House edition. Victor Coleman and his wife 
Elizabeth helped key the book in. 
bp: I had been living in Vancouver when blewointment 
first published. I had been reading the Dadaists and 
Kenneth Patchen's Sleepers Awake and The Journal of 
Albion Moonlight. 
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GH: (interviewer's note) At that time, in the 1960s, such 
books were hard to obtain. At the time he began Ganglia 
with David Aylward, Nichol's basic idea was to publish 
some of the west coast writing he liked, meaning the 
people around blewointment, such as bissett, Judith 
Copithorne, and so on. He also wanted to publish the 
young writers he knew in Toronto. Nichol's aim was to 
find the west coast work an outlet in Toronto. The 
movement was back and forth. bissett published Nichol's 
first poem in blewointment, an historical link (and 
postage was cheap in the 1960s). That was the initial 
impulse behind Ganglia. bp knew some writers, knew 
some writing he wanted, and everybody is generally 
interested if you are starting a magazine. He began out 
of that energy. 
bp: At first, Ganglia, in its structure, if not its content, 
was a traditional little magazine. People mailed in 
poems, you take some, send some back. The paperwork 
started to mount up. It was also a traditional little press 
on the level of accounting. Suddenly we had to keep 
track of all these accounts. Both David and I got really 
irritated by the sheer work we had to do. Writers began 
treating us like a big concern and got pissed off if we 
didn't answer right away. So much bullshit went down! 
So quickly, we found a lot of poems we liked. But 
within five issues, we began to refocus. "Are we really 
interested in publishing a general poetry magazine?" In 
terms of that initial impulse, of publishing west coast 
writers in Ontario, that was no longer a problem. / sland 
magazine and others began publishing those people. In 
the meantime, I was more caught up in Visual and 
Sound poetry. Though I was writing in the more 
traditional field, looking out there, it seemed to me that 
no magazine, with the exception of occasional pieces in 
Alphabet, was publishing sound and visual work. The 
impulse began to change the shape of the magazine. 
Ganglia was becoming burdensome. I wanted something 
that was quicker, and I wanted something that involved 
no accounting. Since you lose money anyway with a 
small press, why not do it for free? Do it for free as a 
news-sheet. Part of the reason for this was Tish which I 
read in Vancouver. It was lively. Though I took 
argument with its tone rather than its poetics. By tone, I 
meant Tish was adamant that theirs was the only path to 
follow. Though if you look at the writers who came out 
of Tish, it wasn't true in their lives. We were young 
then! I've always been more of an inclusivist than an 
exclusivist. To me, the range is interesting. Looking 
around, I saw lots of generalist little magazines and little 
presses. The idea of doing that seemed like a total 
snooze to me. Why not focus on where my real 
excitement was? That became my guiding principle in all 
the subsequent years. Why not publish the stuff that 
excites me for political reasons, for poetical reasons, or 
political/poetical reasons? So we let Ganglia drift into 
oblivion. Ganglia was thought up by David Aylward. A 
ganglion is a connection in the brain, a synaptic 
connector. In fact, a small magazine, which sprang off 
from grOnk, was Synapsis. We liked the notion of brain 
activity. That seemed relevant to the idea of poetry and 
perception. 
GH: Ganglia was very much a poetry oriented press and 
magazine. Were you that much more interested in editing 
poetry than in editing prose? 
bp: I write prose, I read prose, I'm interested in editing 
prose, but my heart beats faster around poetry! The 
traditional poem excites me more than the traditional 
short story does, which is an interesting drawing line. 
GH: (interviewer's note) grOnk magazine began as a 
free mailout. Quickly, the number eight became 
symbolic for the publication. bp, David W. Harris (a.k.a. 
David UU), David Aylward, and Rob Smith were the 
four principals who put money into it. The two active 
editors in the first eight issues were bp and David UU. 
bp: Once again, it's safe to say it was my idea. David 
UU was in there for sure, and the others were in for 
friendship reasons, but it wasn't a driving force for them. 
We ran them off ourselves, mailed them out ourselves, 
put the money in ourselves. The benefits were fantastic. 
We were able to send news from Canada to other writers 
we admired. 
GH: (interviewer's note) Other writers, like Andy 
Suknaski, were able to see their work published in an 
international context. With the second series, which 
began after David UU moved to Vancouver, bp began to 
push it into single author issues. Everything in a way 
became "books" or little pamphlets, or little gestures. bp 
also began the mini-mimeo series. 
bp: Little wee foldouts that we published and sold for 
five cents -- the Five Cents Mini-Mimeo Series. 
Bookstores wouldn't stock them because they were too 
easy to steal, and then they'd owe me a nickel. The 
name "grOnk," of course, was the sound made by the 
dinosaur in the B.C. comic strip. That's why the giant 
"O". grOnk! A dinosaur's open mouth! We liked the 
abstract sound, plus it was an announcement of 
difference. You couldn't pin down its existence in the 
real world, though it had its real world existence. 
GH: (interviewer's note) The focus of grOnk was 
entirely experimental or visual poetry with a sound bias. 
From a publishing point of view, Nichol was interested 
in getting for Canadian writers a broader base on an 
international scene. His own first successes, in fact, were 
abroad. Presses in Europe were accepting of his work. In 
North America, Canadian writers were not seen as a 
serious issue. In that sense, Nichol says, all writing is 
regional. American writers tended to be influenced by 
American writers because they find their concerns less 
alien to them. 
bp: They might be influenced by the style of Julio 
Cortazar or Borges. But as far as their content goes, their 
socio-politico-emotional issues tend to come out of their 
peer group. The great argument in English language 
Canadian writing is between England and America. For 
the Australians or New Zealanders or Latin Americans 
to get a leg into the argument is almost impossible. It 
helped for a while if your background was a white 
centred "ethnic," but even that has ceased to be an edge 
as far as English language Canada is concerned. That 
was a big concern for me. I have strong feelings about , 
it. On the other hand, that has to do with large states of 
mind. On the immediate level of publishing and being 
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published, you're interested in news, and what's going 
down, and you find the news where you can find the 
news. As for me at that time, the news was in Europe 
and South America and those were the writers I 
corresponded with, sending magazines out, and getting 
magazines back. That was the form most correspondence 
took; you sent out magazines and got magazines back 
more often than letters. That's what grOnk was, a 
letter-in-progress. For a long time, I did a grOnk News 
Notes. I'd publish anything that came across my table. 
I'd write it up and send it out with grOnk. But postage 
kept going up out of sight. The whole notion of a freebie 
became more and more expensive to do. In a funny kind 
of way, the printing got easier and cheaper because of 
quickie printing and plastic plates. But stamps made it 
trickier and trickier. It got harder to get a third class 
mailing permit. In the sixties it was easy; you just 
walked into a post office and said, "I'm a press." 
GH: Did you have somewhat the same sense of Dudek 
and Souster that a writer-controlled press could affect the 
direction of literature? 
bp: The impulse was there before I formulated it. For 
some writers, like Steve McCaffery, the formulation of 
his thinking, and his practice are very close together. 
They occur at the same point in time. For me, there's a 
three to six month lag. It used to be longer. It seemed 
natural to me to say if nobody was going to publish me, 
then I would publish myself. What took me longer to 
utter as a basic formulation was that it is easy for writers 
to seize the means of production and do it themselves. I 
look at someone like Norman Chadwick, of Toronto's 
Martin Garth Press which publishes The Shit. He 
published a novel in variant editions. It's no different for 
prose writers. You can do what Crad Kilodney or Stuart 
Ross do; sell it on the street. Now, if you're writing a 
Proustian epic, then you need a big publisher. But if 
you're writing a Proustian epic, you're probably going to 
have trouble getting a big publisher! Writers can seize 
the means of production. But they can't necessarily get 
a big audience that way. When writers are talking about 
their publisher problems, they are talking about the 
problems of getting a big audience. If what you want is 
to get the work out there, what you want, on the record, 
available to the immediate circle of writers you know, 
who are your lifeblood and keep you rolling, and to have 
something to give away at bookstores or readings, it's 
possible for any writer to get published to some degree. 
That formulation was there for me and it made a big 
difference to me. I'm a strong believer in writer-run 
presses, particularly with poetry. To me it's almost a 
moral/ethical thing. If, as writers, we aren't going to get 
out there to publish the writing we believe in, writers 
whose work pushes in a positive direction, then whom 
else is going to? That's what Dennis Lee and Dave 
Godfrey felt around Anansi. Their concern was around 
prose. They are the ones who got the prose thing going 
in Canada. They got it going with the Spiderline Series, 
a group of cheap novels gang-printed on the same day. 
Jack McClelland had done Sheila Watson's The Double 
Hook -- my favourite novel of all time -- in that cheap 
paperback format. But they hadn't done much with it. 
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Cheap commercial novels were done in paperback. But 
they weren't necessarily a gesture towards building a 
Canadian intellectual tradition through prose. The 
Spiderline Series was exciting at the time. Here were 
people who felt the same energy in prose. Let's just get 
a whole bunch of novels pumped out. We didn't just 
have to have three Canadian novels a year. That idea 
took hold in people's brains. 
GH: (interviewer's note) With the flurry of magazine 
and small press activity, it was no longer possible for 
one magazine to dominate, as The Tamarack Review had 
for so many years. That magazine began to slide from 
importance, interest, and influence in the late 1960s, 
bpNichol claims. People also lost interest in the 
Tamarack when it rejected Victor Coleman's poem, 
"Cunnilingus". 
bp: It was gutsy of them to accept it, and gutless of 
them to reject it, especially when it was already typeset. 
That was happening, and then the Canada Council came 
in with the money. When the Canada Council came 
along, there were a lot of presses in place, looking for 
ways to find money. These organizations were ready to 
take the money if it was handed out! We never saw 
ourselves as the Hogarth Press. In fact, if you look at the 
back of the mini-mimeo series, you'll see a notice, 
"instant garbage for the nation's waste baskets." Several 
things influenced grOnk. The monthly publication 
[schedule] was borrowed directly from Tish, though the 
magazine had a different audience entirely. Tish was an 
inspiration for one notion -- you didn't have to have 
subscribers. It could just be something you sent out if 
you thought the writing was interesting to people. If they 
write back, or send back stuff, it was interesting. 
Another model in terms of the variations in formats was 
the whole impulse behind international concrete poetry. 
The varying shapes of Ian Hamilton Finlay poems were 
published with his presses and other concrete people. 
The person I was most in touch with was the late d.a. 
levy of Cleveland. We had the Cleveland-Toronto-
Niagara-axis going for awhile. d.R. Wagner was in 
Niagara on the U.S. side. Then bill and myself. We were 
all out of the "dirty mimeo" school of thought. Ganglia 
was probably the cleanest of the bunch. Get it done and 
get it out; it's news. bill was using collage as an internal 
principle. He had the most regular magazine look of any 
of them, more so than d.a. and d.R. I had given up on 
the regular magazine thing and was more interested in 
the news I find interesting. It was also a way to respond 
quickly to the work. Ganglia was more like a newspaper 
in my thinking about it. A lot of my editing was news 
edited. "I like this line -- the rest of it is just okay," and 
"what's happening in this line is goddamn exciting, let's 
develop it and get it out right away!" Occasionally, I got 
a superb piece, but... I was not looking to preserve 
immortal works in magazine form. 
GH: Sounds like 1960s drug-induced thought. 
bp: The drug culture did not play any part in my press 
because I never took drugs. At the period in my life 
when I might have taken drugs, you were persona non 
grata if you lost smoke at pot parties and I did, the first 
couple I went to. I was no good that way. I used to go 
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through stages of mind without the benefit of drugs like 
LSD and mushrooms and found them freaky enough. I 
was trying to get out of that headspace. I was not 
attracted to the idea of drugs. People talked about mind 
altering, and that's the way my mind went without 
drugs. I was trying to get out of that space so I could do 
some work. A lot of people assumed drugs were 
involved because the work was so far out. They assumed 
I was on really heavy shit! They'd come up to Toronto 
from the states and ask, "hey man, whose your 
connection?" I said, "hey man, I don't have one!" 
GH: Who helped out? 
bp: Basically, John Riddell or Steve McCaffery helped 
with various aspects of the press. I got some hands on 
involvement from people who helped collate and so on. 
But I never sat down and discussed the press abstractly. 
I did it. The press was designed to be responsive. So a 
publishing program was not worked out in advance. The 
points at which I had too much stuff backlogged were 
the points it went dead for a time. It ceased in a way to 
be in/out. I wanted a system that was in/out. Ganglia's 
sense of an audience was very specific. I had a mailing 
list. Since I was not going for newsstand sales, except 
locally if someone would stock it, I would just mail the 
thing out. I had a very specific idea of who its 250 
readers were. The publications all became book/issues in 
the end because I could make a slightly chunkier thing. 
I could give the authors more copies so they could sell 
them at readings. At that point, I would have an element 
of the audience who was unknown to me, but at least 
were potential readers for this person's work. I re-read 
some issues of Alphabet not so long ago and they are 
still interesting. There's still some stuff I can pick up on. 
I saw myself, in the phrase I used, as "the language 
revolution." A lot of shit-kicking rhetoric went down. I 
was interested in work that pushed against the 
boundaries, that dealt in some way with the reality of the 
text on the page or the reality of the text as it existed in 
sound. These were the issues that interested me as a 
writer. I knew I appealed to a minority audience. That's 
why the idea of a newsletter made sense. 
GH: Was this an exciting time to be involved? 
hp: Toronto was not an exciting place to be in the early 
part of the 1960s, say 1963 to 1966. Having a 
correspondence with Cavan McCarthy in Leeds and 
other writers like Bob Cobbing was a tremendous 
encouragement. bissett was a great encouragement, 
though he was in Vancouver. Not a lot of people were 
interested in what I was interested in. There was a 
feeling I was just crazy, and the feeling I was pursuing 
an absolute dead end assailed me in those days. 
Fortunately, I have a pleasant stubborn streak. I will 
follow a thing as long as it interests me, though I can't 
see the reason for it. Those were harder years. Around 
1966, David UU came down from Collingwood. He was 
excited, up about the stuff. We yakked a lot. I had a lot 
to do with Dave until he moved to the west coast in the 
fall of 67. After he left town, there weren't many people 
here. Then, Steve McCaffery moved here from England. 
That made a huge difference in my life. Here was 
someone who was concerned with the same issues, and 
covered the same ground from his own angle for his 
own reasons. Steve and I are very dissimilar writers. But 
we share a lot of concerns. I always concerned myself 
with design, typeface, and papers on the press though 
you wouldn't necessarily know it by looking. I was 
working with two or three concerns. One was, I would 
experiment with the actual physical size, whether it was 
folded or stapled, whether it had a drawing. In the later 
period of grOnk, and the last few years, when all the 
principles had changed, I experimented with ready-made 
formats. I'd just walk into an office supply store and see 
what kinds of things they had, plastic covers, and other 
weirdness. These things are often expensive, cost heavy 
on the format side. But they lead to interesting solutions. 
This is almost the opposite approach to traditional 
publishing. The first is, you have a piece, and you 
wonder what shape it should be in. With this, you have 
a shape, and you wonder what will fit it. grOnk went 
through distinctive periods. The first was the monthly 
series, like a monthly magazine. That was the old series. 
The second part of the old series, each in eight issues, 
began to move quickly to single author issues. Then I 
began to issue them out of order. It drove librarians wild. 
GH: It was your equivalent of Ed Sander's Fuck you: a 
Magazine of the Arts. 
bp: Only I was more insidious. I would have Series 
Eight, Number Five, followed by Series Eight, Number 
One. I used to work in a library. Blewointment did the 
same thing, only their numbering was false. Mine was 
consistent, which was worse. The old series was a mail 
away, which went to sixty-four issues. One still hasn't 
properly appeared. But they are all basically done. Some 
were double issues of grO nk which doubled as Ganglia 
publications. They varied from 250 to 500 copies. Then, 
I began the middle series, of 24 issues, a multiple of 
eight. That was a subscription series. Once again, 
subscription proved truly boring. But, I managed to get 
all 24 issues out. I let most people's subscriptions lapse 
after twelve or thirteen issues and kept putting it out. 
Then I did the grOnk, Zap, and Flash series of fifty 
copies each. I gave them to the authors to give away. 
I've been working on the final series, of about 100 copies 
each. Now I give 60 to 75 copies to the author to 
distribute as they see fit. I keep twenty-five for my 
immediate giveaways. There's also the grOnk Random 
Series. That's anywhere from fifty to 500 copies. It's 
hard to collect a complete set. 
GH: (interviewer's note) Throughout Nichol's life, 
grOnk also existed as a press. Some of the publications 
were issued as cassettes through Underwhich Editions. 
Copies were given to the authors, and Nichol kept the 
rest. bpNichol saw his publications as "support 
documentation." 
GH: Did you learn the technical· aspects of publishing 
through trial and error? 
bp: We wanted to start a magazine. How? What was the 
cheapest? What seemed cheapest at the beginning was a 
mimeo machine that I bought. It eventually rusted out in 
Steve McCaffery's basement through neglect. We hand-, 
cranked lots of it. That's the way we printed most of 
Ganglia magazine. Issues five and seven were offset. 
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Issue six never appeared. Issue eight was printed at 
Weed/Flower press by Nelson Ball on a tiny machine. 
grOnk was printed at Speedy Printers. Plus the 
occasional / mimeo, and the run of the Five Cent 
Mini-Mimeo Series. A few were offset. After number 39 
or 40, they were offset. The Speedy Printshops were a 
late sixties early seventies thing. That was a case of 
technology giving me access to a way of quick printing. 
As a kid, I had always made up books of my poems. In 
my mid-teens, I made up copies of books of poems and 
gave them to my friends. I was always playing with the 
form of the book. I was a voracious reader. I think if 
you read, and unless you are totally oblivious, you are 
always aware of "page." When we began to work on 
Ganglia and grOnk, one of our first organizing principles 
was that we did not want somebody's poem facing 
somebody else's poem. As early as 1964, we said 
everybody should have their own space. So that leads 
logically to concrete poetry. Everything should have its 
own space. Sometimes a really good piece looked not as 
good placed against another poem. They were not 
al ways complementary pairs. Even strong poems might 
not look so good side by side. That's not something 
you'd do with your own manuscript. We would put a 
drawn piece on the other page, something entirely 
different. 
GH: How did you get involved with Coach House 
Press? 
hp: About 1964 or 1965, I met Stan Bevington of Coach 
House, and began to get a lot of hands-on experience 
with type and typography and a fantastic basic training. 
I was already open to it. I did not see a press as 
something someone did for me, labour for hire. I wanted 
to get in there, down and dirty and involved. The chance 
to do some hand typesetting was fantastic. I was 
interested in "collectibles," as I was a collector. But that 
was not my motivation. I was just thinking of the Tonto 
Or, a Ganglia press series. They were all done on 
offsets, back in the days when you had lots of paper 
samples to choose from. Stan had lots sitting on shelves, 
and Coach House was easy access. I could use a proof 
press, which is an easy-to-use flat-bed press. I was 
setting up the type. Stan was encouraging of that kind of 
involvement. I learned a lot from Stan about books and 
book design. Stan was a good person to learn from 
because he was always arguing within and against. He 
was a traditional hand-set typist who got interested in 
linotype, and then computers. He was my first 
introduction to computers in the early 1970s. 
A grOnk "first edition" doesn't have the same 
"power" as, say, a Hogarth Press first edition. The 
context of the time is as important as the text. Because 
the texts were "news," there's some that date, and some 
that don't. I was not involved in that kind of editorial 
process which would say, "these are the ones that last 
for all time." I'd simply say, ''Here's what's new." 
Someone else can collect them, if they want, on a 
"timeless basis." I was interested in the half-life of the 
poem, the decay, and the fact that things faded away. 
The model for me was Keats, dead at 26. All that 
bullshit about "make it wait, make it a considered thing," 
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was not for me. I could be dead. I thought I would die 
at 18. So it was all gravy for me in the years since then. 
23 years of gravy -- that's nice! It was an idee fue I got 
when I was young. My impulse had nothing to do with 
preserving in that sense. To get it on the record, yes. But 
even that was a later thought. Earlier on, the thought was 
to get the news out. I published tons and tons. Lots of 
Europeans, bill bissett, Dave Phillips, Andy Suknaski, 
Martina Clinton, Beth Jankola, Pat Lowther, lots of 
Steve McCaffery, lots of David UU, some Mike 
Ondaatje. I worked closely with the authors if they were 
close. Generally, I published someone because I liked 
their work, and wanted to get their text out. Sometimes, 
it was just one text of a writer whose work I didn,t 
usually like. It was good to defeat my own thinking. I 
never went after grants. I did it when I had money. That 
got a little more random at times. That's the impulse 
with Underwhich Editions. However, we did a little 
press catalogue that included Ganglia, Anansi, Talon --
the Busy Beaver catalogue was an attempt to include 
everybody, s little books. That was a late sixties impulse. 
That was an interesting time. There was Ganglia Press, 
Island Press which remained "little-little" and alternative. 
Then there was Anansi and Talon who began to operate 
on a different scale. But there was enough affinity that 
we could do a joint catalogue. Ganglia and grOnk had 
some influence, though it, s hard to say what, after 
looking over the sea of mundane writing. I think of 
Victor Coleman and Dennis Lee as discerning editors 
who worked with the text. They worked with the author 
more than I would. I tend to take the text as it is, make 
my suggestions, and they take it or leave it. I take the 
text as it is because it already interests me. Behind 
Ganglia and grOnk was a strong idea; to focus on 
certain work, to argue for that work, and to put enough 
of the work forward so that readers could get a feeling 
for the sheer quantity of people who approached the text 
this way. Then, they could get used to that kind of text, 
and develop reading habits around it. It's not saying too 
much to say that in its own small way, and despite its 
own small readership, that this effect is inherent in the 
idea of a small press. If you start with a small gesture, 
the ripple effect spreads out. You don ,t have to worry 
about the audience size for your work to have impact. 
Once you get hung up on the numbers game, you can 
get really depressed. Ganglia and grOnk had an impact 
on the international scene by giving some presence to 
some writers from Canada who were working on the 
visual thing while it was happening. They [Ganglia and 
grOnk] had an impact on the national scene by making 
people aware poets were doing this in Canada and in 
other countries as well. That was an authentication of it. 
In Canada, there, s no better authentication than the fact 
it is being done elsewhere. It's like buying a car. Am I 
the only one buying this car? Does that mean parts will 
be hard to get? People feel the same about their reading. 
Ganglia and grOnk widened the notion of what was 
possible for the Canadian reader. Perhaps the texts 
weren,t the most original in their areas. But I wasn,t 
interested in that. I was interested in the reality of 
literature as something you do while you are alive. You 
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write while you are alive, you live somewhere while you 
are alive, you want readers while you are alive. It's fine 
and dandy to say, "well, they,11 read it while rm gone." 
Horseshit! You don ,t know that. If you want those 
readers, then you have to go out and argue for the 
audience. That's what I did. As for the 1980s, kids of 
eighteen don,t seem to read widely. In poetry, there,s a 
lot of good writing, but very little that is exciting. Even 
stuff that is stylistically competent or advanced doesn,t 
give fresh insights into the human condition if rm just 
seeing another exegesis on a human relationship that I 
got from the Greeks (and more powerfully because of 
the philosophy behind it). But the umpteenth poem on 
me and mom, the home scene, or me and my 
relationship to the lyric impulse, which is the bulk of 
Canadian poetry, doesn,t give me any news. So rm not 
getting anything fresh from what they are talking about. 
GH: How about on the level of language? 
bp: No. 
G H: How about on the level of metaphor? 
bp: No. 
GH: So what's going on? 
bp: IC s okay poetry, well written, competent, but not 
very exciting. Partly it's reader,s taste. But how many 
poems can I read about two people fighting in a 
darkened room? rve heard that beat. rve been criticized 
for my formalism. You can see the bones of my pieces. 
When I look at the traditional poem or story, that's an 
exoskeletal structure. I can see the beats of the poem, the 
pegs they hang their narrative on. I can see the whole 
thing laid out, like an X-ray. rm looking for something 
that acknowledges that, and then does something with it. 
In the mid-sixties, the most common male poem was 
from the courier de bois tradition. The poet comes in 
from the woods, slams his ax on the table, and declaims 
a poem about his sex life. That has its own boredom. 
With different beats, that's been the popular male voice 
in Canadian poetry for years. It,s there in a different way 
in Pat Lane. Al Purdy does it brilliantly. Early Leonard 
Cohen does it. Pat does the other big Canadian thing 
with the poem -- go to another country and write about 
it. What has been really good, has been the growth of 
regional presses. But most of those presses are still 
regional. Stan Bevington joked at a recent Coach House 
Press editorial meeting that we were the last press still to 
publish west coast writers. He was worried about 
becoming a regional press like everyone else. But it's 
not regional if it's from Toronto; it's centralist! 
GH: (interviewer,s note) hp died in 1988 of 
complications from a spinal operation at the age of 44. 
He is the first Canadian poet to have a street named after 
him in Toronto, bpNichol Lane, located parallel to 
Huron Street, the location of Coach House Printing. 
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by Paul Dutton 
These one words two are three numbered four sequentially five from six one seven to eight a 
nine number ten yet eleven to twelve be thirteen determined fourteen- "yet" fifteen, that sixteen 
is seventeen, as eighteen far nineteen as twenty the twenty-one writer twenty-two is twenty-three 
concerned twenty-four. For twenty-five the twenty-six reader twenty-seven, "yet" twenty-eight 
is twenty-nine "now" thirty and thirty-one the thirty-two final thirty-three number thirty-four can 
thirty-five be thirty-six learned thirty-seven by thirty-eight checking thirty-nine now forty- still 
forty-one "yet" forty-two in forty-three the forty-four writing forty-five. But forty-six the 
forty-seven listener forty-eight shares forty-nine more fifty the fifty-one experience fifty-two of 
fifty-three writing fifty-four, being fifty-five unable fifty-six to fifty-seven know fifty-eight, until 
fifty-nine the sixty end sixty-one, the sixty-two number sixty-three of sixty-four words sixty-five 
here sixty-six numbered sixty-seven. 
But sixty-eight be sixty-nine careful seventy, reader seventy-one: there's seventy-two a 
seventy-three trick seventy-four involved seventy-five. You seventy-six can't seventy-seven just 
seventy-eight look seventy-nine at eighty the eighty-one last eighty-two number eighty-three 
written eighty-four, because eighty-five the eighty-six numbers eighty-seven are eighty-eight 
words eighty-nine too ninety, so ninety-one by ninety-two the ninety-three end ninety-four of 
ninety-five this ninety-six, the ninety-seven actual ninety-eight words ninety-nine will a hundred 
be a hundred and one more a hundred and two than a hundred and three twice a hundred and 
four the a hundred and five last a hundred and six number a hundred and seven written a hundred 
and eight. Numbers a hundred and nine spelt a hundred and ten with a hundred and eleven 
hyphens a hundred and twelve are a hundred and thirteen single a hundred and fourteen words 
a hundred and fifteen, doubling a hundred and sixteen the a hundred and seventeen count a 
hundred and eighteen for a hundred and nineteen words a hundred and twenty one a hundred and 
twenty-one to a hundred and twenty-two ninety-nine a hundred and twenty-three. Then a hundred 
and twenty-four, because a hundred and twenty-five numbers a hundred and twenty-six beyond 
a hundred and twenty-seven ninety-nine a hundred and twenty-eight use a hundred and 
twenty-nine more a hundred and thirty than a hundred and thirty-one one a hundred and 
thirty-two word a hundred and thirty-three, each a hundred and thirty-four word a hundred and 
thirty-five numbered a hundred and thirty-six a a hundred and thirty-seven hundred a hundred 
and thirty-eight or a hundred and thirty-nine more a hundred and forty creates a hundred and 
forty-one at a hundred and forty-two least a hundred and forty-three two a hundred and forty-four 
additional a hundred and forty-five words a hundred and forty-six-and a hundred and forty-seven 
the a hundred and forty-eight establishment a hundred and forty-nine of a hundred and fifty 
exactly a hundred and fifty-one what a hundred and fifty-two number a hundred and fifty-three 
of a hundred and fifty-four words a hundred and fifty-five the a hundred and fifty-six writing a 
hundred and fifty-seven comprises a hundred and fifty-eight becomes a hundred and fifty-nine 
more a hundred and sixty complicated a hundred and sixty-one. In a hundred and sixty-two a a 
hundred and sixty-three way a hundred and sixty-four, that a hundred and sixty-five number a 
hundred and sixty-six could a hundred and sixty-seven remain a hundred and sixty-eight 
indefinitely a hundred and sixty-nine undetermined a hundred and seventy, since a hundred and 
seventy-one this a hundred and seventy-two could a hundred and seventy-three be a hundred and 
seventy-four a a hundred and seventy-five series a hundred and seventy-six of a hundred and 
seventy-seven instalments a hundred and seventy-eight constituting a hundred and seventy-nine 
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the a hundred and eighty one a hundred and eighty-one totality a hundred and eighty-two of a 
hundred and eighty-three words a hundred and eighty-four referred a hundred and eighty-five to 
a hundred and eighty-six in a hundred and eighty-seven the a hundred and eighty-eight opening 
a hundred and eighty-nine phrase a hundred and ninety. It a hundred and ninety-one could a 
hundred and ninety-two almost a hundred and ninety-three be a hundred and ninety-four infinite 
a hundred and ninety-five, eternal a hundred and ninety-six-just a hundred and ninety-seven like 
a hundred and ninety-eight humans a hundred and ninety-nine dream two hundred of two hundred 
and one being two hundred and two. Because two hundred and three, if two hundred and four 
"these" two hundred and five "words" two hundred and six refers two hundred and seven not two 
hundred and eight just two hundred and nine to two hundred and ten the two hundred and eleven 
writing two hundred and twelve now two hundred and thirteen under two hundred and fourteen 
way two hundred and fifteen, but two hundred and sixteen to two hundred and seventeen further 
two hundred and eighteen instalments two hundred and nineteen pursuing two hundred and 
twenty the two hundred and twenty-one same two hundred and twenty-two train two hundred and 
twenty-three of two hundred and twenty-four thought, then two hundred and twenty-five "these" 
two hundred and twenty-six "words" two hundred and twenty-seven could two hundred and 
twenty-eight be two hundred and twenty-nine continued two hundred and thirty and two hundred 
and thirty-one numbered two hundred and thirty-two by two hundred and thirty-three untold two 
hundred and thirty-four numbers two hundred and thirty-five of two hundred and thirty-six 
succesive two hundred and thirty-seven writers two hundred and thirty-eight. Though two 
·hundred and thirty-nine, of two hundred and forty course two hundred and forty-one, interest two 
hundred and forty-two would two hundred and forty-three probably two hundred and forty-four 
run two hundred and forty-five out two hundred and forty-six soon two hundred and forty-seven 
enough two hundred and forty-eight (if two hundred and forty-nine it two hundred and fifty 
hasn't two hundred and fifty-one already two hundred and fifty-two) and two hundred and 
fifty-three the two hundred and fifty-four whole two hundred and fifty-five thing two hundred . 
and fifty-six would two hundred and fifty-seven die two hundred and fifty-eight a two hundred 
and fifty-nine natural two hundred and sixty death two hundred and sixty-one-just two hundred 
and sixty-two like two hundred and sixty-three humans two hundred and sixty-four always two 
hundred and sixty-five do two hundred and sixty-six, probably two hundred and sixty-seven 
because two hundred and sixty-eight they two hundred and sixty-nine only two hundred and 
seventy see two hundred and seventy-one themselves two hundred and seventy-two as two 
hundred and seventy-three their two hundred and seventy-four own two hundred and seventy-five 
little two hundred and seventy-six block two hundred and seventy-seven of two hundred and 
seventy-eight words two hundred and seventy-nine, instead two hundred and eighty of two 
hundred and eighty-one imagining two hundred and eighty-two themselves two hundred and 
eighty-three part two hundred and eighty-four of two hundred and eighty-five a two hundred and 
eighty-six whole two hundred and eighty-seven language two hundred and eighty-eight. 
And two hundred and eighty-nine that two hundred and ninety seems two hundred and 
ninety-one as two hundred and ninety-two good two hundred and ninety-three a two hundred and 
ninety-four place two hundred and ninety-five as two hundred and ninety-six any two hundred 
and ninety-seven to two hundred and ninety-eight end two hundred and ninety-nine-for three 




Interview by Bryan Sentes 
Montreal 4 October 2000 
Jaap Blonk (born 1953 in Woerden, Holland) is a self-taught composer, voice performer and sound poet. His unfinished 
studies in physics, mathemaJics, and musicology mainly created a penchant for activities in a Dada vein, as did several 
unsuccessful jobs in offices and other well-organised systems. In the late 1970s, he took up saxophone and started to , 
compose music, and a few years later, a real breakthrough occurred; he discovered the power and flexibility of his voice. 
At present, he has developed into a prolific writer/composer and specialist in the performance of sound poetry. Supported 
by a powerful stage presence and a freedom in improvisation, he has performed in many European countries, as w~l.l as 
in the U.S., Canada, Indonesia and Latin America. Besides working as a soloist, he has collaborated with many musicians 
and ensembles in the field of contemporary and improvised music including Paul Dutton, Paul Lytton, Mats Gustafsson, 
Michael Zerang, Fred Lonberg-Holm, Melvyn Poore, Nicolas Collins, the Netherlands Wind Ensemble and the Ebony Band. 
In the 19')9 Berlin Music Biennale he performed in a music theatre production by Carola Bauckholt. Blonk is the founder 
and leader of Sp/inks, a 13-piece orchestra playing his compositions, and BRAAXT AAL, an avant-rock trio with synthesiser 
and drums. He also has his own record label, Kontrans. His work for radio and television includes several commissioned 
radio plays. Jaap Blonk keeps on searching the rich field between speech and music, always after new sounds and 1 
combinations of sounds, without abandoning completely the semantics of language. His live performances simultaneously 
feature music, poetry, and performance art. In recent years, he has started to make larger-scale drawings of his scores, 
which have been exhibited. His sound poems are available on the CDs Vocalor (Staalplaat STCD 112, 1998) and Flux 
de Bouche (Staalplaat STCD 046, 1993). Rampike's correspondent, Bryan Sentes, interviewed Jaap Blonk on October 4, 
2000 when he was in Montreal to perform with Paul Dutton. 
Bryan Sent.es: How did you come to sound poetry? 
Jaap Blonk: In the late seventies, I had been in university 
for about five years doing mathematics and physics and I 
quit not too long before finishing. So I was doing several 
odd jobs, cleaning offices and things like that, thinking 
about what I would like to do. I was playing saxophone at 
that time and already had begun writing some little pieces 
which were like simple jazz tunes, which were the first 
kind of compositions I did. I was working at that time 
with a group of people who recited poetry, not their own 
poetry but from rather well-known Dutch poets, and I 
came into that group to make music on the saxophone and 
to write pieces in between the poems or to set some poems 
to music. There was one member of the group who was a 
singer, and there was a piano player, and that was nice for 
me, because at that time it gave me a chance to write 
something and have it performed immediately, not put it 
on a shelf and look at it. So, it was a good way to start 
music for me. I also took some courses. In the seventies 
you had lots of "expression" workshops and courses you 
could do, like "body expression." There was also poetry 
reciting, and in that I remember, I think it was 1979, I saw 
a sound poem for the first time. This was one of Hugo 
Ball's six sound poems, actually, "Sea Horses and Flying 
Fish." There was a little presentation after the workshop, 
and I chose that poem to perform. I liked it a lot more 
than the regular poems in Dutch or in any existing 
language. Not long after that I heard a performance of 
Kurt Schwitters' "Ur Sonata" and I found that very 
interesting. I went to the Institute of German Literature 
and made a xerox copy of the whole piece and started to 
practise it. But it took more than two and a half years--1 
was just playing around and not planning of making a big 
performance of this piece, but I noticed that I almost knew 
it by heart, so at a friend's birthday party I stood up and 
performed this piece. People liked it. Then I was asked to 
perform in cafes and other places. At first it was actually 
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separate from what I was doing with the saxophone. I had 
founded a little jazz group playing our own compositions. 
When I look back to that, I can see that I was more and 
more inclined in my improvisations on the saxophone to 
use sounds that were actually like voice, to search for 
making voice sounds on the instrument. I wasn't aware of 
that at all at the time: I was looking for unusual sounds 
like many people were doing in free improvisation. But 
then all of a sudden there was a breakthrough. It was after 
I had attended a workshop of actors from Poland, a voice 
workshop, very physically oriented, strong body work. 
When I got back and was sitting in my living room (I just 
had an attic room in Amsterdam), I put on a free jazz 
record by, I think, Archie Shepp, and all of a sudden I 
improvised along with it with the voice, and I noticed I 
was still doing that when the record had long ended, and 
it kind of felt really good, but of course I had no idea of 
what other people would think. I was not aware of other 
people doing this kind of stuff, but I soon found some 
improvising musicians in the Amsterdam scene who 
enjoyed improvising with me on instruments, so I could 
develop it. And out of these improvisations, the first little 
sound poems came. There was a little idea that came up in 
some improvisation, and I thought, "Well, this can be a 
little piece." At first, I had been doing performances of 
"Ur Sonata" and some other sound poems from Dadaism 
and Futurism for several years, but, especially this Kurt 
Schwitters work is really a big thing: I was kind of 
intimidated by that: "This is really a masterpiece. How can 
I come up with something to stand up against that?" But 
these little pieces came out of the improvisations. Then I 
started to make longer pieces, and after a few years I 
trained myself to work with the international phonetic 
alphabet [looking] for more opportunities for structure, and 
writing larger pieces, and adding more variety in the sound 
poems, not using just the pronunciation of one language 
but mixing several languages and also more possibilities, 
finding notations for many sounds I was making in my 
improvisations, although many sounds are not expressible 
in the phonetic alphabet. 
BS: So, if I understand you right, your early work such as 
some of the pieces on CD's like Flux de Bouche, was 
based on improvisations and was then scored, and then 
structured, and then taken from there. 
JB: Yeah, or ready-made, objet trouve, texts like the "Der 
Minister" piece, which was a headline in a Dutch paper. 
BS: So, you began with improvisation, you articulated a 
way of notating and structuring based upon the "classics" 
of sound poetry. How have you progressed from there? 
JB: In classical sound poetry, we don't know about the 
performances, how they were. I think Kurt Schwitters did 
improvise in many performances and this helped him to 
develop the definitive form of "Ur Sonata," but for me 
improvisation is very important, and it still has a really 
important place in what I'm doing. That's not usually 
associated with sound poetry, and at this time in the 
international sound poetry community, there are only very 
few people who improvise. Most of them have fixed texts, 
or some of them publish their work only on CDs, on tape, 
and some work with tapes running along when they 
perform. In that sense, I consider myself a musician using 
the voice rather than a sound poet. But, in terms of sound 
poetry, I went on exploring things, like in what I call 
several phonetic etudes. "Rhotic" on the "R" and 
"Frictional" on the voiceless fricatives are on Flux de 
Bouche and another is on the new CD Vocalor, with lip 
sounds. The important thing in g'etting to know the 
international phonetic alphabet was the method it uses. It 
works by the mechanics of the mouth. For example, you 
put your tongue there and there and give so much air 
pressure, let the vocal chords work or not, and so on. This 
was a really different approach. Up till then I had been 
doing research, listening to myself, but then there was 
another method just working with the mechanics. If you 
make a little drawing of the mouth cavity and throat, you 
can make a systematic search of all the possibilities. This 
is still very useful to me. As well, I started to compose 
music for instrumentalists and my voice, so I had a way 
with the phonetic alphabet, to notate my own parts, which 
was not possible before. And so, [I performed] with 
several groups, one of them is my group Splinks, a more 
jazz-oriented group, which was founded in 1983 as a 
quartet when I was not working with the voice. I started 
working with voice in 1984, incorporating more and more 
vocals and texts into that music. By now, it's an ensemble 
of thirteen musicians. We released a double CD last year, 
Consensus. And there's another group, a trio, 
BRAAXT AAL, I performed with two years ago at the 
Victoriaville festival, with synthesiser and drums -- now 
it's only electronic drums, but this is a different approach. 
In Splinks, I compose all the music, and there are different 
kinds of scores, but also traditional scores with just 
arrangements and notes and so on. With BRAAXT AAL, 
we don't use that. It's more like a rock type approach. 
Somebody comes into the rehearsal room and we work 
with that. This was a good thing, because, when we 
started, the keyboard player was playing the DX7, making 
his own sounds, not using just the factory presets, so it 
was interesting to work on the spot, a combination of my 
voice sounds and his sounds on the DX7. 
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BS: So, you're really coming to sound poetry more 
through jazz, as it were. There are sort of jazz precursors 
to sound poetry as well: there's scat singing, for example. 
There's the / saxophone solo, the free jazz you were 
referring to. Do you feel yourself drawing more from that 
or equally from the sound poetry tradition we've had in 
the past century or so? 
JB: It depends. For me, the area between, let's say, 
semantic speech or literature on one side, and more 
"regular" music on the other, is very wide. I want to keep 
using this whole wide area, feeling free to borrow from 
literature or to use principles from literature and also from 
music and make, let's say, new laws of form for every 
new piece I write. So, there are pieces that are maybe just 
a short motif, then, the rest is just improvisation. Other 
pieces are texts reworked in some specific way. I still, 
now and then, make things that are close to the old 1920s 
sound poetry, but also things that are much closer to 
contemporary music scores. 
BS: I want to remark a little on that "old" a bit. As you 
say on the liner notes to Flux de Bouche, sound poetry is 
"possibly the oldest form of sound poetry." Sound poetry 
is often linked or related to traditional or archaic 
"wordless" poetries. Khlebnikov modelled poems after 
Russian magic-spells, Tzara compiled an anthology of 
chants from around the world, Jerome Rothenberg has 
assembled similar collections, and you yourself use a 
traditional form of vocalisation, overtone singing. In your 
"Mnemosyne," do you draw on these more "ethnopoetic" 
sources as well as jazz? 
JB: No, not really. In this piece "Mnemosyne," I hadn't 
really heard much · throat-singing yet. It is just a very 
modest example of using some overtones. According to the 
title, Mnemosyne was the mother of the muses and so the 
image would be that the little overtones would be the 
newborn muses from the mother which are the sounds of 
the title word. Of course, I'm influenced by many different 
sounds. Sometimes I buy language courses with cassettes, 
not to learn languages, but just to listen to exotic 
languages like Korean or even Native American languages 
that are almost extinct now. 
BS: You work with musicians and jazz groups. Since the 
earliest sound poems, sound poets have worked 
collaboratively. I'm thinking of works ranging from 
"l'amiral cherche une maison a louer" to Canada's Four 
Horsemen. Have you, or do you perform collaboratively? 
JB: I had a quartet for about four years in the late 1980s, 
early 1990s. It was called Zuzaaaa. There's a radio 
recording, but it survived only on cassette, because they 
destroyed the tape. Zuzaaa stopped, actually, because one 
member died. Ever since, I have been thinking of having 
a little vocal group but still haven't gotten down to it. 
That's really a problem: there are so many things you'd 
like to do, but there's only limited time, and you have to 
make choices. If I would, say, start a new vocal quartet, I 
would have certain specific people from different 
countries, so it would be a lot of work to get some funding 
even to get them together, and so it still hasn't happened. 
It's still one of the things I want to do. Actually, we are 
thinking, with Paul Dutton, of trying to get a quintet, 
which will also feature Koichi Makigami from Japan and 
David Moss and Phil Minton, so it would be like a vocal 
summit! I don't know if it will ever happen, but we're 
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trying to make recordings soon, by sending tapes to each 
other. Then hopefully there will be the possibility to make 
a little tour. 
BS: Many people, it seems, both with and without a 
literary education, are unsure of just what to make of 
sound poetry. You have written that "good sound poetry is 
very direct communication" without the obstacles of 
words. How and what does sound poetry communicate 
directly without words? 
JB: You could compare it to music. Generally, music is 
aestheticized: the use of voice in contemporary music is 
still very much within the aesthetics of trained singing, 
whereas sound poetry is definitely not. It has all the 
sounds that occur in real life; these sounds can work in a 
direct way and can convey direct emotions, and sometimes 
are balanced between "Is it a real sound?" or "Is it art?" 
BS: Your own work ranges from the almost sub-phonemic 
to other pieces like Robert Wilson· s "Dina Sore" and your 
own "Der Minister" which is right on the line between 
sense and nonsense. How do you see this play between the 
"purely expressive" and this play where phonemes become 
mmphemes and "more meaningful" structures? 
JB: I enjoy that. Trying to find a way to have some words 
influence the rest of the piece. For instance, if you have a 
piece with only sound and a word emerges, then it's like 
the king of the piece. The word dominates the piece. I like 
to play with that, and also to challenge this domination of 
language. In regard to "Der Minister," I made a formal 
British translation of it, which goes "The Prime Minister 
finds such utterances extremely ill-advised." And there are 
the two versions, where one drops the vowels and the 
minister gets very angry and almost explodes, and the 
other where he gets very sad and cries like a child that 
doesn't get what it wants. That was an objet trouve, a 
found thing, a newspaper headline, which I found with 
these two very simple manipulations could really hit the 
two sides, especially where, in the original, "bedauerr" 
means both that he is very sad but also, in political 
language, that he• s very angry. 
BS: "Der Minister" is one of my favourite pieces, because 
by removing the vowels and consonants, you unmask the 
emotions behind what's being said. This very, it seems to 
me, satirical aspect of the piece, links it up with Dada as 
a satirical reflection of the absurdity of the slaughter and 
destruction in Europe during the First World War. 
JB: Yes, although, this piece has more of a link for me 
with concrete poetry as it originated in the 1950s and 
1960s with people like Gomringer and Landl. That's why, 
actually, I hope what I wrote in the booklet with Flux de 
Bouche would show it as a concrete poem, but one that is 
very effective in recitation, which does not go for all 
concrete poetry. Much concrete poetry is more effective as 
an image on paper or a concept. 
BS: But, to pursue this link with the political or social. 
You perform a piece by Rudolf Bliimner, who, in Hugo 
Ball's words, searches for "a new language, pure and 
absolute, untouched by the cliches of everyday speech and 
'journalism'." In North America and especially since the 
1970s the political implications of radical, avant-garde 
poetry, some sound poetry, and L=A=N=G=U=A=G=E 
poetry in the U.S.A. have become a way of critical 
reflection and original creation. Are these implications a 
concern for your sound poetry? 
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JB: No, it's not a concern for me to express explicit 
political views. Although, I always have, in my life, been 
in situations where I had to take a kind of anarchist stance. 
When I was working in an office, which was in the early 
80s, when I had just gotten into this sound poetry, I ended 
up standing on a table and reciting parts of the "Ur 
Sonata" to three hundred people. It was a really big office. 
There were over 2,000 people working there, and they had 
what you call the "office garden," which is a big space 
with plants, actually one big space with three hundred 
people working. I would go through there every day, with 
a cart bringing the mail. There was a tube mail system, but 
there were always packets that didn't fit, so I had to bring 
those to all of the offices. I sometimes took musical 
instruments on my tour, like a harmonica and began 
playing tricks. I took a garden hose and used it as a 
bull-roarer. After a few months, I was fired. 
BS: What led to your reciting the "Ur Sonata" to three 
hundred people? 
JB: I thought it appropriate! Then I got my last warning ... 
BS: To an open, curious audience, sound poetry will 
certainly elicit laughter, but what is the expressive range 
of a poetry without words? How many emotions can it 
express or evoke? How mournful, for instance, is Hugo 
Ball's "Totenklage"? 
JB: Oh yeah, that's happened to me. People have been 
moved very strongly by my rendering of the piece. Of 
course, being an artist on stage you have to actually be 
empty of emotion and concentrate on the artistic 
expression, which for many people is not so obvious. On 
many occasions after doing "Der Minister" piece, people 
ask me, "How can you get. so angry every time you 
perform the piece?" I say that I'm not angry at all. I'm 
en joying presenting this piece as a musician and putting all 
my concentration and energy into the sounds and not into 
any emotion, which is the same for "Totenklage." But then 
the audience can feel much stronger emotions than if the 
actor or performer would be emotional himself. Then it 
wouldn't be so nice. I think the expression can be as wide 
as music. What I have not done yet is to have a really 
long piece, maybe an hour or so, which in music is very 
common. I hope to be able to make a really long piece 
with a good structure and organisation of the tension. 
BS: This is interesting: one the one hand, there's a great 
deal of improvisation in your work, both in the 
performance itself and in the development of the work; on 
the other hand, complementing that, you have the jazz 
background -- the musical background, and you've got 
your research into linguistics and the international phonetic 
alphabet. Do your studies in mathematics and physics 
come into it, because I discern a very structured approach 
to the whole compositional and perf ormative activity? 
JB: Yes, I have constructed pieces using mathematical 
series working with random factors. Even more strongly 
now, I'm using algorithmic composition on the computer, 
which has not been recorded yet, but something will be 
coming out. I did one piece that was actually by the 
BRAXT AAL trio, which set a direct quotation from a 
mathematics text-book as a theme. 
BS: So, you're starting to use computers and mathematics 
in your composition, and many poets, sound and 
otherwise, have experimented with electronically 
modifying the voice. Yet, the liner notes to Flux de 
Bouche make it explicit that "no electronics have been 
used on the voice sound." What are your feelings toward 
the electronic exploration of the phonic art? 
JB: I'm very much into electronics right now, using 
samples and manipulating that, and so on. I've never had 
anything against that. Even at the time I recorded Flux de 
Bouche, I was using, in another group, some processing on 
the voice. It's not to be understood as a statement against 
electronic processing. Before releasing the CD, I had some 
friends listen to the recordings, and we talked about it, and 
someone said some pieces almost sound like electronic 
music, especially the "frictional" piece, with its hissing 
sounds. Also, Flux de Bouche was for me maybe even 
more important as a promotion thing than as a work on 
CD. I added that little phrase so people would know if 
they invite me for a performance, I could do it on the spot. 
BS: I want to get back to the question of reception for a 
moment. In 1916, Hugo Ball's "poems without words" 
were met with derision and boos and catcalls at the 
Cabaret Voltaire, while, today, you give some six 
performances a month, which are politely and 
appreciatively received. What happens to sound poetry 
when it loses this shock of the (apparently) radically new? 
Is it "Dada" anymore, or is it just "another kind of poetry" 
beside the sonnet or .the lyric, popular and otherwise? 
JB: The reception is so dependent on the context you are 
invited into. Especially in the earlier years, I had many 
performances where people got angry. For instance, in 
clubs where I was the opening act for a rock band, the 
biggest example being opening for The Stranglers in a big 
concert hall in Holland for 2,000 people in 1986. Six 
guards before the stage were struggling to keep people 
from hitting me, and people throwing beer at me all the 
time. I have no doubt that the same thing could still 
happen now. It's only that I can't really afford to go to a 
club and get fifty dollars for my performance. Usually, I 
accept only invitations where I get better payment and that 
entails that you get on a stage where it's obvious that you 
are a respected artist. I sometimes regret that. If it does not 
involve a long journey I like doing performances in less 
respected places, and also in high schools. 
BS: You mentioned earlier your interest in putting on an 
hour long piece. This could be a very physically 
demanding performance. Can you elaborate on the physical 
demands of performing sound poetry? 
JB: I do performances of an hour or even longer, but then, 
usually, and also for the audience, you make a good 
balance between very exacting pieces and pieces that are 
more quiet, like for instance "Dina Sore" and, as a relief, 
I give some explanation of how pieces originate. Several 
sounds I could develop only very slowly over the years, 
because some sounds are hard on the throat so that you 
can practice them only for thirty seconds and no more, but 
then if you do that every day, something develops. 
BS: Do you rehearse every day? 
JB: When I'm at home, I try to do that every day. 
Touring, sometimes it's more difficult. 
BS: You do a lot of work, too, with classic sound poetry, 
which must involve a great deal of interpretative effort on 
your part. If you look at it written down, there are a lot of 
possibilities. How do you approach a written score? 
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JB: It• s pretty intuitive. I try many different things. In the 
case of Hugo Ball the titles at least say something. I 
found, at least in the case of "Totenklage" I jump from a 
high beginning then it goes into a very low register, 
because the text is different, but also because of the 
relation of the syllables "wo-um" gave me "warum" or 
"why" in German. So, the low section that follows this 
"wo-um" could be another voice that answers the question 
posed by the higher voice. 
BS: So, when you're interpreting, you're open to the play 
of the words creeping in, and the expressiveness of the 
sounds, and the registers, and the volumes, and so on. 
JB: It was important for me starting out with these people 
like Ball, Schwitters, Khlebnikov, and so on, who were in 
anthologies and were printed and respected now, that they 
gave me a kind of legitimation to be on a stage and 
perform these pieces, and even when people raised protest 
or even threw things at me, which sometimes happened at 
the beginning, going on and finishing, which I would not 
have done so easily, if it would have been my own work. 
BS: The early sound poems used the alphabet to notate 
their work. Over the years, over the century, many sound 
poets have developed their own notational schemes. Have 
you a notational system of your own? 
JB: Yes. It's the international phonetic alphabet with a lot 
of new sounds I added, but it has to be developed more. 
For me, it's almost sufficient, but especially if I were to 
go make compositions with other vocalists, I would have 
to make it more precise. A great work was done by Trevor 
Wishart with the notation he made for his vocal ensembles 
that's so finely detailed, it's great. It's maybe even 
possible to adopt that. It's an example of a very highly 
developed notation system. 
BS: The topic of the international sound poetry community 
came up earlier, who are some of the people who make 
this up? 
JB: Paul Dutton is interesting, balancing between the 
semantic and sound. There is Valeri Scherstjanoi, a 
Russian born poet who has been in Berlin since 1979, and 
now living in Munich. He's very much inspired by the 
Russian Futurist tradition, but has moved into work of his 
own. He• s a specialist in all kinds of clicks and pops, 
making multi-track radio pieces involving texts in German 
or Russian, with a whole phonic landscape of those kind 
of voice sounds. There's Amanda Stewart from Australia. 
She does a nice combination of more meaningful language 
and voice sounds; she's a good improviser. There are, of 
course, the older French people like Bernard Heidsieck and 
Henri Chopin, who is very ill now. There are not so many 
new people, to my know ledge, coming up now. I know 
some, but they are considered more as singers that make 
more or less frequent excursions into the realm of voice 
sounds, performance or sound poetry, or more language-
based poets. 
BS: What do you see as the future of sound poetry? Of 
your own sound poetry? 
JB: I actually see rather the merging of various art forms. 
Actually, many things are being done, especially in 
electro-acoustic music, like what, for instance, here in 
Quebec, the Avatar people do, could be considered sound 
poetry. I've never been very happy with making 
distinctions between genres, but I think it will be even 




by Stan Fogel 
"What kind of music do you like?" It's a pivotal 
question and you'd better have an answer. "None" is no 
good. All the world out there is Lear and it'll leer at you 
if you say that And (if you 're leering) as a prelude to 
intimacy it gets an uncomprehending glance. You 're 
invited over for the first time. Anything' s foreplay: the 
apartment's walls a collage of museum exhibitions and 
inflated postcards; the nicknacks 3-D versions of the 
above; the drinks that can be groped for as incrementally 
spaced chasers to the nibbling and pecking. Always, 
though, the DJ display is required. To say right then, 
"I've only owned one album, Harry Hibbs Plays 
Newfoundland Music," is to commit too quickly to 
quirkiness and even perversity. (Golden showers and 
multiples of 7 will no doubt be his sexual styles, it'll be 
thought.) Launching into a few bars of 'Tse the b'y that 
builds the boat" and grabbing two spoons for some 
provincial accompaniment' d get me launched out the 
door with the suggestion I try to find someone I 
wouldn't be able to stand in a down-home bar I 
wouldn't be able to stand. 
"Whatever you like" is safest (though even it is 
fraught with danger: does he screw as indiscriminately 
as he listens to music?). It's the prudent answer because 
whether what is chosen is Pavarotti's galumphing or 
Prince's tiptoeing (see, I know the allusions -- like 
Christmas, carols they're inescapable) I won't betray my 
real feelings: they both sound the same to me -- and so 
would Elvis' nostalgia, elevator music, Gregorian chants 
(well, jeez, maybe I'd giggle at what passes for the 
monumental), heavy metal (it might vibrate our love 
seat), lite metal, rapping or vegetarian rock. 
I could say "John Cage" and let the room's 
furnace sounds combined with my stomach's digestive 
music mixed with the syncopation of frictional clothes, 
but that'd be a little too smart-alecky (the comment) and 
avant-garde (the activity) for an introductory bit of 
contact. It might, though, be innovative to try a 
symphony of pre-coital sounds in some de rigueur club: 
two "musicians" with wallowing tongues and saliva 
running hands over cotton and denim as if they were 
strumming a Stradivarius. Buttons popping, zippers 
unzipping, fingers lubricating. Composition # 1. 
Nab, it'd be better to rack my brain (I dunno, izzat 
a mellifluous sound or not?) and dredge up some trendy 
song by some trendy group, some underground cabal 
known only to the approximately five million people 
who are at that moment about to get laid to the same 
score. "Blasto" by the Dots, maybe -- I didn't make it 
up, it was serenaded much more alluringly in its intro 
than in its entree by a late night CBC announcer who 
should read the news every evening so that "Pinitubo," 
"Bosnia" and "DNA" replace, for a sizable segment of 
the population, the hummed cadences of "I Can't Get No 
Satisfaction." 
Better yet I should pipe up with the name of an 
album by six guys from different supergroups who just 
happened to get together once when their private planes 
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came coincidentally together. Well, not literally. If that'd 
actually happened what would've quickly followed was 
a super group(s) festschrift or whatever the equivalent is 
in music. I hope it's not "jamboree," but a portentous 
German word that Theodor Adorno (no relation to the 
drummer--???) would've loathed to find yoked to scuzzy 
pop culture. Anyway, those mega-guys landed, of 
course, in Abu Dhabi where each was shopping (well, 
advising his paid designated shopper where to scoot) for 
the most haut-monde duty-free stuff a rocker in a 
sleeveless t-shirt could want. 
They decided to make music. Evidently it just 
comes over some people -- the way hoi polloi are moved 
to take photos at the foot of the Eiffel Tower --
especially rockers in sleeveless t-shirts with twenty or 
thirty sycophants in tow carrying amps "just in case." (Is 
that what they schlep? How the fuck do I know, I don't 
make or listen to music!) I'm sure in case #4C there's 
a neck brace the mega-guy can stick a harmonica on, so 
he can prove he's really accomplished at solo time when 
all the thrusting, mouthing, plucking and singing is his. 
And all the cognoscenti ( which is all the audience, in a 
democratic display of encyclopedic knowledge) cheer 
louder for that little segment than they do even when 
they hear the first microsecond of their favourite 
honcho's song, knowing, in that moment, the name of it, 
all the words and, like the small band of Coleridge 
devotees who commune in learned journals, whether or 
not that particular bit of sound was prodded into 
existence by opium. 
Anyway, even though their flunkies have already 
carted their Hermes, Cartiers and Camels (unfiltered) 
onto their planes and addressed their respective gifts to 
their respective model girlfriends ( each of whom has no 
surname), the rockers stop for a moment, first compose 
and then belt out something. Maybe it's "we're only a 
couple o' dudes makin' a little music," but that jeu 
d' esprit will last as long in many people's memories as 
Willie May's over-the shoulder catch. (Not to mention 
that it'll sooner or later get transmuted by a Sid Vicious 
type doing it "his way.") The reason it'll endure -- and, 
before that, go platinum and become a classic at about 
the same time they've arrived home from Abu Dhabi --
is because someone just happened to have a twelve-track 
(400 metre track? How the hell do I know, I don't. .. ) 
Sony recorder worth about ten million dollars that 
captured (and even augmented?) every vocal and 
instrumental twitch of jamming verite that your 
Walkman will recreate midway between your ears Gust 
behind the bridge of your nose, where your aural centre 
is). 
NO, "none" was the best answer after all: perhaps, 
the result of feeling guilty about the other lover (who 
certainly knows I know no supergroups) I'd lied about 
not having; perhaps, just testing, testing. (Like Cordelia, 
hunh, who might have said "nothing" or "nada" for all 
I care. Shakespeare's place is as cliched as music's: 
he's the reference point -- still -- whenever "culture" is 
the issue). Regardless, something apt gets slung onto or 
into whatever up-to-the-moment player is 
up-to-the-moment There must be a short behind the 
bridge of my nose which converts melody into muzak. 
Never, though, is there a short in the state-of-the-art 
equipment that has displaced, respectively the fireplace, 
the radio and the TV ( to give a brief history of the 
centrifugal in human history). Airplane pilots play 
tic-tac-toe by comparison to the DJ-manque (who seems 
to be everyone): Dolby is surely a word with initiating, 
ritualistic dimensions. Like "Kirby sent me" in a 
Pynchon novel or, to trundle out the classical hardware, 
some deus ex machina, Dolby is the prime mover, the 
Ur-word. It takes a braver person than me to push 
his/her/its button. Stereos aplenty in houses I've been 
stashed in have never knowingly had their Dolbys 
pressed -- leastwise by me. Yet every initiate (who 
seems to be everyone, remember) coaxes Dolby the way 
a rabbi, casually at times, handles the Torah or a French 
chef keeps a soufjle afloat even while kicking the oven 
door shut. Another button I'm sure is on the system I'm 
imagining someone leaning over says "Subsonic Filter"; 
surely it only gets used when dolphin sounds (the music 
of the animal spheres being cultivated these days), too 
fine for the human ear, are meant to erupt (extrude? 
egress?). 
It doesn't matter that music-making systems are all 
dolphin to me. I know well enough that even if this were 
occurring at my place I wouldn't trundle out my media 
preference: the television on the station that prints out 
the news and sports and gives instantaneous time and 
·temperature to boot With, of course, "mute" inscribed in 
the upper right hand comer to interrupt those 
instrumentals deemed non-intrusive by people sensitive 
even to atmospheric pressures. No -- I give way to the 
personally mixed tape pirated from some underground 
fm station and interspersed with an up-and-coming ska 
band whose image wallpapers Toronto. A North Korean 
group (if there were such -- and I'm referring here to 
touristst not some music ensemble), used to seeing 
pictures of Kim-11 Sung, their ex-leader, plastered around 
their country, might for a moment confuse said ska crew 
with Canada's political heavies. 
I even make my shoulders and head approximate 
some kind of (seated) dance homage to what's been 
selected. I wasn't the boy in the bubble or A veyron' s 
wild child, for chrissakes. I know the musical 
equivalents of high fives and "whazzappening"?" I (still, 
again) cry when The Platters' "Smoke Gets In Your 
Eyes" gets in my ears. I even elongate the "Eeeyyes" the 
way the original has it Ottawa, Ontario, Canada 
certainly means, in nostalgia terms, Paul Anka instead of 
Pierre Trudeau. And I remember, one time there, one of 
my sister's friends insisted to me that she, as they say, 
"lose her virginity" to the accompaniment of a 45 r.p.m. 
record that played over and over from its mid-point once 
our probably unsyncopated rhythms commenced. 
Perhaps she can recall the song; sings it even in her 
middle years and motherhood -- or maybe like me she's 
forgotten it, or, another possibility: she'd rather listen to 
what to her is no doubt repugnant -- a.k.a, her kid's 
favourite stuff -- than to whatever that song was. 
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Actually, my most vivid musical memory (are you 
ready to name that tune?) is of saying "Hungarian 
Rhapsody, No. 2" when "none" should have been my 
response. The precocious classicist I was trying to 
impress betrayed no puzzlement even after she played 
my request and felt me trying to undo her brassiere in 
time to the only accompaniment that would have foiled 
an illusionist usually able to work himself out of a 
straitjacket. If only rap had been invented then: rappers, 
at least, sound more like they're arguing than singing. 
Maybe with such insistent persuasion as background, my 
foreground five-finger (coercion) exercises would have 
succeeded. 
Rap also might have saved my Bar Mitzvah ritual 
from its unmelodic pubertal excrescences. My antipathy 
to music might, in fact, be traced to the cantor of our 
synagogue who, fearing cacophony more than the 
violation of tradition, suggested I speak rather than sing 
my Haftorah -- the section of the sacred scrolls I was 
scheduled to sing for my supper ... and its lucrative 
presents-laden side plates. (I am sure some budding 
Lenny Bruce out there, who does shtick better than he 
does tunes, has already performed the first rap Haftorah, 
linking two communities that, in New Yorlc at any rate, 
seem to be drifting apart). The Bar Mitzvah experience 
didn't traumatize me so much that I missed the 
(so-called) monumental moments of music treasured by 
others of my generation. I twisted drunkenly on tables at 
fraternity parties, thinking that bringing my knees within 
millimetres of the surface trumpeted my dancing skills. 
(Trumpeted. Trumpeted. How rife, too, is our language 
with a musical culture I'm trying to provide an enema 
for. It'll succeed, hunh, if this prose really hums). When 
some folk yolked folk music to protest, I went hippily to 
hippie friends' houses and mouthed Bob Dylan's rap and 
Joan Baez's lilt (it was said, about the latter, that there 
was nothing purer). When, around the same time, 
mescaline moved people who threw parties to supplant 
those bearing messages with Procol Hamm, I ingested 
the drug and crawled with eyes deliberately shut in 
"a-gadda-da-veda," bumping into other party-goers 
similarly blinded and mobilized. Even during disco fever 
I got gung-ho, John Travoltaing myself into 
synchro-dancing and perfecting a death-drop in which I 
and a partner mimicked ice skating pairs: in our chef 
d'oeuvre, I lowered her head almost to the floor and 
then raised her again. 
Even during the last ten years, when middle age 
usually forces one into lounges where ersatz Sinatras and 
Garlands bulge as they sing of svelte affairs, I've been 
occasionally titillated by other than the sounds of 
silence. I especially liked (on one occasion) a dose of 
"industrial music" -- I've no idea what that means except 
that it is supposed to be differentiated from heavy metal 
(I've no idea what. .. ) by virtue of the fact that while the 
leading proponents of both kinds of music-scream 
"shitfuck," the industrialists read books about cultural 
theory by guys named Baudrillard and Bourdieu to 
prepare for their performances. One of my friends takes 
to the role, not so much for the music (it's making him 
go deaf), but because he sells acid between sets. Just say 
no to extravagant mark-ups. 
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Then, too, there was the reggae-in-North America 
phase. Kids from small-town southern Ontario, whose 
parents wouldn't know dreadlocks from dreadnoughts, 
suddenly thickened their hair and accents and put up 
photos of Haile Selassie in their bedrooms. Meanwhile, 
yuppie parents in big-town southern Ontario, a.k.a. 
Toronto, ate nouvelle nirvana in trendy restaurants while 
"We're Jammin" readied them subliminally for The 
Gypsy Kings as every restaurant's sound 
accompaniment. I've mouthed the same food -- and 
songs -- as ttie rest of my generation. Like them, too, I 
air-banded to Rod Stewart's "Do You Think I'm Sexy" 
into deluded mirrors that mostly answered "yes." On 
video, no doubt, the dancing we did and do would look 
like the equivalent of an old-timers' basketball game. 
Most men over forty shouldn't try to dance or even try 
to be au courant by snapping their fingers to music that 
more (im)properly demands keeping time by cracking 
one's head against concrete. 
It's not that a ban against music is necessary. No 
need to fulminate against kids with walkmans tamping 
down their multi-tiered haircuts. No need (jeez, no need, 
please) to have the family lobby succeed in its efforts to 
have The Mormon Tabernacle Choir supplant "Guns 'n 
Roses" and sing about a heaven without caffeine much 
less cocaine. Simply a little resistance to music's 
centrality: it's not necessarily the music of the spheres. 
Maybe, that's mathematics' role (a view which has its 
own tiny band of adherents). Poetry was once thought to 
be the most expressive vehicle this side of the 
kandy-kolored-tangerine-flaked-streamlined-baby. Now 
its devotees listen only to each other out of fear that 
when their turn comes to deliver some verses they won't 
have any listeners. 
There is, of course, some of that audience-limiting 
stuff produced by musicians. Once I went to a concert 
of what was supposed to be avant-garde music, no doubt 
to appear avant-garde to someone I hoped would play 
"pizzicati to my hosannas." (That's Wallace Stevens 
incidentally; I wonder if any writers -- other than myself 
-- get grumpy about music). Anyway, all was hushed 
and respectful at this stylish performance as six people 
proceeded with circumspection -- and their instruments -
- to the stage. They then began, seemingly in isolation 
from one another and from the note previously played, 
to pluck, plink or blow -- depending on the instrument, 
though some actually plinked the instrument that 
tradition demands to be plucked. Tumultuous applause 
greeted a conclusion I could only discern from the 
tumultuous applause. Fearing a taping by some TV 
blooper show that would have caught me saluting a crew 
of dadaists or parodists, I remained sagely still. That's 
how I listen . to most of what others play for me, though 
none, unfortunately, has tried to serenade me with a tape 
-- was one ever made? -- of Le Petomaine, France's 
famed fart artist. He could fart "La Marseillaise" and 
play the flute out of his ass. Bravo, as they say in more 
pretentious circles, bravo. 
[Stan Fogel is a writer, editor and English Professor at 
St. Jerome's College, University of Waterloo, Canada]. 
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earth: fifth element 
(for hp) 





quintessence or goal 





a degree of 
time, turning 
tuning november' s 
swift flite, gnostic signing/singing 
a siamese number 
55 times 




and silence ... 
words already uttered: 
soil, ants, 
messengers, of 
ground-ed ear ring 
inner ear/word of mind's 
tongue fired 




to back and 
rising above ground 
to sky ceiling 
sealing tongue's utterance 
to see links in 
narcissus' waiting answered 
by pool of 
words, cogito, spoken, 








... But back a day, 
once, 
grounded foot 
measured step, beat, lungs, 
took in music all-at-once, 
that way ago, 
now, ground, 
leaps to sky 
TRASH AND VAUDEVILLE 
by Reid Diamond 
We are honoured to present this article by Reid Diamond 
(1958-2001), writer, community worker, visual artist, and 
musician. Reid, well known as the base player for the 
group Shadowy Men from a Shadowy Planet, will be 
greatly missed by loved ones, friends and fans alike. 
In the summer of 1973, at age 15, I lived in a 
small town in south-eastern Manitoba, called Steinbach. 
One night, I met my friend Rudy in Johnny's Grill where 
I had gone to play the juke box. He offered to sell me a 
ticket to see a rock group in the Winnipeg Arena that 
coming Friday. "They're not a great band," he explained," 
but we'll get some wine and have a great time." I was 
excited. I'd never been to a rock concert before. I gave him 
three dollars for a ticket to Rare Earth, an American band 
who'd had a couple of A.M. radio hits. 
Rudy borrowed his dad's Rambler station wagon, 
and picked me up at 5 o'clock. We were in Winnipeg 
before six, and stopped at the liquor store in St. Vital to 
buy a couple bottles of Calona Sparkling White Wine. 
While he was inside, I watched various people walking 
around in the city. I'd been here lots of times before, but 
I'd never met a Winnipeg teenager. I hoped that if I did 
meet any at the show tonight, they'd think I was cool. 
Rudy got back in the car carrying a plain brown bag. We 
drove across Portage Avenue, up to Ellice, and across to 
the arena parking lot. I thought we were going to try to 
sneak the bottles past the ticket takers, but then Rudy 
leaned out his window and caught the attention of a group 
of teenagers getting out of their van. "Hey, do you know 
·where we can go for a drink around here?" One of them, 
wearing a Yest-shirt, came over, and pointed north. "Yeah, 
there's a hotel with a lounge a few blocks up. "Naw", 
replied Rudy, "we're looking for a garbage dump or 
something like that." The Yes man raised his eyebrows, 
laughed and walked away. I collapsed in my seat, 
embarrassed at Rudy's request. He'd made us look like 
small town squares. 
In the spring of 1979, I moved to Toronto to be a 
part of the punk rock music scene. I was surprised to find 
out when I got there that it was mostly over, but I'd burned 
my bridges out west, and knew there was no going back. 
One evening Eddy, who played guitar with me in Crash 
Kills Five, came by my flat on Glen Road. "Hey, you going 
to see The Cramps at the Edge tonight?" Of course I was. 
The Cramps were the coolest band in New York City, 
known for their song "Garbage Man." I'd been looking 
forward to the show for weeks. We downed a couple of 
quarts of Labatt's 50, and walked over to Church and 
Gerrard 
And The Cramps were cool on stage. Poison Ivy 
had to be one of the first women I'd ever seen play guitar 
live. Her chording was an unabashe4 embracing of Link 
Wray's style of resisting being a musical show-off. Lux 
Interior, the singer, pulled his dick out of his leather pants 
and crawled across the tables. Despite that, Brian Gregory, 
the other guitar player, stole the visual element by 
constantly pulling his entire lit cigarette into his mouth ,with 
his tongue, holding it in for what seemed like minutes, then 
letting it out for more oxygen to keep the end burning. 
Drummer Knox played the set with mock disinterest, 
leaning with his back against the wall as he cruised through 
the beats. And, unlike any other band on earth, they had no 
bass player. 
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At the end of the night, Eddy took me upstairs to 
meet the group. He had played on a bill with them in New 
York City a few years earlier with his band The Dents, and 
they were all happy to see him again. Ivy was sitting beside 
me on the couch. I asked her if they were on a tour. "Oh 
yeah, we just got back from England Are you a musician?" 
I was surprised that she had turned the subject back to me. 
"Uh, yeah, I'm a bass player." I offered reluctantly. "Cool." 
She responded, and lit a cigarette. 
It was the fall of 2000, and I was still in Toronto. 
The whole city had been talking about trash. City Hall was 
engaged in a fight about whether it should send it's garbage 
to an abandoned mine up north, or dispose of its waste in 
the United States. On one of the last wann days of the 
season I came across a used magazine store on the corner 
of Parliament and Queen Inside, I found a pile of old 
Melody Maker magazines, which, at one time, was one of 
the most popular music papers out of England. I was 
surprised to see Poison Ivy on the cover of one edition 
"Trash is Neat ... (and The Cramps prove it!)" was the bold 
lettered headline. It's dated June 9, 1979, so it was taken 
the week before I saw them. On the way home on the 
streetcar, I turned to page thirty. Ivy is asked how seriously 
they take themselves. She quotes their song "Garbage 
Man." -- "You know, Lux sings Tm the garbage man' --
that's how seriously we take ourselves." 
Then I realized it. I'd always thought that moment 
in Winnipeg that Rudy asked for the directions to a garbage 
dump was one of the most embarrassing moments of my 
life. But it wasn't. It was one of the coolest. 
Image by Serge Segay (Germany) 
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PSYCHO LINGO 
by Philip Monk 
"If you love someone, you don't do that to them, even if you hate them." 
I am reading between images of a man's acts and his 
words. But the words disappear, displaced by the 
images. My reading must proceed backwards through a 
series of screens -- from the pure visuality in which 
madness presents itself, to the split of language that 
creates the unconscious in the image, back to a madness 
residing in language itself. This case for origins in 
language calls for an alternative interpretation of the 
madness of Norman Bates. Norman's madness is 
revealed not in what he sees, but in what he says. So, I 
offer a case history of Norman Bates read through the 
screenplay, which reveals the language origins of his 
psychosis. 
First, the psychiatrist's interpretation. [In the 
presentation of this reading, a video clip from Alfred 
Hitchcock's Psycho of the psychiatrist's summation 
follows]. 
Oh! I forgot to say: this reading is dedicated to 
my mother. "Mother, oh, god, mother! Blood! Blood!" 
There, we are past the shower scene. 
The shower scene seems to be the locus of 
Norman's madness, but it may only be a lure for us. The 
shower scene cuts the film in two, or rather links one 
film to another -- the end of Marion Crane's film to the 
beginning of Norman Bates's. This division solves the 
problem of the end of a film answering to its beginning, 
so that the psychiatrist's concluding analysis explains the 
murder half way through, not the lovers' tryst in the 
hotel room that opens the film. Since the two 
conclusions are in parallel, we might look to the first 
ending -- Norman and Marion's conversation in the 
parlour -- for the source of Norman's disturbance. We 
shall linger in the parlour, where Norman wanted to 
stay, not in the shower, where he was forced to go. 
In the parlour, Norman and Marion converse 
about their "private traps." Perhaps film is a prison 
house. In the last moments of Psycho's opening credits, 
the horizontal stripes of the graphics switch to vertical 
bars that are briefly superimposed over the opening 
scene as if to imply the prison its characters inevitably 
inhabit. As these bars lock into place, they signal a 
closure, like a curtain -- a shower curtain, perhaps --
coming down between the antecedent text and the 
succeeding images. This closure separates an outside 
from an inside which Hitchcock's camera then proceeds 
to breach, passing through the hotel window into the 
sordid interior of a clandestine meeting. As spectators, 
we are let in on the scene through the camera's thrust 
and "cut," a complicity that makes us guilty as voyeurs 
(and that prefigures our participation in the murder of 
the shower scene). But this voyeuristic complicity entails 
leaving the outside behind and language with it, just as 
the close of the credits splits language from image. From 
the beginning of the film, from the moment we pass 
through the window, we enter a space of madness. This 
is not yet Norman's madness, which the shower scene 
has yet to rend in the full scopic violence of his 
lacerating psychosis, only a little madness. 
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Marion Crane stems Norman's loquaciousness 
in the parlour. The shower scene silences it. Norman's 
madness supposed! y is the result of a disturbing vision: 
his witness to a primal scene (and the murder of his 
mother and her lover that follows). This vision buries 
language in him. The murderous rage that resulted is 
repeated in the shower scene, after Norman is aroused 
by Marion Crane's disrobing. (Her nakedness reproduces 
the original primal scene that is signified by what we, 
not he, saw at the opening of the movie, where we spied 
on Sam and Marion's lovemaking.) Substituting for 
Norman's original horror, Marion Crane's screams act to 
repress memory in the unconscious so that only the 
visual thereafter remains functional. This is why Marion 
Crane's eye and scream (the latter displaced by the 
staccato shrieks of the music) have such a SYJ!lbolic role 
in the film's reenactment of Norman's traumatic event. 
(The private detective Abrogast's scream is silent). 
The shower scene completes the passage from 
language to vision in the film. Its fetishizing effect in 
the popular imagination has given it an iconic value, a 
shock value Hitchcock intended in order to suppress 
language in a mutually binding psychosis. Through this 
repression of language, Psycho makes us mad, and we 
have yet to recover. I believe Norman's madness is only 
compounded by vision and can be traced to a language 
disturbance. Words bridge action, just as talk transfers 
guilt. To cure Norman, and ourselves, we need to restore 
what the shower scene sets asunder. Something in 
Norman's psychosis is triggered by his conversation with 
Marion Crane. Norman says, "We all go a little mad 
sometimes. Haven't you?" to which Marion Crane, 
posing as Marie Samuels, answers to her situation, "Yes, 
sometimes just one time can be enough." Norman goes 
mad (again) soon after this exchange because of 
something that the double character Marion Crane/Marie 
Samuels says, not because of what she does. 
Norman's madness is a consequence of words 
and acts not matching. His attack follows, not from his 
spying on Marion Crane undressing alone, but from 
what he sees as women's duplicity, once again 
confirmed for him when Marion unconsciously slips 
back to her real name. 
My resort to a linguistic explanation of 
madness is not the same as that which the psychiatrist 
offers at the end of the picture for Norman's vicious 
attack -- that it resulted from his sexual desire for 
Marion Crane and the psychotic complications of his 
doubling of character that ensues -- "the mother killed 
her." In her conversation with Norman, Marion's 
mismatch of name to the false guarantee of her signature 
in the motel register would be observed by him as a lie, 
a "fal .. .fal .. .fal ... falsity" as ~orman elsewhere stutters to ' 
her. (We should be alerted, through the psychopathology 
of the stutter, that the unconscious is speaking here). 
Marion Crane could fool him -- not that she was trying 
-- but not his "mother," his other self, who murders her. 
What gives Norman the right to act is Marion Crane's I 
seeming duplicity, her breach of trust of the openness of 
their conversation. On the contrary, Norman does not lie 
about his mother; everything he says about her to 
Marion Crane, in fact, is true about the stuffed dummy 
she is, but we don't realize so until the end of the film. 
When Norman says "My mother, what is the 
phrase? She isn't quite herself today," the truth of the 
statement, and consequently the question of trust in the 
speaker, cannot be settled. Either we take the statement 
at face value as Marion Crane would have. Or, having 
now seen the movie, we know its meaning to be either 
"My mother is other than herself, that is, she is dead," 
or, "My mother is other than herself, namely, she is me." 
Truth and ambiguity, literalness and duplicity inhabit the 
same statement as the sentence's own little madness. 
Norman is not ironical; he himself must take the phrase 
literally; moreover, he cannot read his own deceit, only 
that of others -- or, rather, only his "mother" can read 
their deceit (Norman must delegate to his mother the 
right to decide who is being deceitful, for reasons that 
we will see). Norman must have recourse to what is 
already a phrase -- "What's the phrase?" -- to express 
ready-made, what he cannot acknowledge to himself: his 
split subject. The doubling of language keeps the subject 
doubled within it and maintains ready-made a little death 
in life. But who and what made Norman double? 
A different, ·linguistic explanation of Norman's 
disturbance would make him a candidate for the 
double-bind theory of schizophrenia worked out in 
California in the years immediately preceding Psycho's 
release in 1960. Is it a happy coincidence that the author 
of this theory is named Bate/son, Gregory Bateson? 
Norman's mother had already made him 
psychotic (in the words of the psychiatrist, "he was 
already dangerously disturbed"), and she naturally 
became the first victim of it. The double-bind theory 
recognizes the child as a victim of the mother. There is 
no single traumatic event, no primal scene, only a 
pattern of comm uni cation that the mother sets up and 
controls. Schizophrenia is a meta-communicational 
dysfunction in which the child is unable to distinguish 
message types. A primary negative injunction is 
accompanied by a secondary negative injunction of a 
higher order conflicting with the first, both enveloped 
within a tertiary negative injunction that forbids 
questioning the double-bind and thus escaping this trap 
of language. 
Norman kills Marion Crane, as revenge upon 
his mother, because of the trap of language. His 
conversation with Marion already portrayed the 
background of his psychological disturbance; but if 
language makes Norman mad, we need to examine, 
briefly, its dynamics within use -- in that this 
disturbance is provoked by a conversation with Marion 
Crane, not his mother. 
A pure example of the double-bind is found in 
Norman's contradictory phrase "If you love someone, 
you don't do that to them, even if you hate them." Other 
expressions revolve around substitutive levels of 
meaning and metaphor and issues of truth and falsity 
only insofar as these are the logical terms for what is 
really a question, for Norman, of the literal and the 
deceptive. Such as: "I hear the expression 'eats like a 
bird' is really a fal ... fal...fal .. .falsity;" and "People 
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always call a madhouse 'someplace'." 
Literalness and duplicity are not two phrases or 
phases of a linguistic utterance, but inhabit the same 
phrase. Norman's problem is that he must maintain the 
literal level while his mother manipulates the other. 
Within every statement is a trap~ behind every statement 
is a deception. The former is Norman's dilemma; the 
latter is the inquisitorial position Norman's mother 
commands. Norman must maintain this contradictory 
dichotomy, he is bound in its trap: everything he says 
makes sense in the universe he must inhabit -- he does 
not need to erase the crime from his mind (as the 
psychiatrist claims), but to continue to deal with his 
mother's contradictory injunctions. 
The psychiatrist's explanation of Norman's split 
personality is sometimes seen as an external solution to 
the film, as a verbal add-on. But this linguistic reflex is 
necessary. To slice language off the image, as if with a 
censor's scissors, is only to displace it elsewhere --
otherwise known as the unconscious. The split that 
produces the psychotic unconscious has its neurotic 
parallel in the extemporizing of internal speech that we 
know as guilt. Marion Crane could acknowledge her 
guilt; Norman Bates must suppress his. The split-off 
voice has an essential role in Psycho where it functions 
as a traditional voice-over, but also as an index of kinds 
of madness, major and minor. A fixture of film noir (of 
which Psycho is a late version), the voice-over is only 
used sparingly here: seemingly as a narrative device of 
plot furtherance the two times Marion Crane, speeding 
away from her crime, imagines the dawning realization 
on those whom she has left behind that she has stolen 
$40,000, and again at the conclusion of the film when, 
fully absorbed into the mother half of himself, Norman's 
"mother" talks-and smiles-to herself. Talking to one's 
self is a sure sign of psychosis. Norman talks to himself 
through the ventriloquistic displacement of his mother's 
dummy and his own transvestitism. Is Psycho suggesting 
that Marion Crane is also a little mad when she "talks" 
to herself? Is it, moreover, Marion Crane's pleasure that 
makes her mad -- and Norman's victim -- when smiling 
to herself (the only time during the voice-over of her 
anxious flight), she imagines the duplicitous outrage of 
the oilman whose money she stole? 
We all go a little mad sometimes. Our madness 
is the pleasure that the master of suspense, Hitchcock, 
manipulates as a suspension of language in vision. The 
voice-over (or, rather, the voice behind the image) is a 
clue to the fact that there is an unconscious of the image 
as well as an unconscious of the voice operating in 
Psycho. We think we see Norman's madness displayed, 
but it is the suppression of voice that more fully 
instantiates it for us -- and in us. We do not escape this 
Hitchcockian trap, and interpretations that persist in 
repressing language are still caught in Norman's 
madness. 
What dilates before us when we see this film? 
Is it Norman Bates's madness, or the unconscious of 
film that presents and speaks itself -- or yours, or mine? 
Did I say that this was about my mother? It's not about 
my mother. 
[Philip Monk is a writer, art critic and curator of the 
Powerplant Art Gallery in Toronto]. 
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THE GENERAL 
by Brian Edwards 
He is travelling on a barge on the Magdalena River 
coming out of the jungles of Nueva Granada and history. 
They have set up a rough canvas shelter from the burning sun, 
a hammock and a writing table that he might want to use 
for last letters or for a game of cards. But he is shrivelled, 
this shrinking man who may disappear altogether before 
he even reaches the coast. Though he sees the brilliant birds, monkeys, 
and alligators lying out on mudbanks, the widows in black 
in villages all along the river, their men lost to too many wars, 
and though he knows that Jose Palacios will remain with him forever, 
he is besieged with memories and with dreams, with the fantastic dream 
of the biggest country in the world, an America united and free 
from Mexico to Cape Hom. He remembers two thousand ragged and 
barefoot soldiers, the bleak plains, jungles of the Orinoco, the diseases 
and his order to eat horses for fear the soldiers would eat each other. 
He remembers Manuela Saenz, the bold Quitei'iia who at last read to him 
for hours each visit, his efforts at lovemaking abandoned along with 
the Romantic poets for books about political philosophy, local history 
and the gossip circulating in Lima, Santa Fe de Bogota, Caracas, the streets 
of Cartagena. In the sweat of one hot night, he remembers in a dream 
his tryst with the beautiful young Englishwoman Miranda Lyndsay, how he 
received a message with instructions for meeting her, how she was 
waiting on horseback and he rode behind her to an abandoned hermitage 
where they held hands and talked through a whole night, and how, 
when he returned to his house, he found his friend's body, stabbed to death, 
mistaken for his leader in the hammock where the General himself 
would have been lying, just one more assassination attempt among so many. 
There are times, stricken with insomnia, that he succumbs to the temptations 
of solitude and nostalgia, his mind turning from the jungles and the 
mountains to Europe in the Spring, to his meetings with Presidents and Princes, the palaces 
and nights of such luxury and abandonment that a Caracan revel seemed 
by comparison a bit of street theatre or a visit to a backstreet brothel. 
He recalls his tutor Don Sim6n Rodriguez and his own passion for Rousseau's Emile 
and La Nouvelle Heloise, remembering passages he could still recite from memory, 
and how the Heloise travelled with him on campaigns until it fell apart in 
his hands from the constant rereading. He remembers the time, outside Rome, when he decided 
that he had to kick the immigrant Spanish pricks out of Venezuela. He was twenty 
and amidst a European sojourn of the most lavish spending and supreme carelessness. 
The oarsmen take bets about identifying the wild voices of the jungle, 
capuchin monkeys, the anaconda, or the cough of a puma. Jose Maria Carreno 
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counts the stars, claiming seven thousand eight hundred and eighty-two, 
this man who lost an arm in battle but became so skilled with the other 
th~t he was famous for swordsmanship and for the most exquisite handwriting. 
His body so wasted that they had to tum up the cuffs of his shirtsleeves, again, and 
cut another inch off his corduroy trousers, his spirit wandering but in his moments 
of lucidity as indomitable as ever, the General continued to dictate letters 
until his copyists ran out of paper and scribbled on the walls. Even as he 
began to cough blood, and out of fidelity and love Jose Palacios ignored the undeniable evidence, 
the General hallucinated the most exquisite and fleeting of passions. And he 
saw again his vision of a united America, the Spanish gone, the generals as comrades-in-arms 
and the people united in freedom and happiness. But even then he knew, 'Fuck it', 
that the countries were destined to more and still more fighting, 'Fuck it', 
that as "The Liberator" he had done nothing, really, to guarantee a peace, 
that this ideal would always be elusive, just one more wild dream foundering upon realities 
almost too bitter and too sweet for human imagining. "We have ploughed the sea," 
he. sai~. At the end, they brought his body to the coast wrapped in an old blanket, 
lymg m an oxcart. 
[Brian Edwards is a writer, editor of Mattoid magazine, and a professor with the 
School of Literary and Communication Studies at Deakin University, Australia]. 
TWO POEMS 
by Rolland Nadjiwon 
antelope people 
(in response to a query on Nativelit-L; 






touch together each other into shadow 
there wind sings antelope songs 
from the shadow of antelope people 
we draw illusions of antelope people 
from the echo of antelope song 
we draw echos of antelope song 
we have forgotten to listen 




standing at the centre of fire 
standing at the centre of fire 
wind in the heart of moving 
silent in the centre of fire 
rattle moving shadow into song 




of rattle shaking 
into odameen geezis 
into heart of morning 
standing at the centre of fire 
with drum touching rattle 
touching sound into song of 
drum song at the centre of fire 
for a long time now 
i am my people dreaming 
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fire 
touch together each other 
~to antelope people 
mto antelope song 
Rolland Nadjiwon is a writer and a Pottawotami elder 
living in Sault Ste. Marie, Ontario. His forthcoming book 
of poetry Seven Deer Dancing (working title) will be going 
to press later this year. 
unable words speak our isolation 
from the visions of our here 
where we all touch wind 
where we all touch song 
from the there where 
antelope people stand 
far off on our horizon 




by Jeanette Lynes 
Arkansas 
Swnmered deep, the arbor 
hangs elephantly green and dark, it hangs. 
There has been 
grape Armageddon. (Who 
purpled them away, a guest, night 
desk manager?) We don't 
speak about that or 
our visit under the straight 
shooting eye of noon 
sun, to 
Palaksi Heights, your old house still 
amber stucco arches, oak-guilded, still a better 
address in Little Rock. 
Each crush of local 
wine against our tongues takes our talk 
farther from home 
as something taken 
personally closer to 
Scarlet in full dash, kicking her massive 
hoops down the emerald 
slopes of Tara 
the lost southern night. 
We share a plate of gizzards 
the hotel cook brings to our 
grass house near the interstate. 
She thought us thieves, the woman 
whose house 
yours is now. Her earphone, pressing, must have 
dampened her ear. She was returning from 
hair highlights, saw 
two strangers. Childhood 
thaws anyone. Hearing 
your story, she leads you where 
Easter eggs were 
hidden thirty years ago. 
The built-in playbox your brother [no s.b.] 
locked you in. 
Her cotton skirt billows ever so 
slightly as she moves 
through her hallways. 
Under the blackjack 
hand of God, a jet wreckingballed 
into a house across the street 
week after the van pulled 
your family away (you were 
always charmed, even in the sixties). 
... that crash split our Heights 
forever, the earphone woman said .. . neighbors accused of 
snatching jewelry from 
bodies, imagine, here ... 
Our citronella candle lemons 
over this day, snuffs out any 
smell of fuselage. 
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Red glint all that remains 
of our bottle. 
The heat has been 
piling up, has reached the innermost 
backlands of our bones, our tongues 
turned raspberry. The plane's little black box 
was never found. 
We are 
most like a poem, a porous 
heat trap. For you, I would 
seal it off with long streams 
of yellow tape, steel it from 
further disaster. Return everyone's rubies 
wave at the flyers wearing them radiant 
no liverspots at all and 
whoever 
stole the grapes, we forgive you. 
The Guess Who Play North Bay -- One Night Only 
Wall mounted, Big Mouth Billy Bass 
dances and sings to eighties rock. 
Puts his whole soul and fin 
into it. I hear him in a rambly 
Nipissing bar. On my way 
to "Rockettes" (door with skirt silhouette 
next to "Rockers"). 
In the tiny bathroom, three women play 
air guitar, sing: 
American woman, get away from me-hee, 
American woman, mama let me be-hee. 
Their big-haired, tequila joy 
surrounds me: I must party with them, 
hear The Guess Who. 
I'm here to read poetry. 
Well, read it, they say, Right here 
right now. In the john. They were not 
small women. The redhead kept wailing 
on guitar, locking her jaw to one 
side then the other. 
Maybe this is how 
poetry should happen, I muse, backed into 
the kotex machine. Supply 
and remand. Dispensed through a haze of air 
guitar riffs, funny ideas 
of social power. Bad-girl-locker-room stuff. 
Homesickness. 
And notwithstanding lakes 
I still miss like lovers, the north goes on 
in the limo's long sweep 
towing national rock stars through rock; comes out 
the other side, the mouth 
of singing fish 
macho party-girls 
the cry for poetry right here right now 
the way each day is lived like the last 
gig you '11 ever get 
Adventures in Moving 
Whoever didn't drive counted 
the overturned u-hauls 
since Edmonton, the lives 
ditched in loosestrife. 
Once, the tiny arms 
of a child's pajamas grasped 
Yellowhead Highway's yellow 
line for dear life. 
Thistles grew through 
cross-hatched lawn chairs. There were 
many books. 
We said we were pulling 
over to stretch, not amble through 
someone's dead library 
( one book was called 
Mental Drills in Rapid Calculation) 
Many had the same visionware 
pots as ours. 
The trailers said "Adventures in Moving" 
upside down, any way an alphabet 
shakes into ruin. 
That morning 
we bargained over what must be 
left to magpies: my old flamingo dresser, 
drawers stacked beside 
a "take me" sign - isn't that what 
moves are, grim 
generosities? 
Last thing we need 
tobacco-wadding prairie prophet 
holding court beside his gas pump 
in the vast, slithering heat: 
Trouble with young people today is, 
they don't know how to 
distribute the load. See it all 
the time: pathetic, pathetic. 
So. We were part of 
a great sadness, a rapid calculation 
moving east. World 
baked and strewn with 
a single ambition: to remain 
right-side up. 
We stopped counting 
somewhere near Oxdrift. 
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Canada Day 
Warehouse roof, hell of a view --
Toronto looking lakeward. Celsius so high 
joints ignite without 
eddy redbird matches. 
Papa blender blew a gasket 
Everyone tosses in twenty, sends someone's ex-lover 
to Open-All-Year-Mart for a new one. 
In large, handcrafted planters, the crops 
are waving hi. 
Who says you have to live in lower 
mainland B.C. - voice under umbrella. 
There are no stairs 
leading up here, oh no 
eschew fucking convention, 
be hip or die. Rope ladder. 
Kleenex sails sneeze across Lake 0. I don't know 
these talking men: one almost 
scouted by the Leafs. Another calls Blue Rodeo 
whenever he wants. The late one 
imitates a Saint Bernard (chugs his cheeks full 
then sprays beer 
over us, making a massive 
raw/ sound). I don't know 
the women, either. One, turned cherry 
tells of a lover so cheap he washed out condoms 
to wear again (she found a line of them --
clear, tiny socks 
hanging to dry). 
Cathy singing with Sinatra below 
can't climb the ropes. They'll haulerup 
later, donwanerta missa fireworks. 
The Saint Bernard slept with 
his grade four teacher. 
It's everyone's birthday, a day 
for telling and 
I better know, it's a big friggin' privilege I got 
to come up here. 
Crayola fountains spray the darkening 
sky (ooooh aaaahh). This year's display 
set to music the mayor calls 
"Megacity's gift to a dynamite country." 
Pink notes of New York, New York 
bolt out Beethovan-ish then 
an Abba tune. 
Cathy sleeps in a comer. Ex 
never returned with the blender. 
Happy birthday, you dynamite country. 
[] eanette Lynes latest book of poems is: 
A Woman Alone on the Atikokan Highway 
Wolsak & Whynn ISBN: 0-919897-68-JJ 
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GROWING UNCERTAINTY 
by Norman Lock 
I was beginning to feel the way Alice did in Looking Glass country. 
-- African Game Trails, Theodore Roosevelt 
He wanted to teach arithmetic, he said. 1 + 1 = 2. 
Nothing more complicated. Certainly not the calculus, or 
elementary functions. Not even trigonometry. Arithmetic: 1 
+ 1 = 2. He would teach geometry, if we insisted; but only 
the two-dimensional sort. He could no longer cope with the 
third dimension, never mind the fourth. The thought that 
there might be a fifth made him want to lie down. He could 
also instruct us in the Cartesian equation, if we wished. He 
had graph paper. He had brought it from Zurich. Plotting 
coordinates he found restful. That is what he sought in 
Africa: restfulness. All this talk about uncertainty was 
destroying his nerves. God does not play dice, he said more 
than once. His marriage wasn't working either -- he could 
see that. Mileva had her own ideas about the universe. She 
was becoming uncooperative. The scientific community was 
becoming uncooperative -- even his hair wouldn't 
cooperate! "To hell with it!" he said, throwing away his 
comb. "I'll use my fingers!" Fingers are simpler. He had 
always loved simplicity, he said. What could be simpler 
than arithmetic? 
"We're not interested," said Oates, who was 
drinking. 
I looked sharply at him to remind him of what is 
due a guest. 
"We're here to shoot elephants," Oates said 
brusquely. "And rhinoceroses. And" -- fixing me with a 
counter-look "ignoramuses. We want tusks, you 
understand ... ivory! We didn't come to Africa to do sums." 
"You're drunk," I said in a scalding tone. 
"I'm a scientist," he smirked as he picked up his 
bottle and started for his tent. "And now if you'll excuse 
me I'm off to study the effects of Bombay Gin on a 
200-pound man." 
His tent swallowed him up. 
"I'm sorry, Albert." 
"What about you?" he asked, offering me a 
rust-colored copybook. 
"I'm interested in Zero," I told him. "In nothing." 
"Never mind," he said, patting the back of my 
hand in the friendliest of ways. "I'll go into the wilderness 
and measure things. I have my ruler." He showed me it. 
"Measuring things with a ruler is also restful, so long as 
they don't squirm and the ruler doesn't shrink or stretch. 
Can you guide me?" 
"Yes." 
I gave him a pith helmet and a porter. To carry 
his copybooks and his graph paper. His change of socks 
and violin. 
"Is it far?" he asked. 
"Yes." 
"Good. I'm in the mood for a long walk." I bent 
down and tied his shoelaces. 
"Can we travel in a straight line?" he asked (and 
in his voice I detected the faintest querulousness). 
"If you like." 
He liked. He was done with lines that bent -- "the 
great curves of space." (He traced an elegant contour that 
reminded me of Anna.) All done. Straight lines were 
simpler, more restful. 
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"1 +I = 2," he said. 
I wanted to tell him then and there that Africa was 
not the place for restfulness. I wanted to tell him how 
Africa made us all nervous, but I said nothing. He would 
find out soon enough that Africa was neither restful nor 
simple. 
Here, I thought, 1 + 1 does not always equal 2. 
Here was not the place to recover from a nervous 
breakdown. 
"Do you incline towards the Mechanical World 
View or the Electromagnetic?" Albert asked. 
"I have no opinion," I answered. 
"Very wise," he said. 
We stopped for the night in a Nyika village. 
Albert asked the villagers if they would like arithmetic 
lessons. He would be happy, he said, to give them free of 
charge to any and all comers. The villagers said they were 
not interested in arithmetic. Their interest lay rather in the 
fields of sweet potatoes and peas. 
Albert picked up his violin and began to play a 
folk melody he had learned in Milan. (I thought of Arthur 
Conan Doyle playing in his tent by the river Potha so many 
years before while he dreamt of Moriarty.) 
The villagers sat in a ring and wept at the sadness 
of the music. They called it "sorrowing." 
Albert lifted his bow from the strings and 
entreated them: 
"Will you let me teach you arithmetic?" 
"No," they said, "teach us to play the sorrowing." 
Albert threw a leaf into the Tana. There were ants 
on the leaf. It drifted into the current, then sped 
downstream. 
"Do you think those ants know they are moving?" 
he asked. 
"Decidedly,"! said 
"Why not us? Why not the human ants on the 
enormous leaf that is forever sailing through space?" 
I gave him my most indifferent shrug to let him 
know that I did not care for this. It was, however, lost on 
him. 
"Could it be our frame of reference travels with us 
as it does not in the case of those ants?" 
He was making me tired -- tired and irritable. 
"I thought you wanted to rest!" I snapped. 
He hung his head sheepishly and mumbled 
through his mustache about old habits. 
Albert crawled about the wilderness, measuring 
things. He kept a careful record of his measurement. He 
would slap the ruler down along the edge of the thing he 
wanted to measure, squint at it, lick the end of his pencil, 
then write a figure in his notebook. Its pages were black 
with his pencillings. 
"How's it coming, Albert?" 
He frowned. 
"Ask me tomorrow after I have re-measured what 
I measure today. If nothing has changed, I will be upheld." 
"You must wear your topi, Albert. The sun will 
addle your brains." 
"That would be good," he said, and he laughed 
One night he played his violin so sweetly the 
world held its breath. 
At least that is how it seemed to me. 
"It is nice to sit still," he said 
"Albert, why do you think so much?" 
"Restlessness." 
He slept for three days and nights, but woke 
unrefreshed. 
"Thinking has become a curse for me," he said, "I 
think even when asleep." 
(Like Edison, I thought, who had also visited me 
in Africa.) 
*** 
I took Albert to meet the wild forest people. 
Pennington, whom they idolized, hung from a pole in a 
clearing. He was dead, and I knew better than to wake 
him. 
"These are the wild forest people," I told Albert. 
"And this is my friend Pennington, who was killed by a 
porter. They have made a fetish of him -- he brings them 
luck." 
"I envy him his rest," Albert said sadly. 
"They would do as much for you," I remarked 
"Modesty prevents me from accepting." 
"Are you happy, Albert?" 
"Happy is a relative term," he said. 
Africa is constantly unravelling. Like one of 
Albert's woollen sweaters, it is forever coming apart. 
Whether from insects or rot or humidity or one of the 
little-understood mechanical processes of deterioration --
Africa collapses, moulders, falls to pieces only to be 
replaced by a new Africa indistinguishable from the old 
which, in its tum, collapses, moulders, falls to pieces. 
Ad infinitum. 
It is this that made me nervous. The terrifying 
energy! Matter ceaselessly transforming itself. A world that 
does not rest, that denies the very possibility of rest. At 
times I almost longed for the sleeping sickness. 
"Why don't you leave?" asked Albert. 
"Africa has rooted in me -- it has grown right 
through me. You would have to tear it out of my heart." 
He nodded. He was a scientist, but he understood the power 
of metaphor. 
"This morning when I took my measurements I 
noticed that things had changed during the night." 
Now it was my tum to nod, for I understood that, 
overnight, things squirm, the meter-stick moults. 
"Africa," I said simply, to a man who valued 
simplicity above all. 
"Africa is making me nervous," he admitted; and 
as if to confirm his self-appraisal, one of his eyelids 
twitched. 
Then, as if in spiteful mimicry, Africa twitched: 
the sharp grass pierced the veldt, the Tana jumped its 
banks, elephants trampled the villages and shambas of 
sweet potatoes and peas, it snowed on Mt. Kenya while 
everywhere the darkness deepened and the wind sorrowed 
"Light a fire!" cried Albert, pulling on a second 
sweater to stop his teeth from chattering. ' 
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Attracted by our fire, an immeasurable column of 
safari ants plundered our encampment, carrying off Albert's 
notebooks, his pencil, and ruler. They would have made off 
with his violin if I had not snatched it from their path. 
"Arithmetic is of no use here," Albert lamented 
"It's a dicey business," I agreed. 
"Does the energy of a man persist after death in 
a form that can be said to be uniquely his?" Albert asked 
earnestly. 
We were burying Oates, who had been devoured 
by the marauding ants. 
"If you mean: does Oates still exist elsewhere? ... 
I don't know." 
"Neither do I," said Albert, whose once firm belief 
in science's ability to discover the mysterious workings of 
the universe had by now all but extinguished. 
"Dig!" I urged him. I was keen to get Oates 
underground, because of the heat. 
"I like that word elsewhere," he said with 
surprising sentimentality. . 
The scrape of our shovels against the flinty soil 
refuted for me the idea of "elsewhere." 
"Do you think the ants were avenging their 
comrades drowned in the Tana?" he asked after a silence. 
"Will you never stop asking questions?" I shouted. 
"I have no answers," he said as he took up his 
violin and played. 
"Neither does Oates," I remarked dryly. 
"I am thinking of Ulm," said Albert. "I was a 
child in Ulm." 
I was in no mood for childhood reminiscence. 
"The light in which I played as a child in Ulm is 
travelling toward the edge of the universe where it will 
curve and one day return, carrying the image of myself as 
a child that was constituted by that light. So that one day 
I will again be a child playing in Ulm." 
I turned away, believing him mad 
"What do you think: could the light be . 
'elsewhere'? Could light be our afterlife?" 
"You're insane!" I shouted and regretted it 
immediately, seeing his wounded look. 
"Isaac Newton was insane for a while. Why not 
me?" 
"Remember the leaf I threw into the Tana?" Albert 
asked "What made it fall?" 
"Gravity,"! said. 
"What caused it to fall?" 
"Death," I said 
"Did it expend its energy in falling, or was it 
drained of it before it fell? Is that what caused it to fall? It 
simply let go, no longer having the strength to cling to the 
tree. Where did its energy go? Into the tree? The air? Into 
the ground? Is that what gravity is -- the accumulated lost 
energies of the dead things of this world?" 
"You should go home," I muttered. 
"I came here to rest from civilization and its 
complicated social interactions." 
"Africa is no place to rest," I said wearily. 
"' Objects at rest tend to remain at rest until acted 
upon by some external force' -- Newton's First Law." 




"You should have let me teach you arithmetic!" he 
shouted. 
"And here is a force to send you home!" 
I knocked him rudely down. He rose to his feet 
and clapped the dust from his hands. 
"Africa does not exist," he declared. "If it did, it 
would affirm universal constants. No such affirmation is 
evident. I propose to search for the unifying principle in all 
things and leave Africa to Heisenberg and the disciples of 
Uncertainty." He felt his shoulder gingerly. "You ought not 
to have knocked me down." 
"Edison failed here, too," I said, wanting suddenly 
to comfort him. 
"Light bulbs and phonographs! Tickertape 
machines and moving picture shows!" sneered Albert. 
"What are they next to that!" He gestured broadly with his 
hand, taking in the universe (all but Africa, which -- it was 
understood -- is an illusion). "Toys!" 
*** 
Albert went. He stepped into one of Africa's many 
black holes and was gone. (While they have not yet been 
discovered, they exist all the same.) He came out on the 
other side, as he ought, in light. Darkness is foreign to him; 
he did not belong here. Perhaps now he was in Ulm, 
hunting frogs along the banks of the Danube. Or a baby at 
his mother's breast. Or perhaps he was an old man getting 
ready to climb into his death bed. 
I did not know, nor did I wish to. 
I wasn't sorry to see Albert go. His helpless 
questioning increased my nervousness. Years before, I had 
resolved to ask no more, knowing full well it is senseless 
to question Africa. In the presence of so much that cannot 
be explained, one is relieved of the necessity (misery) of 
inquiry. 
One rests or is nudged from rest. 
One sleeps or goes on safari. 
One acts or is acted upon, as the case may be. 
In accordance with the divine law of indifference. 
[Norman Lock is a broadly published writer working out of 
Millville, New Jersey, USA] 
Image: "Dangerous Proportions" by W. M. Sutherland 
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A Night in Pere Lachaise 
(an excerpt from Dreamscans) 
by Alan Lord 
"There couldn't be a society of people who didn't 
dream. They'd be dead in two weeks." 
-- William S. Burroughs 
Caroline and I were visiting the Pere Lachaise 
cemetery at night, winding our way through spooky 
towering Gothic mausoleums towards the tomb of 
Baudelaire. Androgynous couples wearing Louis XIV 
garb and ball masques milled around the tomb fanning 
themselves and eyeing us haughtily. The tomb was a 
raised glass coffin bordered with Nouveau Style 
trimming, in which Baudelaire's freshly preserved 
embalmed corpse lay solemnly. His face was smooth 
and waxy, and in the dim gaslight it had a yellow-brown 
complexion. He wore a stiff-collared white ruffled shirt, 
a dark jacket and his eternal knotted silk tie. His 
white-gloved hands were clasped together in undying 
love, beyond which his corpse disappeared under the 
pregnant cover of the oak casket. We moved around the 
tomb in respectful silence, rejoiced to finally be in the 
presence of our decadent idol. The pale mourners sucked 
on elaborate hookah pipes which dispensed a sepia 
laudanum solution oozing from Baudelaire's body. I 
picked up a nozzle and also indulged in this exquisite 
ritual, adding to the slurped-bubble sound muffled by 
crushed velvet. Eerie moans and ecstatic gasps were 
heard rising from the satiated throng, punctuating the 
cool starless night 
Later we found ourselves in a dark room admiring 
different peacocks displaying their elaborate feathered 
tailfans. A serious pelican wearing a beige fedora and a 
cream and green striped zoot suit ceremoniously 
outstretched its wings before us in silence. Despite its 
disguise I immediately recognized the solemn mien of 
. the wise old stork from Lautremont's Chants de 
Maldoror, which clacked its beak while flying, slowly 
shaking its head side to side in ineffable sadness over 
the incalculable pettiness of Man. 
[Alan Lord is a writer and engineer of literary events 
currently living in Toronto -- the above text is an 
excerpt from Dreamscans a literary non-fiction]. 
The Theoretical Promulgations on 
Zombies of Pierre Abattoir 
by Sean Lefebvre 
"When you think about it, you have no reason to be 
frightened when walking past a graveyard. Consider! If 
there were such things as Zombies, then we would have 
already heard of people who had been ripped apart by 
them. On the other hand, just because Zombie atta,:ks 
have not been recorded, does not mean that they cannot, 
or will not happen. Furthermore, if it ever happened that 
you were the first, ever recorded, victim of a Zombie 
attack, then that would not be without it's own reward, 
because whenever someone is the first at any thing, then 
that thing is named after them. For example: 'He died of 
Abattoir Syndrome; he was ripped apart by Zombies.'" 
.Allelochemy 
by Louise Bak 
he had improvised his music strophe by strophe 
as a crustal portrait; now he can't remember it. 
the descending figures held afloat by the fire 
beneath, made him queasy when 
she measured them. 
myxotricha paradoxa made 
both kids fall to the ground, wailing for their 
drowned creators, while the ruderal of their boyish 
pangs prostrated themselves, panting and bloody 
before the gods to petition them to quiet the storm. 
they only come to life when I love them, said 
the girlish haulm with no legs on the skateboard 
with the tricolor sash hung across heir chest. 
s/he totes popguns, jugs of turpentine, jars 
full of the bathtub gin, micro-lumber of 
voices 
many call, but few are chosen to find moisture 
ordinarily 
how s/he dug up flower beds to pester the worms, 
bathed even on critical days of the month, banged 
the spoon around the pan to send the rats scuttling 
into the slimming wall, before s/he sat down to 
eat. 
checking the cake in the parlor, he monogrammed 
sheets and fringed tablecloths. Painted watercolors 
and did designs with a woodburning set, he acquired 
poise and the afterwards of polite conversation 
pro-wrestling 
the radiator cap, with two uprights for spanner grips 
ingrowing 
all these skills brought not a single suitor their way. 
all-encompassing wave slapped heir down to an 
out-of-body bank, the info. girl greeted him as if she 
had seen him yesterday. behind the tellers' guichets, 
a covering of alarms, as gold chains swung around 
his neck, he/r shirt opened to fast-popping cleavage 
as fast 
his perfect Castillian accent, keelhauled by an 
old-fashioned cape, dragging over a corselette. 
off with the fake-beard and a light flensed 
from the hairless darning. a gasping fluny 
as Saint Isidore emitting perspiration from her 
buried flexion. she pinches them 
leaving a swag of ayahuasca in raised flesh 
pulling the zipper back, expecting to find 
his cosmetic case, with the chemotactic patty 
she closed heir purse like the crushed statistics 
in the year-book 
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line-up to it 
find me a Kleenex s/he says 
never dressed any more, but for her compound-eye, 
pupillary tickling the red roots of heir chest hair. 
they readied the general insults before s/he smacks 
them with her pick-me-up bouquet of 
seven dyed carnations 
for nadie ninguno 
the color of unsurpassed wine at dusk, 
holding the paper tight to take the excess off 
the tissue rips 
before heir robbery with low-denier stocking 
a tiny polished tusk crashes over their cash till 
before a stalagmite loomed like a frozen fried egg 
live-culture yogurt buds a flickering tongue, 
that layers the young lamb in a polar purge 
blazered 
in the sin turned into sheen as if their gaping 
safe and Pepto-pink carpet could hide 
anything 
behold 
it was very good starting again 




by June Mills 
Wunim didjun, edjumacation? 
Mit be im lashun langa atjimalashun 
Wunim didjun, edjumacation? 
Mit be im lashun langa intagrashun 
Wunim didjun, edjumacashun? 
Mit be im lashun langa incartjerashun 
Wunim didjun, edjumacashun? 
Mit be im lashun langa indocrinashun 
Wunim didjun, edjumacashun? 
Yo, me shabi dadun edjumacashun 
Im lashun langa masturbation 
[June Mills is an Australian aboriginal writer 
introduced to Rampike by Kateri Akiwenzie-Damm] 
Love Reverse 
by Meredith L. Ramsey-Kakapshe 
First they meet with a 
Click click click 
Love with a bang 
Without a doubt 
His hair up 
Her heart open 
Her smile out 
But stuck by old time 
Too shy to reveal 
Too feared to tell 
Her years 
Her fear to loose the day tonight 
Once too old to be young then 
Too young now not to show 
Beauty of love now 
Her hair down 
He turns around 
Her hair up -- to show 
The next one 
As far as the heart goes 
She still loves the one gone. 
His hair down 
He turns around 
Love with a bang 
Both hearts light 
Both smiles know 
The beauty is love 
Not the time broken. 
[Meredith Ramsey-Kakapshe is an Ojibway writer 
living in Sault Ste. Marie, Canada]. 
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In the Company of Your Dreams 
by William Scott Eldridge 
Wailing around for that single moment 
When you take your journey to the back of your 
mystical mind 
To open up the secrets once covered 
And close up the holes left open 
You move back and back 
You float down and down 
You seep through and through 
Then the black mist covers all of your sight 
And you are lost in your dream from last night 
You dig deeper into the hidden crystals of the mind 
Through the honey comb layers 
And counting the space between them all 
You discover only what wasn't real 
A flash of light through the air 
And the moment swings 
And you find yourself moving forward 
into time and space 
You notice yourself at the center and as the creator 
And all around the many puppets dance 
For their love has been lost for a very long time 
And you are that which shines in all directions 
In the company of your dreams 
[William Scott Eldridge writes and creates 
music-videos in Toronto, Canada]. 
Image by Rea Nikonova (Germany) 
Sandstone and Sheep Trails 
Rachel Y ellowman 
Sandstone and sheep trails 
Two things most Navajo poets fantasize about 
Teachers, who ~ere brought up in a traditional Navajo way 
Want you to wnte about the experiences you have had 
Concerning these objects 
But what in the hell do I know about these things 
If I was lucky I would maybe see the Rez 
At my grandma's house 
I was raised in a concrete paradise 
No mud, no rocks, no stupid sheep 
So forgive me Laura Tohe 
For not knowing what sandstone tastes like 
And for not understanding 
What sheep are thinking 
Do you think I had an opportunity to herd sheep in a city? 
And you say to me 
~ ell now at this age you should still try and gain that experience 
Im sorry, as much as I would like to 
I don't have time to chase any sheep 
Or stop in the middle of the Rez to taste sandstone 
I mean hooray for the people who know this information 
On herding sheep and knowing the taste of sandstone 
I guess I'll just be one of the outsiders who don't understand. 
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[Rachel Ye//owman is an Navajo writer introduced to Rampike by Kateri Akiwenzie-Damm] 
Uncle 
by Richard Frankland 
Oh Uncle 
I did it 
because 
When I woke up in Gaol 
I looked 
to my future and seen 
Me getting drunk again 
fighting again 
Getting stoned again 
Hating myself again 
Stealing again 
Hurting people again 
And Uncle I didn't like it 
Cause when I woke up 
I looked 
to my future 
And I didn't have one 
That's why Uncle 
That's why 
I tried to die 
{Richard Frankland is an Australian aboriginal writer 
introduced to Rampike by Kateri Akiwenzie-Damm] 
Image by Clemente Padin (Uruguay) 
ABOLISH DEATH PENALTY 
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Standing-In for Fritz Scholder and Yoko Ono 
by Geary Hobson 
When the Wigwam Club closed at two, it took the 
parking lot a half-hour for all the Indian cars and trucks to 
clear out, but the word got around that the party was over at 
Lou Benedict's house. Armed with a six-pack of Coors, and 
with a half-pint of Old Crow hidden in the top of the spiffy 
left cowboy boot of the pair he was sporting, Frank Lawson, 
out on his own this free-flowing Friday night, easily found 
his way to Lou Benedict's place. He'd been there before on 
similar occasions. He went inside as the small house's 
front-room was quickly going wall-to-wall Indian. George 
Strait was crooning on the stereo in the comer, and clusters 
of people crowded the room and soon flowed on out to the 
kitchen area. 
Frank settled into an out-of-the-way comer, near the 
doorway of a small dining area, where he could listen in and 
take part in two different conversations at the same time 
without much effort. On one side, a couple of Navajo guys 
were talking about cars and pick-ups, and on the other three 
Pueblo girls and an Oklahoma Cheyenne girl, all of whom 
Frank knew slightly, were kidding back and forth with much 
increasing laughter punctuated with loud periodic "Ayyys!" 
A few laughs and digs back and forth with Lou Benedict, a 
transplanted Pawnee, and Frank was well into his second 
Coors when he noticed a short slender woman in her mid-to-
late twenties with very long black hair standing across the 
room looking at him intently. Frank had never seen her 
before. Before he knew it, she had walked over to him, a 
slight smile on her face. 
"Are you Fritz Scholder?" she asked. 
Frank laughed, surprised at the reference to the famous 
Indian artist who lived and worked in Santa Fe. He didn't 
think that he and Scholder looked even remotely alike. 
"No. I'm Frank Lawson. What's your name?" 
She ignored his question. 
"You sure look a lot like Fritz Scholder." She looked 
up at Frank with intensity and playfulness. 
"Well, you look like Yoko Ono---but a younger, prettier 
version." Time for gallantry. 
"Yeah? What tribe is she?" 
"You know, the woman who married John Lennon." 
"Who's John Lennon?" 
He looked at her, realized she was still putting him on, 
and then laughed when she did. 
"Oh, I know who Yoko Ono is," she said. 
"Well, I meant it as a compliment." 
"Good, I'll take any compliments that come my way." 
"I'm sure you don't have to fish for compliments." 
"You'd be surprised. Sometimes you guys are so damn 
self-centered, you never 
notice women as people." 
"Hey, lighten up. I noticed you, didn't I?" 
"Yeah, with that Yoko Ono shit" 
"Well, you with that Fritz Scholder shit." 
They laughed, and she moved to his side and curled a 
sinuous brown arm through the crook of his, finally to cruise 
down to a cuddlesomeness that exuded sexuality. Soon his 
arm was around her waist. 
Two couples were beginning to slow-dance to a Crystal 
Gayle song in the crowded living room. 
"So, what's your name?" Frank asked. 
"Jerrie Mimms. What's yours? Oh, yeah, Frank 
something---right?" 
"Yes." 
"So you're not Fritz Scholder?" 
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"Nope. Not even close." 
"Yeah, you're close. You know, with that long brown 
hair hanging long down to your shoulders, you look like 
him." 
"Well, I'm sorry to disappoint you." 
'Tm' not disappointed. You look fine to me. You 
know, I've always wanted to go to bed with Fritz Scholder 
---what do you say, Fritz?" 
And his eyes got lost in her large black ones, looking 
intently up at him. 
"I think that can be arranged---Yoko." 
Early the next morning, she surprised him again by 
inviting him to use her toothbrush. 
"You don't mean for me to use your own personal, 
private toothbrush?" 
"Sure, why not? Considering all the places our mouths 
were last night, what's wrong with sharing a toothbrush?" 
He conceded that she had a point. And since he was 
beginning to think of seconds, or fifths, while looking at her 
completely nude body---slender and supple, with long black 
hair hanging straight down her back to the narrowness of her 
waist, the small, but firm breasts, and the wide Yoko 
Ono-like quality to her beautiful Keresan face---he figured a 
chasing-away of morning breath was called for. 
"Is it true you Lagunas came across the ocean from 
Asia, riding in seashells?" he asked. 
"Yep. We were regular Esther Williamses. Are, I 
should say." ' 
He laughed as he watched her sitting before a mirror, 
running a brush through her hair. He reached over and 
touched one of her near-perfect breasts. 
"I think it's time you went home," she said, and 
glanced quickly at him before continuing her brushing. 
A couple of nights later when Frank called her, to see 
if she'd like to go out and eat, maybe take in a flick, she put 
him off. 
"No, I'm busy." She sounded impatient, and hung up. 
Fine, he thought, as he replaced the phone. I guess 
that's that. Sometimes a one-night-stand is meant to be only 
a one-night-stand. Both irritated and saddened by her putting 
him off, Frank spent several hours working on a term paper 
and occasionally to go outside to shag ricochet grounders 
with his Brooks Robinson infielder's glove as he threw a 
baseball up against the concrete steps. Well, it's not as 
though we had a thing really going. After all, what do I 
really know about her? What do I have a right to expect? 
Still, the sadness was there, but by the time he went to bed 
around midnight, he had finally and safely consigned the 
whole episode to his piggy-bank of good memories. 
At 3:00, a sharp, insistent knocking woke him from a 
sound sleep. When he opened the door, Jerrie burst in, 
grabbed him in a strong bear-hug, and began to kiss him. 
The taste of beer was on her breath. 
"Where's your bedroom, Fritz?" 
"It's over there. And, hey, can't we knock off with the 
Fritz, shit?" 
"Sure, guy. Andjustremember---no Yoko stuff either." 
"It's a deal---Jerrie." 
Luckily, the three hours of sleep he'd had fortified him 
really well. It was close to dawn when they began to drift 
off to sleep. Or so he thought. 
Suddenly, she was on a talking jag. The more she 
talked, the wider awake she became. First, she talked about 
her husband, from whom she'd been separated for about a 
year. Then she got off onto various boyfriends. Frank was 
by now only half-awake and just barely listening. Then he 
was aware that she'd been going on for some time about a 
guy he knew, an Isleta named Albert Abeita, and how Albert 
was the handsomest, slickest, most romantic guy around. She 
said that making love to him was like eating a slice of 
wedding cake. Now wide awake and irritated with her prattle 
about Albert Abeita, who, Lawson had to admit, really was 
a good-looking guy, and one who seemed to always have a 
dozen affairs going ~t the same time and beautiful girls 
hanging onto his pants-cuffs while he walked around like Mr. 
King Shit. Her referring to Albert as an Indian Robert 
Redford didn't make things any better. 
"Well, for hell's sake, if you're so damned hung up on 
Albert Abeita, why are you here?" 
"I can't be with him. He's got a wife, and at least one 
very jealous girl friend. She'd beat my ass. Has beat my 
ass." 
"Why can't you get around all that? It seems to me 
that obstacles like that are just made for you to flatten out." 
"Oh, it's not that easy. I have to content myself with 
a slice of cake only every now and then." 
"Well, if you're gonna cry about the cake you're 
missing, you oughta do something about it. Besides, if 
Albert is wedding cake, what the hell am I?" 
"Oh, don't be jealous. You ought to accept it that 
you'll never be wedding cake." 
"What am I then---ground-up hamburger meat?" 
"No, you're just down-home country cornbread." 
"Cornbread?" 
"Yeah. Isn't that what you said the other night ---that 
cornbread is you Southern Indian folks' version of fry bread 
and ovenbread?" 
"Yep. Combread---selugado---that's our Indian bread." 
"Well, then, Fritz---! mean, Frank---you're not 
bad-looking, you know, but you're just not wedding cake." 
"Lady, I think you oughta consider moving your pretty 
behind outta here and go hunt up your goddamned wedding 
cake." 
"Oh, don't be that way. Anyway, who wants to eat 
wedding cake all the time? It's a real treat every once in a 
while, but cornbread is something you can really sink your 
teeth into, that you can really make a meal out of." 
Suddenly, Frank was no longer irritated with her. Her 
body looked especially wonderful in the early morning 
sunlight spilling through the bedroom window. 
Soon, the pattern emerged. Frank learned that he could 
never initiate anything, never make plans for them, no dates 
of any kind. Instead, it was always the impromptu that 
happened, in which she, Jerrie---morning, noon, or 
night---might commandeer the both of them and rush off to 
a restaurant or a movie or the Wigwam Club, or even just 
straight to bed. He chalked it all up to the strength of the 
matrilineal and matrilocal clan structure by which Pueblos 
operated. His anthro professor would be proud to hear him 
making such intellectual connections. Forceful women, 
assertive ones, ladies who called the shots, and who did 
things when and only when they wanted to---that was 
m~trilineality at work. Frank, coming from a matrilineally 
onented clan people himself, really had little adjustment to 
make. Just stand by and respond when called on. Not bad, 
for the most part, but then he began to think of himself as 
something of a kept man. Back home, at least, men and 
women really shared things more. Jerrie Mimms---full-blood 
Laguna of the Badgar Clan and native of Seama 
Village---didn 't give a damn about sharing in the 
decision-making. You played her game and in her ballpark, 
or you didn't play at all. 
One afternoon, at least a week or so since he'd last 
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heard from her, Frank got a call. He and Bill Tsosie were 
splitting a pizza and watching the Dodgers play the Astros on 
the tube. 
"Hi, Fr;mk. Why don't you come down to Ho Jo's. 
I'm down here with a couple of my girlfriends." 
'Tm kind of busy right now, Jerrie. Bill's here right 
now. How long are you going to be there?" 
"I don't know how long I'll be here. How the hell can 
I know that? Do you want to come, or don't you?" Her 
voice raised. 
"Well, sure, I'd like to, but I promised Bill I'd read and 
edit his term paper, and besides, we're eating supper right 
now. I can come down in an hour, hour-and-a-half, if you're 
still going to be there." 
"I damn-well don't want to put you out, Frank. I was 
just hoping you could come down and meet my very special 
friends. But if that's the way you want to be---." 
"Okay, Jerrie. Give me about fifteen minutes. I'll be 
there." 
Frank turned back to Bill Tsosie as he replaced the 
phone. Bill was grinning. 
"I heard, man. Go ahead, and go. I'll see you 
tomorrow." 
"You sure it's okay, Bill? I'm sorry." 
"No sweat, man. I understand what it's like to be under 
the spell." 
"What spell?" 
"You know, like the white guys say---being 
pussy-whipped." 
"I am not!" Frank said, a little louder than he wanted. 
"I just want to keep it all on an even keel with her. Her boat 
rocks so easy. I just go with the flow, you know?" 
"Sure, man, I know." Bill said, going out the door. 
"Take it easy. And, Frank?" 
Frank looked at him. 
"Remember. whack, whack!" And he gave a soft 
Navajo chuckle as he slapped the back of his hand with the 
other hand. 
Jerrie was sitting with two other Indian women when 
Frank walked into the lounge at Ho Jo's. Jerrie quickly 
embraced him in a particularly intimate way, touching his 
belt buckle area with a fluttering hand, a gesture that clearly · 
declared proprietary rights. He was introduced to Donna and 
Kris, one from Sandia Pueblo and the other from Santa Clara. 
Before he could get it straight about which woman came 
from which pueblo, Jerrie dominated the conversation. Frank 
noticed that she was actually drunk, something he hadn't 
noticed on the phone. 
"Glad you could make it, Frank," Jerrie said. 
"Did I interrupt anything interesting going on between you 
and old Tsosie---anything you can't talk about" And she 
giggled. Donna and Kris looked embarrassed for a moment, 
then laughed politely. 
"No, nothing that can't wait. I see you couldn't wait 
either. You seem to be quite a ways ahead of me. What are 
you drinking?" 
The women were drinking tequila sunrises and Frank 
ordered a new round for them, with a beer for himself. 
"Old Frank here likes to hang out with the boys. I 
believe he like them better than girls," Jerrie said loudly. 
"Is this what you had me come down here for? So you 
could insult me?" 
"No, no, lover. No. I just like to tease you," and she 
placed her hand on his thigh. 
"I think Jerrie just likes to have the party always in a 
higher gear," Donna said. "Any party." 
Frank agreed, and added, "Or, at least, to make sure 
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she's the center of it." 
The women laughed again, and Jerrie dug her 
fingernails into the inside of his thigh as she ended up 
laughing louder than all of them. Frank decided not to make 
a sign at all about the gouging he was getting. Again, too 
loudly, Jerrie said, "Old Frank here is just a poor little 
country boy. He thinks if he hangs out with us Pueblos it'll 
make him a real Indian. Donna, look here, would you, at this 
brown frizzy hair of his---this silly halfbreed has to stand two 
hours in front of a mirror each morning to try to make 
himself look like Fritz Scholder." As she completed this 
tirade, growing louder as she continued, Donna and Kris 
became quieter and embarrassed again. 
"That's about enough, I think," Frank said, standing up. 
He looked over a,t Donna and Kris. "Ladies, it was a 
pl~ure to meet you, and I hope I see you again sometime." 
He turned to Jerrie who seemed a little dazed at his sudden 
movement. "And you, Jerrie, I guess I'll see you around. But 
I won't go out of my way to do it." 
"You leaving? Oh, fuck you, man. Who the fuck 
needs you anyway?" 
"Bye, Jerrie. Don't choke to death on no damn 
wedding cake." 
As he walked away, he felt an unexpected relief, as 
well as some sadness, at this ending of things. And 
surprising to himself, he felt some irritation for letting his 
anger show by lapsing into country-boy double-
negatives---something which he always did whenever he got 
pissed, no matter how calm and quiet he always tried to keep 
his voice. Usually, it was only his longtime friends and 
family who ever knew he was mad about something and then 
only when he reverted back to his first way of talking. 
He drove back to his apartment, greeted his cats, and 
spent a few minutes cleaning up the pizza crusts and scraps 
left from his and Bill's supper. He was thinking that he 
might go out in a few more hours, hit a couple of the bars, 
and try to lay to rest his relationship with Jerrie. What the 
fuck was her problem anyway? he thought for the umpteenth 
time---when the phone rang. 
"Hello." 
"Frank." A soft quiet voice. 
"Jerrie, is that you?" 
"Yes, Frank. I'm sorry. I don't know why I acted the 
way I did." 
"Well, hell, Jerrie. You just can't treat people like 
they're goddamned door-mats." 
"I know. I'm sorry. I don't know what comes over me." 
"People have feelings, you know. I have feelings." 
"I know, I know. Oh, I'm sorry." And then she was 
crying softly. 
"Well, Jerrie, I'm sorry that you're sorry," and he 
laughed at his stupid statement, and he was glad to hear her 
laugh a little herself. 
"Frank, can you come over? Please? I'm home now. 
Please come over." 
"Where are Donna and Kris?" 
"Oh, they went on home from Ho Jo's. I'm all by 
myself. Please come over. I'll make it up to you." 
"I don't know. Maybe we oughta let things go." 
More tears. 
"Please come over. I want you to stay all night with 
me. I'll make everything up to you." 
Months later, Frank to admit to himself that Jerrie did 
indeed make up for everything. It was a night to remember. 
No hostilities, no snide remarks, no goddamned Fritz 
Scholder or Albert Abeita remarks ---nothing but sheer 
gentleness and soft talk and holding one another close, 
interspersed with passionate lust and sweat and saturation. 
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Frank had never seen this side of her. She was playful, 
inventive, imaginative. At one point during the long night, 
she told an incredibly vivid story of a time when she was a 
young girl, thirteen or so, when there was some flooding of 
the Rio Puerco valley farming areas on the reservation, and 
of how her father, grandfather, brothers, she and her sister, 
and several neighbors, had to ride herd by horseback for 
almost two days straight, to keep their cattle and sheep on 
dry ground and safe from the floodwaters and from the 
danger of flash-flooding in the canyons and draws. Frank, 
whose boyhood had also included similar experiences of 
riding long hours horseback in the swamps of the Mississippi 
and Arkansas river delta country, could appreciate the story 
as Jerrie told it. Swamp and desert, he thought many times 
later on, not really all that different at all. 
Their relationship remained in this new dimension for 
about a week, and it was a time when she asked Frank's 
opinion and advice about where he thought they might like 
to go---to a movie, a pow wow, a village dance, 
barhopping---even having him make the decisions. It was a 
wonderful interlude of gentle rain before the rest of the 
hurricane was due to pass over. 
One night, at a party, Jerrie noticed a guy wearing 
braids Plains-style. He was new to Albuquerque and not 
many people at the party seemed to know him. "He looks 
like Dennis Banks," Jerrie said. 
"Seems like I've heard that line before," Frank said. 
"Or at least something like it." 
"What do you know, Mr. Smarty-Pants," she said. "He 
looks just like Dennis." She continued her bold intent staring, 
and for a moment Frank wondered if she needed glasses. 
"You know, I believe it is Dennis Banks." Before Frank 
could reply, she said, "Here, hold my beer," and the next 
moment she was across the room invading the guy's territory. 
Frank felt a moment of dread, as if instinctively 
knowing what was going to happen. He stood and watched 
Jerrie and Mr. Dennis Banks-Look-Alike getting to know one 
another, a particular kind of courtship dance that Frank knew 
the steps for and all the attendant ritualizing. Soon, Jerrie 
had a mixed drink in her hand, her forgotten beer in Frank's 
hand getting warmer and now a thing of the distant past to 
her, and Frank watched the ritual play out to the conclusion 
he knew was going to happen just as surely as thunder 
follows lightning. Even when a couple of people asked him 
a question, he was so transfixed on Jerrie's ritual that he 
didn't hear a single word they said. 
Then Jerrie and "Dennis" walked by him arm in arm and 
headed for the door. Not once had Jerrie even glanced in 
Frank's direction. As they were leaving, Frank 
wanted to yell out in protest, to grab fucking "Dennis" by the 
fucking braids and knock his fucking head off. But for Frank, 
as always in public, he didn't allow any show of 
emotion at all. He was suddenly aware that quite a few 
people at the party knew he and Jerrie had come to the party 
together, were something of an item, and so he affected a 
stone-faced nonchalance. After an hour, when it was clear 
Jerrie wasn't coming back, Frank left the party and went 
home. He had an unopened pint of Jim Beam that he'd 
bought a few days before. By morning, the pint was empty 
and Frank finally fell asleep and stayed that way until well 
up into the afternoon. It was a Saturday, and luckily no 
school. Not that Frank gave a goddamn. 
Afterwards, when her pleas for forgiveness started 
coming to him by phone, Frank relented---at least up to a 
point. Yeah, Jerrie, I'll come over, he worked it out for 
himself. We can get it on, for a couple of hours or so, but 
no more overnighters, no more confidences, no more 
intimacy, no more trust. Just wham-barn, thank-you-ma'am. 
Jerrie seemed satisfied with that arrangement and never even 
appeared to realize that Frank was now behind a new wall of 
non-emotional involvement. It was back once more to Jerrie 
calling the shots, but as long as it was a couple of hours of 
bedroom-service, Frank complied. Gradually, she noticed that 
he was more indifferent to her impromptu plans and generally 
not inclined to go along, particularly if it involved going out 
together. 
"You 're still not holding Myron Two Calves against me, 
are you, lover?" she asked Frank one time. Myron Two 
Calves was the Dennis Banks stand-in's name. Frank was 
mildly surprised that Myron's name had actually earned a 
place in her memory. 
"No," he lied. "Live and let live. You do your thing, I 
do mine. We don't own each other---right?" 
"Right. Well, I just wondered. You seem kind of 
stand-offish." 
"Don't let it bother you." 
One evening, a few days later, Frank was in his 
apartment with Clementine Danny, a Navajo woman he had 
been friends with for about a year. Clementine, a deeply 
Christian woman with an amazing natural beauty which 
seemed to mock such things as lipstick and eyeliner, was 
quiet and undemonstrative. Among several conversation 
topics, she and Frank had had an ongoing dialogue about 
Christian salvation---or "philosophy" as Clementine called 
it---ever since they met. Frank, a notorious non-believer and, 
at times, an outright overly vocal ridiculer of Christianity, 
never showed this part of his personality to Clementine. She 
was, he judged, a genuinely good person who always insisted 
on recognizing · only the most sterling best of everybody she 
met or talked about and he respected her for it. Besides, if 
anything was ever going to happen between them, it would 
have to on terms of such total respect for Clementine and her 
beliefs. So far, Frank had not even held her hand. They were 
drinking iced tea and looking over an assortment of books 
laid out across the small kitchen table---Teilhard du Chardin, 
T.S. Eliot, Kierkegaard, Buber---and even a couple of 
atheistic philosophers that Frank infiltrated into the 
stack---Sartre and Camus---vied for attention. 
Clementine had just asked Frank about "The Waste 
Land" and what he thought of Eliot coming to an embracing 
of Christian belief in the writing of the poem, when there 
was a sudden loud rapping at the front door. As Frank 
opened the door, Jerrie burst into the room. 
"Where the hell have you been? Why haven't you called 
me?" Her voice was raised as she stopped in the middle of 
the room. "And who the fuck is this?" 
"Jerrie, please. Keep your voice down. There's no need 
to yell," Frank said. 
"Who's yelling?" She said, doing just that. "I just want 
to know who the fuck this bitch is you got here?" 
Frank glanced over at Clementine who sat at the table 
looking down at her hands, clearly embarrassed at this other 
Indian woman's lack of respect and dignity. 
"Jerrie, this is Clementine Danny. We're at the 
university together --- " 
"Yeah, you're together, alright," Jerrie said. "I turn my 
back and you're trying to get her off to bed." 
"All right now, Jerrie, goddamnit --- " and Frank saw 
Clementine flinch when she heard his profanity--- "---enough 
is enough. I think you ought to go." 
"Oh, fuck you. I'm going, all right, and don't you ever 
call me again." Jerrie shouted a few more obscenities before 
she left, and as she did, Clementine was picking her books 
out of the stack on the table and getting ready to leave. 
"I'm sorry, Clementine. I'm sorry this had to happen 
while you were here." 
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"I'm sorry, too. She sounds like she's a really disturbed 
person. Who is she?" 
"Jerrie Mimms. Yeah, I guess I didn't get to finish 
introducing you." 
"I've heard of her." Clementine said, looking thoughtful. 
'We had a thing going for awhile. But it's over now. Or 
at least I've been considering it over. I'm sorry you had to be 
subjected to her bad temper." 
"It's all right. But I think she needs some help." 
"Yeah, I think you're right. Well, she's gone now. Let's 
have some more tea and talk about the books you brought." 
"No. But thank you. I have to go." 
They talked a few minutes more about school, of getting 
together again, but Frank could sense that things had changed 
between them. 
He was right. Over the next week, Frank asked 
Clementine to join him in a coke break while they were at a 
school and also to come back over to his place to talk 
philosophy. She refused both invitations, gently but firmly, 
and Frank knew that her respect for him had diminished. 
A day later, in the off-campus bookstore where he 
worked on weekends, he met a Comanche woman from 
Oklahoma named Jeannette Morales. She was tall, a 
mixed-blood, with long black hair and she wore glasses. 
Frank was attracted to her extraordinary sense of personal 
balance and dignity, while at the same time he admired her 
frequent display of a fine sense of humor. She was a 
guidance counselor in a nearby B.I.A. school. 
For two weeks, Frank and Jeannette were together every 
other day or so. Their relationship, while deep and nurturing 
to one another, lacked the frenetic pace that characterized the 
hours he would spend with Jerrie. Jeannette, however, made 
no demands on him. She would suggest, and usually 
indirectly, that he might do this or that---stay overnight at her 
place or go out to eat---but she would never force an issue. 
And Jerrie, too, was still in the picture. A couple of nights 
when Frank was home alone, Jerrie, rather uncharacteriscally, 
would show up at two in the morning to spend the rest of the 
night. While Frank didn't mention this to Jeannette, he 
nevertheless had 
the impression she knew about it. But she never said 
anything. 
Then, one afternoon, while Frank and Jeannette were 
driving down Lomas Boulevard, heading back to her place, 
Jerrie rushed up next to them in her car, yelling 
at them. It was early spring and the day was pleasantly cool. 
Frank had the car windows down so that they could enjoy the 
breeze. 
"Who's the bitch? Is that the one you're fucking now?" 
Frank tried to pretend he didn't know her. He didn't 
look over as Jerrie kept pace in her car with his car, shouting 
at him. He was about the roll up his window when he 
glanced over and saw Jeannette smiling. 
"Insistent, isn't she?" she said. "Hell hath no fury---or so 
they say." 
"I don't know what's with that woman," Frank started, 
but was stopped by Jeannette's laugh. 
her." 
"So that's Jerrie? I was wondering when I'd get to meet 
"You know Jerrie?" he asked. 
"No, Frank. But you know her, don't you?" 
"Well, yes, I guess I do. How do you know her name?" 
Jeannette laughed again. She was enjoying his 
discomfort. It seemed, too, that the more Jerrie yelled, the 
more Jeannette laughed. Finally, Jerrie got tired of the 
harangue and she sped on by them, running a red light and 
passing cars right and left. 
"Oh, yes. Geraldine Seama Mimms---the Laguna prima 
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donna. Everybody knows Jerrie. Frank, I'm kind of 
surprised that you don't seem to know much about the 
BJ.A. Employees' Moccasin Telegraph. I guess, though, at 
the University, you don't catch much of the gossip, do you?" 
"No, I guess not." 
"Jerrie's quite the topic of conversation these days. Has 
been for a while. Some say she needs to go back to her 
husband, but I doubt that's a real answer. At least 
she should try to get her act together." 
"What do you know about her?" 
"Well, I know that you two have been involved with one 
another, for a while, off and on." 
''No worry about that. It's off now." 
"You don't have to lie, Frank. I know you still see her. 
That's okay with me. At least for now. I'll just say this and 
then I'll be quiet on the subject. If you want to, or have to, 
you can keep sleeping with Jerrie, but just don't say a word 
about her to me. Don't bring any part of her in my 
house---any talk of her, or anything belonging to her, even 
her smell. Keep all that away from me." 
"But it's all over between Jerrie and me." 
"Think so, if you have to. But remember what I've said. 
Later on, if our relationship keeps growing and getting better, 
I might see things differently, but for right 
now, please do as I'm asking." 
"Of course I will. You know I like being with you." 
"And I like being with you. Just remember: when you 
come to me, I don't want any part of Jerrie around us. 
Remember, too, that as we grow closer---and I hope we 
do---when you come back to me from seeing Jerrie, and I 
know of it, I may take you back, but then, I might not. You 
have a lot of say-so about this, but so do I." 
"I understand where you're coming from." 
"I don't even want to be around Jerrie. She's out of 
balance, and people like that can't help trying to destroy 
everything around them. They might not intend to, but 
they do." 
"Yes, she certainly is that," Frank said. 
"But, if I have to be in her presence, I'm fairly sure that 
I can deal with Jerrie in meaningful woman-to-woman way." 
"I'm sure you can." 
After that, his and Jeannette's relationship deepened. 
Frank spent much more time in Jeannette's apartment and at 
other places together. He even stopped seeing Jerrie. He 
refused her late-night invitations, didn't return her calls, and 
several weeks went by without him even seeing her. He and 
Jeannette discovered they both enjoyed outdoor 
concerts---live music of any type: rock, bluegrass, blues, 
country, mariachi---and as the days grew warmer they 
attended more of such outdoor activities. 
At a mariachi concert in Old Town, Frank and Jeannette 
ran into Jerrie, who was with a tall, well-dressed Indian man 
in a suit. Frank was immediately on his guard, but Jerrie was 
friendly. She was attractively dressed in a dazzling white 
manta-like blouse, brown jeans, and high moccasins. She 
didn't introduce the man to them, and except for making a 
reference to him as Calvin, she kept him pushed to the 
background. ·Frank and Jeannette weren't eager to talk, but 
Jerrie seemed to attach herself to them as they stood on the 
outer edge of the crowd taking in the band on the stage. 
"Are you guys enjoying yourselves?" Jerrie asked, still 
hanging close by even as Frank and Jeannette began to edge 
their way away from her. 
"Sure." Frank said. 
"I mean, are you really enjoying yourselves?" Jerrie's 
voice was beginning to rise. "Does she really do it all for 
you, Frank? Can she take your cock while begging for three 
more?" 
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"Goddammit, Jerrie," he whispered. "Keep it down." 
"Hah! Little she knows. Sedate-looking Okie bitch. I 
bet she doesn't even know how to get it on!" 
Calvin, too, was now asking Jerrie to cool it. She turned 
to him, glowering. 
"Fuck off. You back me up, or you go fuck off. I got a 
score to settle with this bitch." 
Jeannette spoke for the first time. Her voice was quiet, 
but clear. 
"Jerrie, you're making a spectacle out of yourself. If you 
don't shut up and get out of here, I'm going to punch your 
lights out." 
"Hah! You silly, simpering bitch ---" 
Quickly, almost effortlessly, Jeannette back-handed 
Jerrie, and as surprise registered on Jerrie's face, blood began 
to pour out of her nose. Before she could respond, a 
half-dozen bright red blood spots dotted her white blouse. 
She began to yell, "Ahhgguh." Calvin gave her his 
handkerchief, but it did little to stop the flow. He began to 
lead Jerrie away, but then she stopped. 
"Goddamn you. Goddamn you both," she wailed. "And 
you," she glanced at Frank. "Fuck you. You bastard, you. 
You don't look anything like Fritz Scholder!" 
Calvin turned her away and led her away from the crowd. 
"Well, now, what happened to your woman-to-woman 
approach?" Frank said, watching Jeannette run a comb 
through her hair. 
"You saw it. I didn't say that the approach is always 
the same. There's the soft-line way, and then there's the 
hard-line way." 
"You're a tough lady." J 
"We Comanches have to be." 
Image by Cesar Figueiredo (Portugal) 
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A RANDOM MOMENT IN ORDER by Bill Cowen 
There is a static region between chaos and order. I am momentarily reminded of it as I look out this window onto a 
world of order, all perpendiculars and signs prescribing law. That order iYcm illusion. The condition of my apartment 
is testament to that fact. 
I have long attempted to live by the axiom "a place for everything, and everything in its place." However, I 
seem to acquire things more quickly than I can find a place for them. There is evidence of this all around me. Books 
stacked over in the comer awaiting a shelf and ideas in my head waiting for a chance to be realized. 
Scattered randomly about this room, small pockets of order can be generalized, such as the socks on the couch 
waiting for matching partners that hang by the radiator drying. The results of my girlfriends foray into soap making 
lay just on the other side of this table, where they were left to dry six weeks ago. The rest of the table is covered by 
material for sewing, cloth and patterns for pants and curtains. The sewing machine is just beside me with pins and 
thread almost organized to make them easy to find. One floor below, my office shows signs of the same kind of semi-
disorganization. That filing marathon I began a month ago eliminated the less efficient "piling" system for most of my 
important papers, but you'd never believe that just by looking at my desk, and all the boxes that lay cluttered in the 
comer. 
Yet, it was in that office where the order first appeared around here. Before then, it had been much more like 
chaos. But now, the transformation has begun. Places are being discovered for things and they are beginning to find 
their ways to them. Sometimes there is a whiff of synchronicity in the air, as if my fate in this place is aligned with 
other fates around me. Perhaps we are all just finding our positions as the order gathers us together. 
Outside I watch the cars and trucks go by in an endless procession towards the bridge, just a few blocks away. 
It stretches all across · the river and connects Canada to America. All night the trucks role by, back and forth, in a 
constant roar of RPMs and gear grinds, the sound of order. 
Inside the chaos fights back, demands to be taken notice of, defies my languid attempts to make it disappear. 
There are cycles to this game. Order comes occasionally, straightens the pictures on the wall, does the dishes and cleans 
a room here or there. Then it leaves again and chaos begins to rearrange things, forgetting to put things back where 
they belong and hoarding new things, whether they are useful or not. 
Lately, these cycles have been slowing. More and more, there are glimpses of clarity through the veil. The 
transformations become recognizable and a single resonating frequency can be heard above the random hiss of noise. 
Outside, I can just see the roof of the tollbooth and customs buildings, checking IDs as people stream across 
the border, creating the sense that order is the priority that must be maintained. 
That border is an illusion. 
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Cartogaphy by Carol Stetser (USA): "Coastal Profile Of' (from the exquisitely crafted Geographia Poetica, 




by Burke Paterson 
Burke Paterson is a visual artist investigating the history and form of the toaster. Often augmenting toasters with 
racing stripes and other accoutrements typically found on racing autombiles or muscle cars, Paterson celebrates 
the form of the toaster in his installation works. Recent shows include the HERE Gallery in New York (U.SA.), 
and The Art Gallery of Mississauga (Canada). For further information on Paterson's art contact Stuart Reid, 
Curator: Art Gallery of Missisauga -- (905) 896-5076 or email: stuart.reid@city.missisauaga.on.ca 
Burke Paterson also publishes B Madd, a fanzine. An artist's statement follows: 
"Although toasters are wonderfully designed, especially in their streamlined, chrome forms, the 
appearance of the toasting experience diverges from that of actual toasters. In order to make visible 
the private experience of toasting, the objects and forms of toasting must be spread out upon an 
aesthetic plane. Just as we determine what people might be if reassigned to the animal kingdom, I 
translate the seductive vitality of toaster forms into the beauty of muscle car colours. I bring out the 
toaster's spring in order to more clearly represent the importance of the toaster's pop-up mechanism; a 
slice of toast's normally hidden transformation from light to dark is now simultaneously presented, and 
toast's ephemeral and spiritual dimension resurfaces in the medium of pure light. Moving from 
everyday (though precious) personal interactions with toast to toasting understood in a world of form, 
toasting now passes from a language of food into a language of feeling and vision." 
"In mundane life, no toasting .is necessary. Bread flows into bread. The poetic life builds on mere survival by 
transforming bread into toast. Toasting enacts the following: 1. It redecorates the bread surface, introducing 
chiaroscuro. 2. It promotes a carmelization process by which sugars in the bread are burned (this heightens 
the flavour and adds crunch). 3. Stale bread is refreshed during the toasting process. These transformations 
may seem inconsequential, but such frivolity is both nothing and everything. Slight changes in the look, taste 
and texture of bread, adjusted to suit your private desire, signal nothing short of meaning in life." 
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Excerpt from BREAD AND STONE 
by Allan Weiss 
Allan Weiss's novel in progress, Bread and Stone focuses on William McLean , afarmboy from Alberta and a veteran 
of the First World War. Partly encouraged by a fellow soldier named Daniel Eckersley, a labour activist, William 
comes to Winnipeg during the tense period leading up to the Winnipeg General Strike. This excerpt from the novel 
depicts the initial phase of one of the growing confrontations in the novel. 
They were nearly a thousand strong, William guessed, 
almost, all of them in their twenties or thirties, dressed 
in dark suits, gray summer suits, uniforms, and every 
kind and shade of cap or hat. They wore their returned 
soldiers' buttons; some had medals pinned to their 
breast pockets. Even at this hour the air was hot, but a 
heavy haze blurred the sun. William took off his cap, 
wiped his forehead with his sleeve, and squeezed 
through the crowd searching for his chums. He saw 
Eckersley standing in the heart of the crowd, arms 
crossed. 
Before he could reach Eckersley' s spot, though, 
the meeting was called to order. Jack Moore and Roger 
Bray spoke to them, like officers in the field reviewing 
their company's objectives. Bray explained that the 
politicians were debating whether to pass a law making 
collective bargaining compulsory. If they did, the strike 
might be resolved inunediately. But Bray said they were 
having trouble coming up with a proper definition of 
"collective bargaining." 
"Where's the mystery, Roger?" someone in the 
crowd asked. 
"I don't know. They're politicians, eh?" 
William laughed with the others. It was ridiculous --
even he knew what it meant, and he wasn't truly a 
labour man. 
"Sounds like they're stalling." 
"Yeah, even they can't be that stupid." 
From the way Bray spoke -- his intonations, 
the force of his voice -- William could well believe that 
he'd been a lay preacher. Eckersley said he'd spent six 
years travelling around England preaching to labour 
congregations. 
"We're going to try to get Premier Norris to 
pass that law," Moore said. "And we're going to get 
him to push the city on their bloody stupid ultimatums!" 
The men applauded; William joined in, but it 
all seemed like a dream. Still, it was worth a try, and 
how could Norris not listen to them? 
Both Bray and Moore told them the same 
things: be calm, be peaceful, show the politicians and 
the people of Winnipeg what the returned men were 
made of. William had spent so much time learning to 
march, hating every minute of it, never figuring it was 
Worth the effort -- now, he was going to use that 
training, not just to get to a fight but in it. He smiled. 
No guns, no shells -- their weapons were boots and 
buttons. All the men had to do was show themselves. 
"All right, boys," Bray said, "form fours!" He 
and Moore climbed down from the platform while 
marshals -- ex-sergeants and lieutenants, maneuvered the 
men into columns of four abreast. 
It didn't take him long to make his way to 
Eckersley, and then find Porter, Holman, Quinn, and 
other men he'd met the night before. They formed a 
company near the front of the battalion. 
"Elite company, eh?" Porter asked. 
"Of course," William answered. 
About a dozen policemen stood at the south 
end of Market Square, waiting to escort them. The 
badges on the front of their bobby helmets glittered as 
they chatted with each other or with the marshals. 
Bray and Moore wound through the column to 
take up positions at its front. 
"Keep it orderly," he barked. 
"Over the top now, eh, boys?" someone 
shouted, and they laughed. 
"A few more Huns to take care of." 
"Kaisers, you mean." 
At Moores's command they marched, along 
William Street (his very own) past the towering Union 
Bank building to Main; they turned right, and Main 
Street resounded with the clomp clomp of boots and 
shoes. The old songs -- either whistled or sung -- rose 
from scattered groups in the column. 
Mademoiselle from Armentieres, parley-voo; 
Mademoiselle from Armentieres, parley-voo; 
Mademoiselle from Armentieres, 
She hasn't been kissed for forty years, 
Hinky-dinky parley-voo. 
The men kept in step as best they could, given the 
obstacles of streetcar tracks and safety islands, as they 
moved down the middle of Main. They passed 
Ashdown's Hardware, with the "A" on its sign enclosed 
in a diamond -- Eckersley loved to make fun of that 
design, because Ashdown was one of the richest men in 
the city and the diamond was a perfect symbol for him. 
"Sing it out, boys!" Eckersley shouted beside 
him. 
The Colonel got the Croix de Guerre, parley-voo; 
The Colonel got the Croix de Guerre, parley-voo; 
The Colonel got the Croix de Guerre, 
The son-of-a-gun was never there! 
Hinky dinky parley-voo. 
Holman marched on the other side, swinging his lone 
arm in proper time to his feet, his homburg pushed back 
on his head. Porter was beyond him, in a gray cap and 
blue suit. Quinn, wiser than many, had worn a straw hat, 
although now it seemed that clouds were building, and 
there was the smell of a coming thunderstorm in the air. 
Beyond Bannatyne they marched between the 
high bank buildings on both sides: the Royal, Banque 
d 'Hochelaga, Bank of Hamilton. People out doing 
whatever shopping they could, or out for strolls, watched 
them from the sidewalks, and some applauded. Under a 
drug store awning, a little girl in a brilliant white 
pinafore clung to her mother's arm with both hands, 
eyes wide as she stared at them. The stone and brick 
buildings hung over the men; most of the tall, narrow 
windows were blank, but some squeaked open, and men 
and women poked their heads out to watch. 
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Mademoiselle from Annentieres, parley-voo; 
Mademoiselle from Annentieres, parley-voo; 
She got the palm and the croixe guerre, 
For washing soldiers' underwear, 
Hinley dinky parley-voo. 
They'd have to be careful with the song now; it was 
getting to the parts you couldn't sing in front of women 
and children. But William sang out the parts he dared to 
sing, as loud as he could. Let them all hear it! 
Mademoiselle from Annentieres, parley-voo; 
Mademoiselle from Annentieres, parley-voo; 
Where are the girls who used to swarm 
About me in my uniform? 
Hinley dinky parley-voo. 
A huge crowd gathered on the sidewalks as 
they neared Portage, and some of the spectators even 
joined in the song. Only now did William remember 
making this march before, maybe not exactly in the 
same direction, when the 137th passed through the city 
on the way to Halifax. It was strange -- he might well 
have passed these same buildings three years before, but 
he couldn't connect the two Winnipegs. Yet the size of 
the stores and the crowds were familiar, the way the 
place sounded and felt as he marched down the middle 
of the street: those massive brick and stone buildings, 
more people in one place than he'd ever seen before. 
But the excitement now was different. He wasn't shy to 
be seen now; he wanted them to see him, he wanted 
hundreds, thousands of faces turned his way. 
No one from the crowd joined them in the 
march, no kids ran out to play soldier with them this 
time. But many -- even those who had to walk their 
bicycles -- tracked them from the sidewalk, keeping 
pace as the men maintained their steady gait and held 
their heads erect. He now thanked his sergeants for 
teaching him how to march. 
Mademoiselle from Annentieres, parley-voo; 
Mademoiselle from Armentieres, parley-voo; 
You might forget the gas and shell, 
But you '11 never forget the Mademoiselle! 
Hinley dinky parley-voo. 
They turned west on Portage, past the Post 
Office and the domed Bank of Nova Scotia building, 
past Eaton's store, which was operating thanks to scabs. 
As they marched past the Builders' Exchange building at 
the comer of Hargrave, Eckersley made an obscene 
gesture, and William poked him with an elbow. 
"Remember where you are!" he said. 
"Yeah, sorry. Sorry, ladies!" 
They turned down Kennedy, marched across 
Broadway with its vast treed boulevard. As they neared 
the legislature, they passed a half-built white structure, 
the biggest and most elegant building William had ever 
seen in Canada. He couldn't take his eyes off it; its rows 
of windows were like giant eyeless sockets. A central 
tower rose from the midst of all that white. "That's your 
profiteering there. Do you know what it cost to build 
that, while we wore shoddy? Do you know how much 
money they found to put into that palace, while they 
gave us fucking Ross rifles?" 
"I was over when all that was going on," 
Quinn said. "It was a goddamn crime. Premier Roblin 
had to resign over it." 
"Kickbacks, bribes, the whole nine yards," 
Eckersley said "What a beautiful place they're building, 
with workers' money and soldiers' blood to make the 
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rich richer. Sons of goddamn bitches. Come on!" 
From Kennedy they marched up the curving 
drive in front of the legislature, past the statue of Queen 
Victoria who sat grandly on her marble throne. Nothing 
would stop them; they'd walk right in and confront 
Norris right where he worked. He couldn't refuse to see 
them or listen to them -- they simply wouldn't let him 
get away. People stopped and watched them as they 
climbed the steps of the looming building, the men in 
front pressing forward through the high arching doors 
and up the dozen or so steps into the dim entrance hall 
beyond. All whipped off their hats as soon as they could 
get their arms free to do it. They passed through the 
archway to the bright lobby, and headed down the 
corridor to their left with its rows of portraits: old 
Speakers or Premiers, he couldn't tell. They kept going 
past the security guards, past the secretaries and the 
officials who had to step aside to let them through. 
Moore and Bray led them right to the doors of 
the Assembly itself; when the doors swung open, most 
of the men poured through right onto the floor of the 
chamber itself. 
"Come on, this way!" Porter said. 
William and his friends backtracked to the 
north end of the corridor. They mounted the stairs to 
the second storey, and rushed down the corridor to the 
gallery where they could watch from a good vantage 
point. 
The Chamber was packed with soldiers filling 
every available space, s<?me even daring to sit behind, 
and even on, the Members' desks that stood in two rows 
along either side of the room. The Chamber's wood 
panels and fixtures shone with thick varnish, and 
frescoes of farming scenes and factories decorated the 
walls and ceiling. A thick red carpet lay, barely visible, 
beneath the feet of the men below. William rested his 
forearms against the Gallery's moulded railing, bracing 
his knee on one of the iron brackets as others jammed 
against him from behind 
Since the Assembly was in recess for the 
summer, only Norris and a few of his officials were 
there to receive the men. William leaned over the railing 
and watched Moore go right up to Norris and start 
speaking without more than a quick introduction. "Mr. 
Norris, I think you know who I am." Moore was on the 
Alien Investigation Board -- of course the politicians 
knew who he was. "We're the pro-strike veterans, and 
we've come here to tell you what we want from you." 
Norris stood at his desk, thumbs in his vest, and tried to 
maintain a calm demeanour as Moore spoke. 
"The returned men feel it's in your power to enact 
legislation making collective bargaining compulsory. We 
think that would go a long way to satisfying us about 
the guestion of recognition and the strike, sir." 
"Well," Norris replied, 'Tm not sure it is in 
our power to do that, Mr. Moore. But what I can assure 
you and your men is that I'm doing everything I can to 
bring about harmony in this city. "The city council is 
meeting right now· with members of my cabinet about 
this whole issue, and we can only wait to see what they 
conclude -- " 
Men standing behind Moore said, "We '11 be 
back tomorrow for an answer!" "We'll come back at 
the same time tomorrow!" 
"I can't promise I can give you a definite 
answer by then," Norris said. "But I appreciate you 
coming to this chamber and letting us all know your 
views, and showing us how important this whole matter 
is to you -- " 
"Give us an answer!" 
Eckersley elbowed his way to William's side, 
stretched himself out so far William feared he might fall 
out of the gallery, and shouted down, "Are you in 
favour of capital or labour? What's it going to be?" 
Some of the men in the chamber cheered his 
question; a few told him to shut up. Moore looked up to 
the gallery and f}ashed Eckersley an angry look, but he 
was having none of it. 
"Come on, which side are you on, Norris?" 
Norris glanced up at the gallery, too, but 
wouldn't answer. Shouts came from the men all around, 
some wanting Eckersley to keep his mouth shut, others 
wanting Norris to declare himself one way or another. 
William wanted to see him give a straight answer. Was 
he the Premier for the people, or the capitalists? Moore 
and Bray waved their hands up and down, trying to 
silence the crowd. 
"Hey, Norris., you going to call us Bolsheviks?" 
"Am I an alien? You going to call me an 
alien?" 
"No, I won't, sir." 
"Come on, boys," Moore said, "keep it down." 
He turned back to Norris. "I have to tell you, we're all 
very disturbed by all this talk of Bolsheviks and soviets. 
No one is trying to set up a soviet in Winnipeg, Mr. 
Norris, no matter what Mr. Dafoe or the Citizens' 
Committee of 1,000 says." 
"Yeah!" 
"That's telling him, Jack!" 
"And we very much resent seeing the strike 
leaders portrayed in the papers as nothing but a bunch of 
Scottish and English anarchists. We're Canadians, sir. 
And we're not against the government. We fought for 
the government in Europe and we'd do it again here. 
We aren't revolutionaries; in fact, I can tell you right 
now that if anyone challenges the constituted authority 
of this province every man in this room would cone to 
the front." The men cheered that. Norris looked a bit 
more relaxed, but said nothing. 
Bray stepped forward. "We aren't happy with your 
attitude, Mr. Norris. We want immediate action, sir. In 
my opinion, this strike would have been over in three 
days if the government had acted the way it should 
have. It's bloody childish to argue about collective 
bargaining, sir. If anyone wants to know what it's all 
about, what it means, you only have to ask any trade 
unionist -- and there are plenty of them in this room 
right now!" More cheers. Someone yelled, 
"We're working men, too; don't forget that!" 
"And we're not happy with Gideon Robertson's 
behaviour, either. His tactics are disgraceful, sir, 
cowardly. He's hiding behind the fact that he's out of 
reach of the people who elected him and protected by 
his seat in the senate!" 
"Yes!" came from all around. William joined 
the chorus; from what he'd seen in the papers, the 
Labour Minister was a coward 
William Bathie spoke next -- he'd been on the 
Strike Committee, as one of the G.W.V.A.'s 
representatives, and understood the strike better than 
most. "Mr. Norris, I want to talk to you about the 
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police. It was a big mistake trying to force them to cut 
their ties to the Trades and Labour Council. You have 
the power to stop all these moves against them, sir. If 
this keeps up, it'll just provoke a walkout. You can't all 
keep threatening your workers like that. City, province, 
federal government -- you just can't keep doing that." 
"That'll just lead to the military being sent in," a 
soldier behind Bathie said. "That's all. That'll bring in 
the troops." "None of us wants that," someone said from 
the gallery opposite William's position -- not in a raised 
voice, but everyone could hear, and the men shouted 
their agreement. "We think you 're being pushed by the 
Committee of 1,000 to get the police off the streets so 
they can replace them with the army. Please tell us the 
streets aren't going to be given over to the army, sir!" 
"That's not what I want either," Norris said to 
the gallery. "Look, boys, us far as the ultimatums go, 
it's a city matter, but I'll make recommendations about 
that to the city council immediately, and I'll make them 
as strong as I can." 
It took a second for William -- and, judging by 
the abrupt silence, the other men, too -- to grasp what 
Norris had just said. Suddenly it became clear: Norris 
agreed with them, and would try to do something about 
it! The men applauded, stomped on the floor and 
banged their fists against the gallery railing. William 
cheered as loudly as the rest of them, and waved his 
cap. Norris had listened! 
Moore said, "Then I move a vote of thanks to 
the Premier!" 
"Second!" "All in favour?" 
"Ayy!" It was unanimous, and the chamber 
rocked with the cheers that followed. William stomped 
his feet with the rest, hooted as he slapped the railing 
with his cap .... 
[Alan Weiss is a Toronto writer who teaches at York UJ. 
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MINI-REVIEWS (poetry, fiction, eds, periodicals) 
by Karl E. Jlrgens 
Mouth Puces (CD) is a superb compilation of acoustic oral 
soundworks by Paul Dutton. Dutton's meticulous renderings of 
these works are cleanly recorded and offer an engaging cross-
section of his repertoire. Dutton's live soundworks are 
frequently presented either solo or in the company of other 
artists and groups including individuals such as Holland's Jaap 
Blonk, or groups such as Toronto's superlative free improv band 
CCMC, or, the legendary The Four Horsemen poetry 
performance group (1970-88). Dutton works partly in the 
tradition of early Dadaists or more recently established pioneers 
such as Bob Cobbing, and partly in the traditions of Jazz, Blues 
or Doo Wop, but, he goes beyond all of these precedents to 
develop his own performative style. This CD, sub-titled "Solo 
Soundsinging" traverses the conventional borders of music and 
~try to arrive at a new auditory frontier. Dutton 's piece 
Hiding" approximately 6 minutes long and printed in colour on 
the CD itself, is a true masterwork. If you get the opportunity, 
be sure to see Dutton perform this or his other works live. In 
the meantime, this CD offers a true artistry through jazz change-
ups, phonetic and resonant phonemics, tongue-pops, mouth 
percussions, forced-air effects, overtone and pitch modulations, 
all the more remarkable when you realize that this is all done by 
human voice only, and without electronic processing of any 
kind! Paul Dutton soars to sublime heights in this extraordinary 
soundworks collection. c/o Distribution Ambiances Magnetiques 
4580 de Lorimer, Montreal, Quebec, Canada H2H 2B5 -- tel. 
514·526'6849 -- fax 514·526·4487 info@actuellecd.com 
www.actuellecd.com 
Texus de la soif (French/book & CD) is a series of dramatic 
monologues by Christine Germain, a resident of Montreal. 
Germain has conducted several collaboration with Urbi,Orbi 
theatre and was the author in residence at Theatre d'Aujourd'hui 
along with dramaturge Yvan Bienvenue. Since 1998, with 
Michel Garneau, she has co-produced the program "Les 
decrocheurs ... d'etoiles," for the cultural channel of CBC Radio-
Canada. Accompanying these scripts is a CD produced by 
Germain, with live performances of the monologues by 
accomplished performers Denis Frenette, Diane Labrosse, Pierre 
Leger, Sylvain Brunet, Alexandre Leclerc with musical 
accompaniment on piano by Michel Garneau and some smooth 
blues guitar riffs by Reiner Weins. This artful production is 
Germaine's sixth book-work and will richly reward both reader 
and listener with its language play, wit, and ironic observations 
of contemporary life. c/o Planete Rebelle C.P. 983, Succ. C 
Montreal, Quebec H2L 4V2 www.PlanetRebelle.qc.ca -
courrier@planetrebelle.qc.c 
Geometry of the Odd: Stan Rogal's poetry casts thoughts 
skyward and follows them to see where they will fly. At his 
best with poetry of this sort, Rogal 's conjugations of slippery 
realities and universal profundities mix phenomena with 
epiphenomena, pop culture and classics. Here, suicide, bowling 
and the benefits of booze are juxtaposed with the first elemental 
flight of Icarus, the 2nd Law of Thermodynamics and the 
breakdown of language between Hamlet and Ophelia. Rogal 's 
idiom is that of the street, but he writes for all time. Resonances 
of T.S. Eliot, Jack Spicer and Lawrence Ferlinghetti colour this 
poker-faced alchemy. Self-reflexive, ironic, and disarmingly 
candid, Rogal' s subtle philosophical perspective rides thought 
currents and pauses long enough to explore the eddies that spin 
on the crest of chaos. Wolsak & Wynn, P.O.Box 316, Don 
Mills, Ontario, Canada, M3C 2S7 ISBN: 0-919897-63-0. 
120 Days in the FBI: My Untold Story by Jane Eyre, Mel 
Freilicher's latest chapbook, is an instalment to a longer book-
length work in progress. Freilicher creates composite 
biographies based on books written on real or fictional people. 
Facts and fantasy inter-twine lives of cult figures such as 
Dorothy Dandridge, Bettie Page and Joey Stefano (the gay porn 
star who died of an overdose). Compelling, tragic and often 
surreal, Freilicher's carefully researched biographical-fictions 
break the conventions of genre, but always surprise and astonish 
the reader with their leaps from the actual to the imagined. This 
chap-book and others are available ($4.00 US each) from 
Standing Stones Press 7 Circle Pines, Morris, MN 56267 USA 
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Skins: Contemporary Indigenous Writing (anthology) compiled 
and edited by Kateri Akiwenzie-Damm & Josie Douglas, 
features First Nations writing from North America, Australia 
and New 7.ealand. This is an eclectic and non-representative 
mixture that serves well as a partial survey of the range of types 
of contemporary aboriginal writing. Included is Sherman 
Alexie's satiric dystopian narrative poem on how Indians 
provided the cure to cancer; Alootook Ipellie's story of a 
struggle between Innu shamans over a matter of adultery; 
Kimberly Blaeser's story about feuding brothers which ends 
with their re-union while facing a fire and a rogue a skunk at a 
fancy dog contest; and Louise Erdrich's story "Gramp Kaspaw's 
Ghost" (from Love Medicine), which like much of her other 
writing, addresses the links between spirit, earth and the self. Of 
interest to North American audiences will be the short fictions 
by Australian and Aotearoa (New 7.ealand) writers such as 
Richard Frankland, Melissa Lucashenko, Bruce Pascoe, Witi 
Ihimaera and Briar Grace-Smith among many others. Skins 
mixes traditional tales such as Joseph Bruchac's "The Hungry 
One" with more contemporary stories including Thomas King's 
"Border" which considers the clash between native traditions 
and Eurocentric oppression. Co-published by Jukurrpa Books, 
P.O. Box 2531, Alice Springs, NT, 0871, Australia, and, 
Kegedonce Press, Cape Croker Reserve R.R. Wiarton, Ontario 
NOH 2TO and -- ISBN 0-96797120-6-5. 
The Long Dance, David Groulx's collection of poetry, 
examines not only the struggle to retain the traditions of First 
Nations ways of life, but also the more intimate encounters of 
individuals in the "trailer parks of the empire." Coming from a 
French,Ojibwa background, Groulx has been published 
extensively throughout Canad~ the USA and the U.K. He won 
the Munro Poetry Prize in 1997, the Simon J. Lucas Jr. 
Memorial Award in 1999, and in 1996 and 1997 was a finalist 
in the Shaunt Basmajian Anthology competition. Groulx is 
acutely aware of his socio-cultural situation and does not limit 
his vision. This compilation includes references to Leonard 
Cohen, Oka, Herodotus, solvent sniffing, H-bombs, and 
Disneyland. Groulx 's style is uncompromising, his vision clear, 
and his conunand of language both rambunctious and 
passionate. Groulx 's words are indeed wdaub awae "speaking 
true." c/o Kegedonce Press, Cape Croker Reserve, R.R. #5 
Wiarton, Ontario, Canada NOH 2TO ISBN: 0-96797120-5-7 
danunwrite@bmts.com 
Spiral Agitator, Steve Venright's elegantly crafted book of 
poems and prose poems were written using a series of Pilot H-
Tecpoint V5 Extra Fine markers with an anti-gravity feature that 
permitted the author to write while supine. Venright, creates 
while working with an electro-cranial stimulator and a 
phenomenological perspective filtered through a pair of clip-on 
Modo sunglasses. Here you will find the deregulation of nature, 
manifestos of indiscriminate new glory, and Aztec mermaids in 
cowboy hats riding turquoise emus. Well known among 
deleriomantics for his 'pataphysical and surrealist activities, 
Venright's adroit adages always astonish and amaze, as he 
offers his tour of the nerve cathedral, home to Tmpor Vigil 
Industries. And remember, once you pass beyond the turbulated 
curtain of Vigilant Torpor, you enter the Spiral Agitator! This is 
one of the many excellent publications among the recent Coach 
House Books releases. ISBN: 1-55245-066-X (for more info see: 
http://www.chbooks.com). 
Mailer Leaves Ham, John M. Bennett's latest collection of 
graphic imagery and text, will not disappoint his fans. This is a 
careful selection of works, many of which have been published 
in periodicals across North America and Europe. Bennett's 
vision offers intimate, impressionistic views of spilled milk, 
nacreous points, bread skies, and heaving dribbly floors. His 
heated speech patterns are lubricated with barks and coughing, 
driven by bald slang and the breathing in of wet woolen sock 
flavours. This iconoclastic sepsis-as-text is a gloating beverage 
for the muddy throat. Don't delay! Ride the moan! Order Mailer 
Leaves Ham today! c/o Pantograph Press, P.O. Box 9643, 
Berkeley, CA, 947()() -- ISBN: 1-880766-18-3 or, c/o Small 
Press Distribution, 1371-7th St Berkeley CA, 94710. 
Angry Young Spaceman is James Munroe's second novel. 
Munro is a David-figure waging war against publishing 
Goliaths. His first novel (Flyboy Action Figure Comes with 
Gasmask, Harper Collins, 1999), was a success but led him to 
decide that authors are overly exploited by large presses. With 
this novel, Munroe has abandoned the large presses, and taken 
his fans with him on a self-published romping Science Fiction 
ride to a kitsch planet replete with androids and UFOs, where 
English is spread as a virus, and love is found in the submarine 
realm of eight-armed beings singing "Bubbles over Plangyo" the 
Octavian folk song. c/o No Media Kings, 10 Trellanock A venue, 
Toronto, Ontario, Canada MlC 5B5 ISBN: 0-9686363-0-6 --
distribution: www .insomniacpress.com 
Telegrams from the Metropole is a collection of poems from 
1980-1998 by Robert Dassanowsky, playwright, literary/film 
critic and professor at U Colorado. In these carefully crafted, 
often experimental texts, Dassanowsky examines significant 
historical, socio-political figures and cultural phenomena. 
Dassanowsky's transcendental "close-ups" offer perspectives on 
individuals and events including Mata Hari, Mallarme, 
Apollinaire, Derrida, modem art, the First World War, and the 
collapse of the Berlin Wall. Many of these poems explore the 
supple shifts in linguistic meaning that occur when typographic 
forms or arrangements of the text on the page are manipulated. 
For example, the poem "Derrida(s)" deconstructs both itself and 
signifying function while, "The Audit" crosses boundaries 
between poetry, drama and mathematical equations. Published 
by the prestigious Poetry Salzburg, this stimulating collection 
includes a perceptive introduction by Andrea Moorhead, and 
exquisite cover art by Robert Moorhead. c/o Poetry Salzburg 
(Salzburg, Oxford, Portland). Distribution: Drake International 
Market House, Market Place, Deddington, Oxford OX15 OSF 
U.K., or International Specialised Book Services 5804 NE 
Hassalo Street, Portland, Oregon 97213-3644 USA. Phone: 
503·287·3093 ISBN: 3-901993-02-9 
The Big R, Spencer Selby's collection of poems, features works 
published in a broad range of Canadian and U.S. magazines. 
Selby's poetic form shifts syntactical and conceptual frames 
thereby creating multiple, almost cubist-like visions of politics, 
crime, music, gods, cities, gardens and writing itself: "Patient 
eager backbone/from its emergence./Comrade sands to south/to 
treeform jungles blanketing/this bit of verse dedicated/for 
arrival." Selby's writing shakes meaning from language, causing 
it to rattle between epiphany and chaos. c/o Angle Press, P.O. 
Box 220027, Brooklyn, NY 11222 USA. 
The Green Man is John Donlan's invocation of the natural 
~pirit found in myth and legend. The poems here are assembled 
m chronological order, according to when they were written, 
and offer cadenced meditations on the integration of the self and 
the "green." The result is not only a scan of the land but an 
emerging portrait of the self integrated with environment The 
shifting perspectives mingle landscape, cityscape and mindscape. 
With Zen mind and Basho-like precision, Donlan documents the 
retreat of nature in face of the ravaging effects of late 
capitalism. c/o Ronsdale Press 3350 West 21st Avenue, 
Vancouver, B.C. Canada V6S 1G7 ISBN: 0-921870-66-3. 
Grand Gnostic Central by Bryan Sentes, is a selection of over 
ten years's work. Sentes has performed his work in Europe and 
~~da He is a writer, teacher, translator Ii ving in Montreal. 
fhis book features ruminations about interactions with nature, 
recollections of early childhood, encounters with Flying Saucers, 
a seven poem series on Budapest, as well as reminiscences and 
thoughts about famous writers including Louis Zukofsky. Ironic 
and sometimes satiric, Sentes' verse is philosophical and attuned 
to the nuances of rare and pivotal moments in time. DC Books, 
950 Decarie, Box 662, Montreal, Quebec, Canada H4L 4 V9 
ISBN: 0-919688-27-6 
P~~sia Experimental (Spanish) is an assembly of works by 
cnttc, and visual-poet, Oemente Padin. This remarkable 
publication includes essays on, and examples of some of the 
~os.t experimental visual graphic poetry in the world. The 
b1~liographies and web-site listings alone are worth the modest 
pnce of this highly informative book (78 pp -- published as a 
monograph edition by Factoria Merzmail Apdo. 9326 08080 
Barcelona Spain). c/o Qemente Padin C. Correao Central 1211, 
11000 Montevideo, Uruguay -- clepadin@adinetcomuy 
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Schallhalla (CD) produced by Stefan Kurt, features a broad 
range of innovative sound works that include human voice, scat, 
traditional folk songs, contemporary vocalizations, industrial 
noise, ambient cityscape noises, reminiscences of elders, sound 
poems, some/rolling jazz blues riffs, hints of Brecht and Weil, 
and multiple electronic manipulations, all couched within several 
flavours of post-modem irony. Many of the vocali:zations are 
German but extended parts are also in English. Parodies of 
cultural conventions abound with numerous plays on language, 
re-contextualizations of modem art works, and delirious twists 
in logic: "It's not the message in your life that counts, it's the 
life in your message! It's not the life in your message the 
counts, it's the message in your life." Featuring an extensive 
group of collaborators (too many to mention here), arranged by 
the multi-talented Jilrgen 0. Olbrich, this compilation provides a 
challenging sample of contemporary German acoustical 
innovation. c/o Jurgen 0. Olbrich, B.L. & P. Communication 
GmbH, NO-INSTITUTE, Niederfeldstr. 35, 
D-34128 Kassel, Germany Tel./Fax +49 561-88 46 94 
Fidget by Kenneth Goldsmith is a transcription of every 
movement made by the author's body during thirteen hours on 
Bloomsday (June 16), 1997. Originally commissioned by the 
Whitney Museum of American Art as a collaboration with Theo 
Bleckmann, this text attempts to reduce the body to a catalogue 
of mechanical movements by a strict act of observation; "Right 
hand rests. Fingers bend. Fingers outstretch. Arc backwards. 
Fingers relax. Bend concavely. Right hand forms fist Thumb 
bends." The stresses of this rigorous exercise create shifting 
reference points and multiple levels of observation that 
inevitably undermine the author's objective approach. Language 
collapses under the feigned weight of objectivity. Later, the 
author realizes: "As I sit here writing this letter, my body is 
making thousands of movements; I am only able to observe one 
at a time. It's impossible to describe every move my body made 
on a given day." Language itself emerges as a necessary 
limitation of this project In the afterward, Marjorie Perloff 
comments that "Telling the 'truth,' ... may be the biggest 
'fiction' of all," nonetheless, this text surpasses literary 
convention and instead renders speech as a form of kinetic 
sculpture. Goldsmith is a broadly published poet and visual 
artist, and is the editor of UbuWeb Visual, Concrete & Sound 
Poetry (www.ubu.com). Fidget is published by Coach House 
Books www.chbooks.com ISBN: 1-55245-076-7 
The Animal Library by Jason Camlot has received praise from 
notable critics including Marjorie Perloff who comments on the 
"concreteness and precision coupled with a superb rhythm that 
makes visceral effects quiet stunning" in this work. Camlot 
teaches at U Concordia (Montreal), and divides this collection 
into four parts titled; "Animal Histories," "Kit Schubert," "Penny 
Pleasures' and "Amber." The "Animal Histories" portion offers 
an insider's view of the fur-trade with sketches of Holocaust 
survivors intermingled with lewd sexual advances and images of 
work-tables littered with buttons, lining-tape, safety pins, sewing 
thread and undressed hides. This work has Kafkaesque 
reverberations and a rich awareness of the evocative power of 
sight, sound and smell. The "Amber" section offers a detailed 
meditation on this semi-precious jewel, and moves from the pre-
historic to the present while displaying a strong sense of 
european myth and history inter-mingled with a heady eroticism. 
c/o DC Books, 950 Decarie, Box 662, Montreal, Quebec, 
Canada H4L 4V9 ISBN: 0-919688-62-4 
Manitoba Highway Map, a poem sequence by Rob McLennan 
offers a cartography of the mind set in the Canadian prairies. 
This sequence was written during the author's cross-Canada 
reading tour in 1998 along with a group of other poets. Thought 
itself emerges as a turning point in this collection. Perceptions 
of space and time shift through the ruminations and meditations 
on bullet trains, newsprint, tumbleweed hills, endless prairie 
skies and small town soup kitchens. McLennan is working in 
the tradition of the Canadian long poem Manitoba Highway 
Map gives a lift to the senses, and drops the readec off a 
thousand kilometres later, transmuted, with an album of 
photographic memories flipping through the mind. McLennan is 
an active editor and writer, and he is the winner of the Canadian 
Author's Association Air Canada Award for 1999. c/o Broken 
Jaw Press, Box 596, Station A, Fredericton, NB, Canada E3B 
5A6 -- ISBN: 0-921411-89-8 www.brokenjaw.oom 
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Hoarse Legend, Conado Paina's compilation of poetry and 
sound-poetry is an accomplished work by a writer in full 
conunand of his medium Paina. also a short story writer, 
focuses on city life, sensual privacies, and celebrations of 
homelands. He received the Borgo degli Artisti Prize in Milan 
for a work titled "Honest Ed ed i Templi del Sudore" (Honest 
Ed's & the Temples of Sweat"). His poetry has been published 
in Italy. Canada & USA. Tiris book also includes Paina's 
polished CD "Open City" which includes a multi-vocal rendition 
of his poetry performed with and co-produced by Deborah 
Verginella. c/o Mansfield Press, 25 Mansfield Avenue, Toronto, 
Ontario, Canada M6J 2A9 ISBN: 1-894469-02-X 
Dog Logic, Kathleen Yearwood's newest CD is a collection of 
covers of underknown writers including Steven Ruhl (USA), 
Elizabeth Smart (Canada/GB), Kyp Harness (Canada), Alan 
Willi~ (?) & Steven J. Bernstein (USA). Yearwood, crosses 
literary/musical borders with grace and impunity. With airings 
on CBC, Yearwood a broadly known cult artist is known as the 
mellifluous and distinctive "Voice from Canada." c/o Voice of 
the Turtle, Box 263, Mundare, Alberta. Canada. TOB 3HO --
voiceoftheturtle@usa.net, or. www.hrmusic.com. 
Filling Station is a periodical that continues to present a select 
mix of international talents offering poetry. graphics, fiction and 
critical commentary. Issue 19 features works by notables such as 
Roy Miki, and Bruce Andrews. Edited by Derek Beaulieu and 
artistically produced in an 8 x 10.5 inch (vertical) format, 
Filling Station offers a refreshing and diverting alternative to 
mainstream attitudes and platitudes. ISSN: 1198-0060 c/o P.O. 
Box 22135, Bankers Hall, Calgary, Alberta. Canada T2M 415 
QIW/E/RITIY #10 continues to offer superlative critical 
perspectives on writing new and old. This issue offers 
discussions on failed commodity in Shakespeare's Antony and 
Cleopatra, the satiric bestiary in Fielding's Joseph Andrews, 
romanticism and carnival in Edith Wharton's The Custom of the 
Country, as well as paralysis and geophysiology in James 
Joyce's The Dublinus. Included in this issue is a cluster of 
articles on poverty and inequality in Great Britain from 1942 to 
1990, and a second cluster on socio-cultural significations of 
18thC. English landscaping. Beautifully crafted, this 250 page 
8" x 8" journal includes extensive bibliographies, fresh 
perspectives on literary works from the early modern to the 
contemporary, as well as crisp black and white illustrations of 
rare art-works. Q!WIEIRIT!Y, edited by Bertrand Rouge is 
always worth reading, and regularly offers breakthrough critical 
perspectives by scholars from France. USA, Canada. and the 
UK [c/o Faculte des Lettres et Sciences Humaines, Avenue du 
Doyen Poplawski, 64000 Pau, France. Paiements a l'ordre de M. 
l'Agent comptable de l'Universite de Pau: ISBN: 2-908930-55-2 
-- ISSN: 1169-2111 -- http://pubmcl.univ-pau.fr]. 
Osiris magazine has offices in Italy, Poland. Canada & USA. 
Featuring selected international works (often published with 
accompanying translations). and striking graphics by visual 
artists such as Robert Moorhead, this journal is an oasis of 
innovation and artistry. The range of works is impressive. For 
example, issue #47 includes poetry by Peter Sigenthaler in 
honour of Nigerian musician and political leader Fela Anikulapo 
Kuti, Andrea Moorhead's inventive fictions which speak of an 
integration of self, language and natural environment; and Jose 
Gomes Ferreira's poetry, which inscribes the WW2 execution of 
Companys, former President of the Catalan Republic. Frequently 
political, and always confronting the confines of language, the 
works in Osiris provide well-seasoned international flavours 
within a post-modem context c/o PO Box 297, Old Deerfield, 
Massachusetts_ USA 01342 ISSN: 0095-019X 
Who Torched Rancho Diablo? edited by Stuart Ross (nominee 
for the Trillium Prize for fiction). continues to offer an eclectic 
and always engaging combination of poetry, fiction, and critical 
commentary. The current issue, #8, features established authors 
Gil Adamson, Sandra Alland, Alice Burdick. Kevin Connolly, 
Paul Dutton, Elyse Friedman, Laurie Anne Fuhr, Lance La 
Rocque, Nicholas Power & Maya Rasmussen. The issue is 
rounded off with Stuart Ross' memoir on cinematic portrayals of 
monkeys. Always bananas, and consistently inventive, this 
publication flies in the face of pretentious conventions. 
Submissions by invite only. c/o Box 141, Station F, Toronto, 
Ontario Canada M4Y 2L4 stu_ross@tvo.org 
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Open utter Tenth Series, No. 9 Fall 2000, focuses on 
"Cyberpoetics" and offers a progress report from a loosely 
affiliated group of writers across Canada and the USA on the 
state of the art The eleven articles included here offer differing 
perspectives on the formal and soci~cultural ramifications that 
emerge when poetry appears on the internet Included are 
retrospective views on Swift Current the world's first e-journal, 
discussions of innovative web-sites such as Ubuweb and "The 
Square Root of -1," analysis of multi-media and hyper-text 
models, finite-state poetry machines, mathematical poetry 
composition systems such as the Jabberwocky engine, as well as 
reports on the art of navigation. Guest-edited by Darren 
Werschler-Henry, this issue will provide a stimulating 
introduction for the un-initiated and plenty of new screens for 
the savants. Authors in this issue include Lucas Mulder, Brian 
Kim Stefans, Karl Jirgens, Craig Douglas Dworkin, Neil 
Hennessy, Kenneth Goldsmith, Dami.an Lopes, Christian Bok 
and Loss Pequeno Glazier. c/o Frank Davey, Editor, 499 
Dufferin Avenue, London, Ontario, Canada N6B 2Al (3 issue 
subscription: Canada $19.00, international $24.00) 
ISSN: 0048-1939 
Offerle Speciale continues to present superb poetic talent from 
around the world. Issue #13 includes works by Spencer Selby, 
Richard Kostelanetz. Julien Blain. Ruggero Maggi, John M. 
Bennett. Betty Radin, Giovanni Strada. Clemente Padin, Mark 
Sonnenfeld, Peggy Lefler, and Bill Keith, among many others. 
Intelligently and tastefully edited by Carla Bertola. 
Delfino M. Rosso and Alberto Vitacchio, Ojferte Speciale 
regularly offers bold poetic innovations. c/o Corso De Nicola 
20, 10128 Torino, Italy -- gioco@comune.torino.it 
*** *** *** 
NOTE: The editors have been recently informed by John Laford 
and Meredith Ramsey-Kakapshe that the traditional "Windigo" 
story (published in Rampike V ol.11/#2) was not recounted to 
Ramsay by John Laford, but, was recounted by R~ey-
Kakapshe herself. We are pleased to publish this correction. 
Grapheme (below) by Christian Burgaud (France) 
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